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BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 




TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; ROTHCHILD 
PROPERTIES, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho 
Professional Service Corporation; HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL 
PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL PROPERTY 
DESCRIBED HEREIN. 
Defendants. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho 
Professional Service Corporation, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company. 1 j!.. C 
.<. '....' d 
Counterdefendant. 
Case No.: CV-08-4395 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, 
P.C.'S ANSWER, 
COUNTERCLAIM, 
CROSSCLAIM. THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT AND JURY 
DEMAND 
Filing Fees: 
Category J.5. $14.00 
Category 1.6. $14.00 
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SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.c., an Idaho 
Professional Service Corporation, 
Crossclaimant, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; ROTHCHILD 
PROPERTIES, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; AMERlTITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES 1-3, 
and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL 
PROPERTY DESCRlBED HEREIN. 
Crossdefendants. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.c., an Idaho 
Professional Service Corporation, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BRAD ZUNDEL, an individual; JIM ZUNDEL, an 
individual. 
Third Part' Defendants. 
DefendantiCounterclaimant/Crossclaimant, Schiess & Associates, P.c. (Schiess), 
by and through counsel of record, denies all allegations of the Amended Complaint to 
Foreclose Deed of Trust and Other Actions not expressly admitted herein and more 
specifically respond as follows: 
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1. Schiess admits paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint. However, Schiess 
specifically alleges that Plaintiff, Idaho Development, LLC is not registered to do 
business in Idaho and as a result is incapable of maintaining and pursuing this action. 
2. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 2, 
and therefore denies paragraph 2. 
3. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 3, 
and therefore denies paragraph 3. 
4. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 4, 
and therefore denies paragraph 4. 
5. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 5, 
and therefore denies paragraph 5. 
6. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 6, 
and therefore denies paragraph 6. 
7. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 7, 
and therefore denies paragraph 7. 
8. Schiess admits that it is an Idaho corporation, that it provided engineering 
services for the property, and that it claims an interest in the property. Schiess denies the 
remainder of the allegations contained in paragraph 8. 
9. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 9, 
and therefore denies paragraph 9. 
10. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 10, 
and therefore denies paragraph 10. 
11. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 11, 
and therefore denies paragraph 11. 161 
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12. Schiess denies that its lien on the property is junior, subordinate, or 
subsequent to any right, title, lien, or interest in the property held by plaintiff Schiess 
does not have sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of paragraph 12, and 
therefore denies the remainder of paragraph 12. 
13. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 13, 
and therefore denies paragraph 13. 
14. Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 13 to the 
Amended Complaint. 
15. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 15, 
and therefore denies paragraph 15. 
16. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 16, 
and therefore denies paragraph 16. 
17. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 17, 
and therefore denies paragraph 17. 
18. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 18, 
and therefore denies paragraph 18. 
19. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admi t or deny paragraph 19, 
and therefore denies paragraph 19. 
20. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 20, 
and therefore denies paragraph 20. 
21. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 21, 
and therefore denies paragraph 21. 
22. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 22, 
and therefore denies paragraph 22. 162 
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23. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 23, 
and therefore denies paragraph 23. 
24. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 24, 
and therefore denies paragraph 24. 
25. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 25, 
and therefore denies paragraph 25. 
26. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 26, 
and therefore denies paragraph 26. 
27. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 27, 
and therefore denies paragraph 27. 
28. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 28, 
and therefore denies paragraph 28. 
29. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 29, 
and therefore denies paragraph 29. 
30. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 30, 
and therefore denies paragraph 30. 
31. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 31, 
and therefore denies paragraph 31. 
32. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 32, 
and therefore denies paragraph 32. 
33. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 33, 
and therefore denies paragraph 33. 
34. Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 33 to the 
Amended Complaint. 163 
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35. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 35, 
and therefore denies paragraph 35. 
36. Schiess denies it bOlTowed money from Plaintiff. Schiess does not have 
sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of paragraph 36, and therefore 
denies the remainder of paragraph 36. 
37. Schiess denies it borrowed money from Plaintiff. Schiess does not have 
sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of paragraph 37, and therefore 
denies the remainder of paragraph 37. 
38. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 38, 
and therefore denies paragraph 38. 
39. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 39, 
and therefore denies paragraph 39. 
40. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 40, 
and therefore denies paragraph 40. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
Schiess asserts the following affirmative defenses: 
1. The Amended Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
2. Schiess has priority pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 45-506 and 45-512 and 
Ullrawall, Inc. v. Trepagnier, 135 Idaho 832, 25 P.3d 855 (2001); Pac?fzc States Sav., 
Loan. and Bldg. Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 319, 83 P. 513 (1905). 
3. Schiess has priority because it commenced performing services on the 
property before Plaintiff recorded its deed of trust. 
4. Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands. 
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5. Plaintiff s claims are barred by the doctrine of failure of consideration. 
There was no consideration given for the February 29, 2008 promissory note, because on 
February 28, 2008 plaintiff contracted to purchase an ownership interest in Teton View 
Golf Estates, LLC for $1,100,000. The $1,100,000 was a capital contribution pursuant to 
Utah Code § 48-2c-901 and not a loan to Teton View Golf Estates, LLC. 
6. Plaintiff s claims are barred because there is no debt for the Deed of Trust 
to secure. 
7. Plaintiffs attempts to secure its distributions from Teton View Golf 
Estates, LLC are barred by Utah Code § 48-2c-1 005. Plaintiff is only entitled to recoup 
its investment in Teton View after all creditors, including Schiess, have been repaid in 
full. 
8. To the extent Plaintiff is entitled to enforce the Deed of Trust, the Court 
should equitably subordinate such security interest to Schiess's lien, as Plaintiff is an 
owner and member of Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, and it would be inequitable and 
unfair to allow a member of an LLC to secure its investment in the LLC at the expense of 
the LLC's creditors. 
9. Utah Code § 48-2c- I 308 establishes that the priority of a creditor, such as 
Schiess, is superior to the status of a member of a Utah LLC in the member's capacity as 
a creditor. 
10. The promissory note, attached as Exhibit A to the Amended Complaint 
provides that Idaho Development shall subordinate its claim to any third party 
construction financing. As Schiess provided engineering services on credit to Teton 
View Golf Estates, LLC, it has provided third party construction financing to the property 
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that is the subject of this dispute, and therefore, Plaintiffs Deed of Trust is subordinated 
to Schiess's lien claims. 
11. Plaintiffs claims are barred by Plaintiffs own fraudulent conduct. 
12. Plaintiff s claims are barred because Plaintiff is not registered to do 
business in Idaho. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Schiess demands judgment: 
1. Dismissing the Amended Complaint in its entirety; 
2. Determining that Schiess's lien has priority to all other liens and claims on 
the property; 
3. Awarding Schiess' reasonable attorneys' fees, costs and disbursements of 
defending this action pursuant to, Idaho Code §§ 12-120,12-121,45-513, Rule 54 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other rule or provision; and 
4. Granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
COUNTERCLAIM/CROSS CLAIMITHIRD PARTY COMPLAINT 
1. Counterclaimant/Crossclaimant/Third Party Plaintiff, Schiess & 
Associates, P.C. (Schiess), is an Idaho professional service corporation with its principle 
place of business in Bonneville County, Idaho. 
2. Counterdefendant, Idaho Development, LLC (Idaho Development), is a 
Utah limited liability company. 
3. Crossdefendant, Teton View Golf Estates, LLC (Teton View), is a Utah 
limited liability company. 
4. Crossdefendant, Rothchild Properties, LLC (Rothchild), is a Utah limited 
liability company. 166 
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5. Crossdefendant, Western Equity, LLC, (Western Equity) is a Utah limited 
liability company. 
6. Crossdefendant, Amerititle Company (Amerititle), is the Trustee for a 
Deed of Trust granted by Teton View for the benefit of ZBS, LLC, dated March 4, 2008, 
and recorded as Instrument No. 1292699 on March 10,2008, records of Bonneville 
County, Idaho. 
7. Crossdefendant, ZBS, LLC (ZBS), is an Idaho limited liability company 
with its principal place of business in st. Anthony, Fremont County, Idaho. 
8. Crossdefendant, Depatco, Inc. (Depatco), is an Idaho corporation with its 
principal place of business in St. Anthony, Fremont County, Idaho. 
9. Crossdefendant, HD Supply Waterworks, LTD doing business as HD 
Supply Waterworks (HD Supply), filed a lien against the property recorded October 30, 
2008, under Instrument No. 1315631, records of Bonneville County, Idaho. 
10. Third Party Defendant, Brad Zundel is an individual residing in 
Bonneville County, Idaho. 
11. Third Party Defendant, Jim Zundel is an individual residing in Fremont 
County, Idaho. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
12. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514. 
13. Bonneville County is a proper venue for this action pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 5-404. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
14. On June 20, 2007, Schiess entered a contract with Brad and Jim Zundel 
(collectively Zundels), where Schiess agreed to provide surveying, testing, and 
engineering services to Zundels in exchange for payment. 
15. On May 16,2008, Schiess entered a contract with Teton View, where 
Schiess agreed to provide surveying, testing, and engineering services to Teton View 
Golf Estates, LLC, in exchange for payment. 
16. The surveying, testing, and engineering services pertained to property 
(Property) containing a legal description as follows: 
BEGINNING AT A POINT THAT IS SOUTH 00°27'09" EAST 25.00 FEET 
FROM THE NORTHEAST SECTION CORNER OF SECTION 31, 
TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH RANGE 38, EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO, RUNNING THENCE SOUTH 
00°27'09" EAST 913.64 ALONG THE EAST SECTION LINE; THENCE 
SOUTH 89°32'51" WEST 215.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00°27'09" 
EAST 99.94 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89°32'51" EAST 182.00 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 00°27'09" EAST 27.47 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 
89°32'51" WEST 341.11 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01°00'19" WEST 127.42 
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89°32'51" WEST 1413.98 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 36°38'38" WEST 116.19 FEET; THENCE NORTH 15°14'53" 
WEST 260.01 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01 °00'18" EAST 255.52 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 02°41 '50" EAST 280.33 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
02°25'59" EAST 15.16 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89°00'18" EAST 1901.74 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING 
The Propeliy is now known as Teton View Estates. 
17. Schiess provided surveying, testing, and engineering services pursuant to 
the contracts commencing on or about June 20,2007 through on or about October 27, 
2008. 
18. The sum of not less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees and interest from 
October 29, 2008, is the reasonable value of said services that have been provided but not 
paid for. 16 
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19. Schiess obtained a litigation guarantee from First American Title 
Company. The litigation guarantee is attached as Exhibit A. 
COUNT ONE: LIEN FORECLOSURE (All Parties) 
20. Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs. 
21. Schiess recorded a claim oflien on October 29, 2008, as Instrument No. 
1315496 in Bonneville County, Idaho against the Property (Lien). A copy of the Lien is 
attached as Exhibit B. 
22. Schiess's lien is in the amount of $92,880.71, plus attorney fees, costs, and 
interest. 
23. The services were provided for the benefit of the Property. 
24. As a result of Zundels and Teton Views' failure to pay, Schiess is entitled 
to foreclose its Lien on the Property. 
25. Schiess is entitled to judgment foreclosing its Lien and adjudicating its 
Lien to be superior to and prior in right to the interest claimed by all parties, or declaring 
the rank of the respective liens pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 45-506 and 45-512. 
26. Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney 
P A in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees 
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code §§ 45-513,12-120,12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil 
Procedure, or any other statute or provision. 
COUNT TWO: BREACH OF CONTRACT (Zundels, Teton View) 
27. Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs. 
28. Schiess and Zunde1s entered a contract. 
29. Schiess and Teton View entered a contract. 
30. The contracts are supported by' consideration. 
169 
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31. Schiess has substantially performed its obligations under the contracts and 
is not in material breach. 
32. Zundels and Teton View have failed to pay Schiess pursuant to the 
contract. 
33. Zundels and Teton Views' failure to pay is a material breach of contract. 
34. Zundels and Teton Views' material breach is the direct and proximate 
result of damages to Schiess in an amount to be proven at trial but in no event less than 
$92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest. 
35. Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney 
PAin order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees 
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code §§ 45-513,12-120,12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil 
Procedure, or any other statute or provision. 
COUNT THREE: QUANTUM MERUIT (Zundels, Teton View) 
36. Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs. 
37. Schiess furnished surveying, testing, and engineering services to the 
Property upon Zundels, Teton View, or their agents' requests and promises to pay the 
reasonable value thereof. 
38. Schiess provided services and material commencing on or about June 20, 
2007 through on or about October 27, 2008. Schiess fully performed its required 
obligations. 
39. Schiess has not been fully paid for its services. The value of the unpaid 
services is not less than $$92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest. 
40. Zundels and Teton View voluntarily and knowingly accepted the benefit 
of the services. 
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41. Schiess is entitled to recover from Zundels and Teton View in an amount 
to be proven at trial but in no event less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and 
interest. 
42. Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney 
P A in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees 
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code §§ 45-513,12-120,12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil 
Procedure, or any other statute or provision. 
COUNT FOUR: UNJUST ENRICHMENT (Zundels, Teton View) 
43. Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs. 
44. The services provided by Schiess are incorporated into the Property and 
Zundels and Teton View are unjustly enriched at Schiess's expense to Schiess's 
detriment. 
45. Zundels and Teton View are unjustly enriched in an amount to be proven 
at trial but in no event less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest. 
46. Schiess is entitled to recover from Zundels and Teton View. 
47. Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney 
PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees 
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code §§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 ofthe Civil 
Procedure, or any other statute or provision. 
COUNT FIVE: IMPLIED IN FACT CONTRACT (Zundels, Teton View) 
48. Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs. 
49. Schiess furnished engineering services to the Property upon Zundels, 
Teton View, or their agents' requests and promises to pay the reasonable value thereof. 
50. The services provided by Schiess are incorporated into the Propeliy. 
~ 7 d 
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51. Zundels and Teton View accepted the services and materials provided by 
Schiess. 
52. The conduct of the parties implies an agreement from which an obligation 
in contract exists. 
53. Schiess has substantially performed its obligations under this implied in 
fact agreement and is not in material breach. 
54. Zundels and Teton View have failed to pay for the services provided by 
Schiess. 
55. Zundels and Teton Views' failure to pay for the services provided by 
Schiess is a material breach of the implied in fact contract. 
56. Zundels and Teton Views' material breach of the implied in fact 
agreement is the direct and proximate cause of damages to Schiess. 
57. Schiess has suffered damages in an amount to be determined at trial but in 
no event less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest. 
58. Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard S1. Clair Gaffney 
P A in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees 
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code §§ 45-513, 12-120, 12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil 
Procedure, or any other statute or provision. 
COUNT SIX: PROMISSORY ESTOPPEL (Zundels, Teton View) 
59. Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs. 
60. Schiess, in justifiable and foreseeable reliance upon Zundels and Teton 
Views' promises that they would pay for the services provided by Schiess, acted 
reasonably by providing those services to Zundels and Teton View. 
172 
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61. The detriment and/or harm suffered by Schiess in reliance upon the 
promises made by Zundels and Teton View are substantial in an economic sense. 
62. Schiess has suffered damages in an amount to be determined at trial but in 
no event less than $92,880.71 plus attorney fees, costs, and interest. 
63. Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffl1ey 
PA in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees 
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code §§ 45-513,12-120,12-121, Rule 54 ofthe Civil 
Procedure, or any other statute or provision. 
COUNT SEVEN: EQUITABLE SUBORDINATION (Teton View) 
64. Schiess realleges all previous paragraphs. 
65. On or about February 28, 2008, Idaho Development, LLC entered into an 
agreement with Rothchild Properties, LLC, whereby Idaho Development and Rothchild 
Properties became joint owners and members of Teton View. Pursuant to the agreement, 
Idaho Development invested $1,100,000 in Teton View for which Idaho Development 
obtained an ownership interest in Teton View and the right to certain distributions 
pursuant to the February 28, 2008 agreement and the operating agreement for Teton 
View. 
66. On or about February 29, 2008, Teton View signed a promissory note and 
provided Idaho Development with a Commercial Loan Deed of Trust in the amount of 
$1,100,000 recorded as Bonneville County Instrument No. 1291905 a copy of which is 
attached as Exhibit B to Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. The purpose of this promissory 
note and Deed of Trust was an attempt to convert Plaintiff s purchase of an ownership 
interest in Teton View into a debt secured by the Deed of Trust in order to defraud any 
future creditors of Teton View including Schiess. 
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67. On or about March 20,2008, Idaho Development recorded an Amendment 
of Deed of Trust in the amount of$850,000 as Bonneville County Instrument No. 
1292697, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit C to Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. 
68. The deeds of trust recorded by Idaho Development are invalid because 
they do not secure any debt between Idaho Development and Teton View. 
69. If the deeds of trust recorded by Idaho Development are valid, such 
interests should be equitably subordinated to Schiess's lien because Idaho Development 
is a member of Teton View and pursuant to Utah Statutes regarding Utah LLCs, creditors 
of the LLC have priority to members of the LLC who are also creditors. 
70. Schiess has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney 
P A in order to protect its rights. Schiess is entitled to recover costs and attorney fees 
pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code §§ 45-513,12-120,12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil 
Procedure, or any other statute or provision. 
PRA YER FOR RELIEF 
Schiess prays this Court for judgment as follows: 
1. Entering judgment in favor of Schiess against Zunde1s and Teton View. 
A. In an amount to be determined at trial, but not less than $92,880.71 
plus, attorney fees, costs, and interest thereon at 18% per aIillUm ( 1.5% monthly) 
pursuant to agreement; 
B. Awarding costs and attorney fees pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code 
§§ 45-513,12-120,12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil Procedure, or any other statute or 
proVISIOn; 
C. Granting such other relief the Court deems just and proper. 
2. Entry of judgment in favor of Schiess against all parties as follows: 
"" t"7 ' 1. L~ 
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A. Foreclosing the Lien held by Schiess in the amount of $92,880.71 plus, 
attorney fees, costs, and interest thereon at 18% per annum; 
B. Declaring all parties and all persons claiming or to claim an interest in 
the Property, be barred and foreclosed of all right, title interest, claim or equity or 
redemption in and to the Property; 
C. Alternatively, establishing the priority of all claimants; 
D. Ordering the sale of all the Property according to law and directing the 
proceeds of the sale to be applied to the full amount due Schiess; 
E. Ordering Schiess be allowed to bid at the sale of the Property by credit 
bid; 
F. That the second deed of trust signed March 7, 2008 and recorded as 
instrument number 1292697 in Bonneville County, Idaho be set aside and invalidated; 
G. That the first deed of trust signed February 29, 2008 and recorded as 
instrument number 1291905 in Bonneville County, Idaho be set aside and invalidated; 
H. That any deed of trust or other security interest of Idaho Development 
be subordinated; 
I. That it be declared by this Court that all claimants have only such claim 
or interest in the Property as is subsequent, subordinate, and inferior to Schiess's lien 
pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 45-506, 45-512; 
1. That Teton View and Zundels pay any deficiency to Schiess that may 
remain after applying all said proceeds to the satisfaction of Schiess's lien; 
K. That Schiess be awarded appropriate post-judgment interest and post 
judgment attorney fees and that such amounts be foreclosed, together with the principle 
« '7"-.1 ;) 
amount of the lien; 
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L. Awarding costs and attorney fees pursuant to agreement, Idaho Code 
§§ 45-513,12-120,12-121, Rule 54 of the Civil Procedure, or any other statute or 
provISIOn; 
M. Granting such other relief the Court deems just and proper. 
JURY DEMAND 
Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Schiess requests a trial 
by jury on all issues deemed triable by jury. 
Dated: April 28, 2009 . 
. ~ 
son 
St. Clair Gaffney P A 
Attorneys for Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
Schiess & Associates, P.c.'s Answer, Counterclaim, Crossclaim, Third Party Complaint and JUly 
Demand P~iJe lR 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am a licensed attorney in the State ofIdaho and that on April 28, 
2009, I served a true and correct copy of the SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.c.'S 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM, CROSSCLAIM, THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT AND 
JURY DEMAND upon the following by the meth, of delivery designated: 
Alan Harrison 13" US Mail 0 Hand delivered 0 Facsimile 
Alan R. Harrison Law 
497 N Capital Avenue, Suite 210 




PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: 523-9518 
Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 




PO Box 23414 
Tigard, OR 97281-3414 
Fax: 503-620-4540 
Lynn C. Spafford 
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC 
PO Box 711946 
Salt Lake City, UT 84171 
Tony M. Versteeg 
Western Equity, LLC 
Rothchild Properties 
11105 S. Londonberry Drive 
Draper, UT 84092 
~S Mail 0 Hand delivered 0 Facsimile 
/ 
~ US Mail 0 Hand delivered 0 Facsimile 
/ 
l:Sf~s Mail 0 Hand delivered 0 Facsimile 
~S Mail 0 Hand delivered 0 Facsimile 
/ 
d US Mail 0 Hand delivered 0 Facsimile 
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Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: 529-1300 
11 
if Gaffney P A 
Attorneys fOf chiess & Associates, P.C. 
o US Mail Ld delivered 0 Facsimile 
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UTIGATION GUARANTEE 
Guarantee No.: 294719-IF 
Page No.: 1 
SUBJECT ro THE UMITA TlONS CONTAINED HEREIN, THE EXaUSJ()NS FROM COVB?AG~ THE UMns 
OF LIABIliTY AND OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE CONDmONS AND STlPULAnoNS HER£7V ANNEXED 
AND MADE A PART OF THIS GUARANTEE. 
First American Title Insurance Company 
a california corporation, herein called the Company 
GUARANTEES 
the Assured named in Schedule A against loss not exceeding the liability amount stated in Schedule A 
which the Assured shall sustain by reason of any incorrectness in the assurance which the Company 
hereby gives that, according to the public records, as of Date of guarantee shown in Schedule A: 
1. The title to the herein described estate or interest is vested in the vestee named in Schedule A. 
2. Except for the matters shown in Schedule B, there are no defects, liens, enrumbranres or other 
matters affecting title to the estate of Interest in the land shown in Schedule A, which matters 
are not necessarily shown in the order of their priority. 
3. a) The current interest holders claiming some right, title or interest by reason of the matters 
shown on Part II of Schedule B are as shown therein. The vestee named in Schedule A and 
parties daiming to have some right, title or interest by reason of the matters shown In Part Il of 
Schedule B may be necessary to name defendant in an action, the nature of which is referred to 
in Schedule A. 
b) The current interest holders daiming some right, title or interest by reason of the matters 
shown in Part I of Schedule B may also be necessary to name defendant in an action, the nature 
of which is referred to in Schedule A. However, no assurance is given hereby as to those current 
interest holders. 
4. The return addresses for mailing after recording, if any, as shown on each and every document 
referred to in Part II of Schedule B by spedfic recording Information, and as shown on the 
document(s) vesting title as shown in Schedule A are as shown in Schedule C. 
This Litigation Guarantee is furnished solely for the purJX)SE! of fadlitatlng the filing of the action referred 
to in Schedule A. It shall not be used or relied upon for any other purpose. 
F,rst Alm>ric-an Tille lru'WW1<"~ Company 
-7\ /~./ , J .. ~' 
it, v ....... ~·V 14""~ HIE~:: 
.~" ~~ ~'"'-
FIrst AmerfQln T1tM Company 
By: ./ ~. /,.- ' / -,# /.I c.... " 
/(.;-t!,I,;H-~ ~r. -~ 
,,/ v ' :I 
AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY 
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UABIUTY: $92,000.00 GUARANTEE NO.: 294119-IF 
FEE: $511.00 ORDER NO.: 294119-IF 
1. Name of Assured: 
Schiess & Associates, an Idaho CorJX>ration and Beard, St. Clair, Gaffney 
2. Date of Guarantee: March 17, 2009 at 7:30 A.M. 
3. This Litigation Guarantee is furnished solely for the purJX>se of facilitating the filing of an action 
to to foreclose on Oaim of Lien #1315496 
4. The estate or interest in the land which is covered by this guarantee is: 
Fee Simple 
5. Title to the estate or interest In the Land is vested in: 
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, an utah Limited Liability Company 
6. The Land referred to in this Guarantee is described as follows: 
BEGINNING AT A POINT THAT IS SOUTH 00°21'09" EAST 25.00 FEET FROM THE 
NORTHEAST SECTION CORNER OF SECTION 31, TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 38, 
EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO, RUNNING THENCE 
SOUTH 00°21'09" EAST 913.64 ALONG THE EAST SECTION UNE; THENCE SOUTH 
89°32'51" WEST 215.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00°21'09" EAST 99.94 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 89°32'51" EAST 182.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00°21'09" EAST 21.41 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 89°32'51" WEST 341.11 FEET; THENCE NORTH 01°00'19" WEST 
121.42 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89°32'51" WEST 1413.98 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
36°38'38" WEST 116.19 FEET; THENCE NORTH 15°14'53" WEST 260.01 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 01 °00'18" EAST 255.52 FEET; THENCE NORTH 02°41 'SO" EAST 
280.33 FEET; THENCE NORTH 02°25'59" EAST 15.16 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89°00'18" 
EAST 1901.14 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
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SCHEDULE B 
Defects, liens, enrumbrances or other matters affecting title: 
Part I: 
Guarartee No.: 294719-IF 
Page No.: 3 
1. 2009 taxes are an accruing lien, not yet due and payable until the fourth Monday in November 
of the rurrent year. The first one-half is not delinquent until after December 20 of the rurrent 
year, the second one-half is not delinquent until after June 20 of the following year. 
Taxes which may be assessed and entered on the property roll for 2009 with respect to new 
improvements and first OCCUpancyl which may be included on the regular property, which are an 
accruing lien, not yet due and payable. 
General taxes as set forth below. Any amounts not paid when due will accrue penalties and 










Homeowners Exemption is not in effect for 2008. 




2. All matters, covenants, co nditionSl restrictions, easements and any rights, interests or claims 
which may exist by reason thereof, dIsclosed by the recorded plat of said subdivision, but 
deleting any covenant, condition or restriction indicating a preference, limitation or discrimination 
based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin to the extent such 
covenants, conditions or restrictions violate 42 USC 3604{c). 
3. Levies and assessments of Progressive Irrigation District. 
4. Easement granted to Utah Power & Light Company, recorded July 22, 1980, as Instrument No. 
589848. 
5. Annexation Agreement upon the terms, conditions and proviSions contained therein: 
Parties: aty of Idaho Falls and Teton View Golf Estates, LLC 
Recorded: April 28, 20081 Instrument No. 1297929 
6. Subject to Idaho Canal along the Westerly side of said property 
7. Deed of Trust dated February 29, 2008, to serure an original indebtedness of $1/100/000.00, 
and any other amounts and/or obligations serured thereby 
Recorded: February 291 2008, as Instrument No. 1291905 
Grantor: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC 
Trustee: Alliance Trtle & Escrow Corp. 
Beneficiary: Idaho Development, LLC 
Amendment of Deed of Trust recorded March 101 20081 as Instrument No. 1292697 
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8. Deed of Trust dated March 4, 2008, to secure an original indebtedness of $640,000.00, and any 
other amounts and/or obligations secured thereby 
Recorded: March 10, 2008, as Instrument No. 1292699 
Grantor: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, an Utah limited liability company 
Trustee: AmeriTrtle 
Beneficiary: lBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
9. Action in the Idaho District Court for Idaho, Idaho Development, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company Plaintiff vs. Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, a Utah limited liability company; Rothchild 
Properties, LLC, a Utah limited liability oompany; Western Equity, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company; Lynn Spafford, individually, Tony Versteeg, individually; Amerititle Company; lBS, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; Depatco, Inc., an Idaho Corporation; Schiess & Associates, 
P.C, an Idaho Professional Services Corporation; Does 1-3, and All Persons in Possession of Real 
Property Described herein Defendant, to to foredose on a deed of trust held by Plaintiff, Case 
No. CV-08-4395. Notice of Pendency of Action recorded July 22, 2008, as Instrument No. 
1306619 and re-recorded July 25, 2008 as Instrument No. 1306929. 
10. Deed of Trust dated August IS, 2008, to secure an original indebtedness of $250,000.00, and 
any other amounts and/or obligations secured thereby 
Recorded: August 25, 2008, as Instrument No. 1309846 
Grantor: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, a Utah limited liability company 
Trustee: Rrst AMerican Trtle company 
Beneficiary: Sandra A. MacArthur Trustee of the Sandra A. MacArthur Family Trust 
Subordination of Mechanic's and Materialman's Lien Ridghts, recorded August 27, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 1310120, records of Bonneville County, Idaho. 
Appointment of Trustee, appointing Just Law, Inc., recorded February 11, 2009 as Instrument 
No. 1323460, records of Bonneville County, Idaho. 
Notice of Default, recorded February 11, 2009 as Instrument No. 1323461, records of Bonneville 
County, Idaho. 
11. Deed of Trust dated August 15, 2008, to secure an original Indebtedness of $250,000.00, and 
any other amounts and/or obligations secured thereby 
Recorded: August 25, 2008, as Instrument No. 1309847 
Grantor: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, a Utah limited liability company 
Trustee: Idaho TItle and Trust, Inc. 
Beneficiary: Idaho Development, LLC, a Utah limited liability company, its successors and 
assigns 
12. Claim of lien. 
Claimant: Depatco, Inc., an Idaho corporation 
Amount: $ 818,436.02 
For: labor and materials 
Recorded: October 20, 2008, as Instrument No. 1314766. 
Part II: 
13. Claim of lien. 
Claimant: Schiess & Associates 
Amount: $ 92, 880. 7t 
For: engineering services 
Itj3 
Recorded: October 29, 2008, as Instrument No. 1315496. 
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14. Claim of lien. 
Guarantee No.: 294719-IF 
Page No.: 5 
Claimant: HO Supply Waterworks, L TO dba HO Supply Waterworks fka National Waterworks, 
Inc. 
Amount: $ 201,958.60 
For: labor and materials 
Recorded: October 30, 2008, as Instrument No. 1315631. 
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Warranty Deed #1292698 
Guarantee No.: 294719-IF 
Page No.: 6 
Teton V"aew Golf Estates, LLC, an Utah Limited Liability Company 
6371 N. 5th E., Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 and 11105 London Derry, Sandy, 
Utah 84092 
Schedule B-14 
Claim of Lien #1315631 
HD Supply Wabilrworks, LTD dba HD SUpply Waterworks fka 
National Waterworks, Inc. 
C/O Kevin T. Christiansen, Scott-Hookland LLP, P.O. Box 23414, 
Tigard, OR 97281-3414 
NOTE: Should you have any questions regarding items referred to herein, please contact Lois Olson, 
TItle Officer, of First American Title Company at 900 Pier View Drive Ste. 110, Idaho Falls, 10 
83402, or call (208)522-9195. 
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SCHEDULE Of' EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE Of' THIS GUARANTEE 
Guarantee No.: 294119-IF 
Page No.: 7 
1. El«:ept In the extent that specific assurana! an! proylded In Sd1eduIe A of tHs Guaranb!e, the Comparty assumes no lIatlfity for loss or damage by reason of the following: 
(a) Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other mattrm against the title. whether or not shown by the public r&mis. 
(b) (1) T2I)(eS or assessmerts of any taxing authortty that leVIes taxes or asse5SITM!nts on real property; or, (2) Proa!edngs by a public agency which may result In taxes 
0..-~, or notIceS d such proceedings, whether 01' not the rnat:trrs excluded under (1) or (2) are shown by the records of the taxing aulhorlty 01' by the p\.bllc 
record!;. 
(c) (1) Unpatented mining claims; (2) reservations 01' exceptions In patents 01' In Acts authortzing the Issuance thereof; (3) water rights, dalms 01' title III water, whether 
0..- rMlt the mattl!rs excluded tnde' (ll, (2) or (3) are shown by the p\.bllc records. 
2. iIIoXwIthstarding arty specific assurance which are prov!ded In Schedue A of thiS GuarantEe, the Comparty assumes no liability ror loss 01' damage by reason of the 
foflowlng: 
(a) ()efeds, liens, encumbra...::es, ac:f...erse dalms 01' other matters aIfed:ing the tlt:te III any property beyond the hoes of the land expressly desoibed In the description set 
forth In SchedUe (A), (q 01' In Part 2 d thiS GuarantEe, 01' title to streets, roads, _nues, lanes, ways or waterways to which such land abuts, 01' the right to maintain therein 
vaults, tunnels, ramps, 01' any strud:u"e or Improvemerts; 01' any rights 01' easements therein, lI1less such property, rigrts 01' ease-nerts are expressly aoo Specifically set forth 
in said description. 
(b) Defects, hens, encumbrances, adverse dalms 01' other rnat:trrs, whether 01' not shown by the pubUe records; (1) which are created, suffered, assufMd or Il!J-eed to by 
one 01' more of the AsslJ'eds; (2) which result In no loss In the Assured; or (3) which do not result In the Invalidity 01' poIl!ntiai Invalidity of arty JOOidal 01' non-judldal 
proceedng which is wlttln the scope and purpose of the assUf3...::es provided. 
(e) The identity d any party sl-o:lwn 01' referred In In Schedule A. 
(d) The valldlty,legal effect 01' prlOlity d any matter shown 01' referred III in tHs Guarantl!e. 
GUARANTEE CONDmONS AND snPULAnONS 
1. DefInition of Terms. 
The fullowlng tenns when used In the Guarantl!e mean: 
(a) the "Assured": the party or parties named as the Assured in tHs Guarantl!e, a on a sl4'plemental writing executed by the Company. 
(b) "land": the land described or referred to in SchedJle (A) (C) 01' In Part 2, and Improvernerts affIXed therein wt-ich by law coosti~ real property. The term "land" does 
not Indude any property beyond the lines of the area described 01' referred In In Schedule (A) (C) 01' In Part 2, nOI' any right, title, Interest, estate 01' easernert In abuttlng 
streets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways or waterways. 
(e) "11'lOI'1:gage": mortgage, deed of trust, trust deed, or other security Instrurnert. 
(d) "pubUc recOI'ds" : recOI'ds estabHshed under stall! statutes at Date of Guarantl'!e for the ptrp05e of Impartfng constructllle notIcI! of matters relating III real property In 
ptI'(:hasers fOl' value and without knowlEdge. 
(e) "date": the eIfectlve date. 
2. NotIce of Claim b:I be GIven by Assured Claimant. 
An Assured shall notify the CDmpany promptly In writing In case knowledge shan come to an Assured hereunder of any dalm of title or interest which is adverse to the titie In 
the estate or interest, as stated herein, and wroch mlgtt cause loss or damage fOl' which the Company may be liable by VIrtue of tHs Guarantl'!e. (f prompt mtiCe shall not be 
given In the Company, then aU Yabillty of the Company shall terminate with regard In the marner or matters ror wroch prompt notiCe is reqUired; prOVided, however, that 
failure In notify the Company shaH In no case prejudice the rights d any Assured l.nder thiS GuarantEe unless the CDmpany shall be prejtdced by the fabe aoo then only In 
the extent of the prejudice. 
3. No Duty b:I Defend or 1>roseaJte. 
The Comparty shall have no duty to defeoo 01' prosecute any action or proceeding In which the Assured is a party, notwithstanting the narure of arty anegatlon In such action 
01' pn:x:eeding. 
4. Company's OptIon b:I Defend or Prosec:ufla ActIons; Duty of ""lINd Claimant b:I Cooperate. 
Even though the CDmpany has no duty In defend 01' prosecute as set fOl'th In Paragraph 3 above: 
(a) The CDmpany shaH have the rigtt, at Its sole option and cost. In Instl~ and proseate arty action 01' proceeding, Irterpose a d!!fense, as limited In (b), a In do any 
rther act which In Its o~nIon may be necessary or desirable to establiSh the tltle to the estate 01' interest as stated herein, 01' In establish the lien rights d the Assured, 01' to 
prevent or redJ<:e loss or damage III the Assured. The Company may take arty appropriate action under the terms of thiS Guarantee, whether 01' not it shaW be lIatle 
hereunder, and shan not thereby concede llabnlty 01' walve arty proviSion of this GuarantEe. If the Company shall exerdse Its rights urder this pari!I\Taph, it shan do so 
diligently. 
(b) If the Comparty elects In exercise Its optlons as stated In Par<l!P'aph 4(a) the Comparty shaH have the right to select counsel of its choice (subject In the right of such 
Assured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the Assured and shall not be liable fOl' and will not pay the fees of any other counsel, mr will the CDmpany pay arty fees, 
costs 01' expenses Inctrred by an Assured In the defense of those causes of action which allege rnat:trrs not covered by thiS GuarantEe. 
(c) Whenever the Company shall have brought an act10n 01' Irterposed a defeme as permitted by the proviSions of thiS Guarantl'!e, the CDmpany may pursue any litlgatlon 
In final determlnatJon by a court of compeb!nt Jurisdiction and expressly reserves the right. in its sole tiscretion, In appeal from an aWerse Judgment 01' ord!!r. 
(d) In all cases where thiS Guarantee permits the Company to prosect.I:e 01' proVld!! ror the defense of any act10n 01' prOO!edlng, an Assured shall secure to the Company 
the rIqht to so prosecute or provide fOl' the d!!fense of any act10n 01' proceeding, and all appeals therein, and permit the Company In use, at its option, the name of such 
Assured for thiS purpose. Whenever requestEd by the Company, an Assured, at the CDmparty's expense, shall giVe the Comparty aU reasonable aid In arty action or JYOO!eding, 
securing e\lldence, obtaining witnesses, ~ 01' delendlng the act10n 01' lawful act which In the opInlon d the Company may be necessary or desirable III establish the 
title In the estate 01' Interest as stated herein, 01' to establish the lien rights d the AsslJ'ed. If the CDmpany Is prejudiced by the fanlJ'e of the Assured In Ii.Jmsh the requred 
cooperation, the Comparty's obligations to the Assured under the Guarartee shall termlnate. 
S. Proof of lON o-nage. 
In addition to and alter the notices reqUred urder SectIon 2 of these Conditlons and Stlpulatlons have been provided to the Company, a proof d loss or damage signed and 
SWJm to by the Assured shall be furnished In the Company within nlnety (90) days aftl!r the Assured shall ascertaiI1 the facts giving riSe III the loss 01' damage. The prod of 
loss 01' damage shall describe the mattl!rs covered by thiS Guaranb!e which coosti~ the basis of loss or damage and shall staIl!, In the extent possible, the basiS of 
calculating the amolJ1t of the loss or damage. If the Comparty is prejudiced by the failure of the Assured In provide the requred prod of loss 01' damage, the Company's 
obllgatlon In strll Assured urder the GuarantEe shaH terminate. In addition, the Assured may reasonably be required In soomlt to examination under oath by arty authorized 
represEflti!tive of the CDmpany and shaft produce for examination, Inspection and copying, at such reasonable times and places as may be designated by any authorized 
represEflti!tive of the Company, an recOI'ds, books, ledgers, checks, correspondeno! and memoranda, whether bearing a date befure 01' .r Date of GuarantEe, which 
reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. Fuiher, If requested by any authoftted representative of the Company, the Assured shall ~art Its permission, In writing, for arty 
aulhorl2ed representative of the Company III examine, Inspect and copy all r&mis, books, ledgers, checks, correspondeno! and rTM!!m«anda In the custody or control of a 
third party, which reasonably pertain to the loss 01' damage. All infOl'ffiation designated as confldentlal by the Assured provided In the Company, pursuant III tHs Section shall 
not be dlsdosed In d:hers unless, In the reasonable Judgment of the Comparry, It Is necessary In the ad'niniStration of the claim. Fadure of the Assured to slbmlt fa 
examination under oath, prodl.lO! other reasonably requested Information 01' grant permission In secure reasonably necessary Information from third parties as required in the 
above paragraph, unless prohibited by law 01' !J"M!ITlmental regulation, shah terminate any HabM~of the CDmpany under this Guarantl!e III the Assured for that dalm. 
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6. Options to Pay or Otherwise Settle 081_: Termination of LIahfIIty. 
In case <:i a dalm urder this Guarantee, the Company shaH have the following additional options: 
(a) To Pay or Tender Payment <:i the Amo\Jlt <:i liability or to I'\¥chase the Indettedness. 
GuaraTtee No.: 294719-lf 
Page No.: 8 
1he Company shan have the option tD pay or settle or a:mprOOlise for or In the name <:i the Assured any dalm which could result In loss to the Assured within the coverage fA 
tnls Guararee, or tD pay the full amount fA this Guarantee or, If this Guarantee Is Issued for the benefit of a holder of a mortgage or a lienholder, the Company shall have the 
option tD PLrmase the Indebtedness sectred by saki mortgage or said lien for the amount owing thereon, tngether with any costs, reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses 
1nctJm!d by the Assured daimant wtid1 were authorlzed by the Company up to the time of purchase. 
Such purchase, paymert or t!!nder of payment of the fIJI amount of the Guarantee shaH terminal!! ali liability <:i the Company hereurder. In the evert after ~ <:i claim has 
been given to the Company by the Assured the Company dfers tD purchase saki li'lCIebtl!mess, the owner fA such Indettedness shall transfer and assign said indebtedness, 
tDgether with any collateral seru1ty, tD the Company upon payment d the purchase prk:e. 
Upon the exercise by the Company <:i the optiOn prOliided for in Paragraph (a) the Company's obUgation tD the Assured under this Guarantee for the dalmed loss 0( damage, 
OCher than to make the payment required In that paragraph, shall termlnal!!, Irdudlng any obligation to cortlnue the defense 0( prosecution of any »tigatlon for which the 
Company has exercised Its options under Paragraph of, and the Guarantee shaH be surrerdered to the Company for cancellation. 
(b) To Pay or Otherwise Settle With Parties Other Than the Assured or With the Assured Oaimant 
To pay or otherwise settle with other parties for or In the name of an Asslred dalmant any dalm Assured agaInSt under thIS Guarantee, together with any costs, attDmeys' fees 
and expenses Incurred by the Assured dalmant which were authorized by the Company up to the time fA payment and which the Company is obligated to pay. 
Upon the exe.-ose by the Company of the optiOn provided for In ParagraJ*! (b) the Company's ObligatiOn to the Assured under this Guarantee for the daimed loss or damage, 
d:her than to make the payment required In that paragraph, shall t!!rminate, Inch..ding any obligation tD continue the defense 0( proserutlon of any litigation for which the 
Company has exercised Its options under Paragraph ... 
7. Detarmination and Extent of Uabllty. 
This Guarant!!e IS a contract of Indemnity against actual monetary loss or damage sustained or Inclrfed by the Assured dalmant who has suffered loss or damage by reason fA 
reliance upon the assurances set forth In thIS Guarantee and oriy tD the extent herein deso1bed, and stbJect to the Exdusions from 0:Ne.-age d This Guarartee. 
The Uabihty <:i the Company under this GuarantEe to the Assured shall not el<O!ed the least of: 
(a) the amount of liability stated In Schedule A or In Part 2; 
(b) the amount fA the unpaid prlndpal Indettedness sectJ'ed by the mortgage of an Assured mortgagee, as limited or prOvided under Section 6 <:i these Conditions and 
Stfpulations or as redLJC:ed under Section 9 fA these Condltlons and Stipulations, at the time the lass or damage Assured aqalnst by thIS Guarantee 00ClrS, together with Int!!rest 
thereon· or 
(e) tl-.e dfference between the value d the estate or Int!!rest COIIe1'ed hereby as stated herein and the value <:i the estate or Interest stbJect to any defect, lien 0( 
encumbrance Assured against by this Guarantee. 
8. Umitation of Uability. 
(II) If the Company establishes the tltte, 0( removes the alleged defect, lien or encumbrance, or cures any other matt!!r Assured aqainst by tHs Guarartee In a reasonably 
dihgent manner by any method, indudlng litigation ard the completion of any appeals therefrom, It shall have fully performed Its obligations with respect to that rnatt!!r and shall 
nd: be liable for any loss or damage caused thereby. 
(b) In the E!'Jent fA any litigation by the Company or with the Company's amert, the Company shall have no habMlty for loss 0( damage until the1'e has been II final 
determination by a colrt of competent JUrisdiction, ard dispositiOn <:i all appeals the1'efrom, adYerse to the title, as stat!!d herein, 
(e) The Company shall not be liable for loss or damage tD any Asslred for tiability voluntarily assumed by the Assured in settling any dalm or Slit without the prior written 
consent fA the Company. 
9. Redudion of Uability or Tennlnation of Uabillty. 
All payments urder this Guarantee, except paymerts made for costs, attorneys' fees ard expenses ~rsuant to Paragraph .. shall reduce the amourt <:i llabMIty pro tanto. 
10. Payment of Loss. 
(a) No payment shall be made witOOLt pr<xlJclng tHs Guarantee for endorsemert of the payment unless the Guarantee has been lost or destroved, In wl-ich case prod d 
loss 0( destructlon shan be furnIShed to the satlsfactlon fA the Company. 
(b) When liability and the extent <:i loss or damage has been definitely fixed In acro-dance with these CondItions ard Stipulations, the lass or damage shall be payable within 
thirty (30) days thereafb!r. 
11. SubmlJlItIon Upon Payment or Settlement. 
WheneY<!!r the Company shall have settled and paid a dalm under this Guarantee, all right of subrogation shaH vest In the Company unaffected by any act of the Assured 
claimant. 
The Company shall be subrogated to and be ertltied to all rlgtt:s and remedies wtvch the Assured woud have had against any person or property In respect tD the claim had tHs 
Guarant!!e not been issued. If reqJeSted by the Company, the Assured shall transfe.- to the Company aU rights ard remedies against any pe.-son 0( property necessary In order 
to perfect this right <:i subrogation. The Asslred shall pe.-mit the Company to sue, a:mpromise or settle In the name of the Assured and tD use the name of the Assured In any 
transactlorl Of' IIt1gatlon Involving these rights 0( remedies, 
If a payment on account of a dalm does not fully COIIe1' the lass of the Assured the Company shaN be subrogated to all rights and remedies of the Assured alter the Assured shall 
have fl!!OJI/e.-ed Its prlrdpal, Irterest, and costs of collection. 
12. ArbItnttion. 
Uriess prohibited by applicable law, elthe1' the Company or the Assured may demand arbitration PlrSuant tD the Tltle Insurance Arbitration RIJes fA the American Arbitration 
Assodatlon. Arbitrable matters may Indude, but are not Ilmlt!!d to, any controversy or dalm between the Company and the Asslred arising out <:i or relating to tHs Guarantee, 
any service d the Company In comectlon with Its Issuance or the breach d a Guarartee prOllls1on or other obligation. All arbitrable matt!!rs when the Amourt of liability Is 
$1,000,000 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Assured. All arbitrable matters when the amount of liabHIty Is In excess of $1,000,000 shall be 
arbitrated only when agreed to by bah the Company and the Asslred. The Rules In effect at Dati!! <:i Guarantee shall be binding upon the parties. The award may 
indude attnmeys' fees only if the laws <:i the stall!! In which the land Is located permits a court tD award attorneys' fees tD a prevailing party. Judgment upon the award rendered 
by the Artitratrr(s) may be entered In any court hailing JurISdiction thereof. 
The law of the situs d the land shall apply tD an arbitration under the TItle Insurance ArbItration Rules, 
A ropy of the Rules may be Obtained from the Company upon request 
13. Uabliity Umitled 10 This GtlaranbHl; Guarant.e Entire Contract. 
(a) ThJs Guarantee together with all endorsements, If any, attached he1'etD by the Company IS the entire Guarantee and cort:rad; between the Assured and the Company. In 
Intet'pI'etlng any provISion of tHs Guarantee, this Guarantee shall be construed as a whole. 
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether Of' noc based on negligence, or any actlon asserting such dalm, shall be restricted to this Guarantee. 
(e) No amendment <:i or el"d<:nement tD thIS Guarantee can be made except by a writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by either the Presidert, a ViCe Presldert, 
the Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, or validating officer or authortzed signatDry of the Company. 
14. Notices, w .... Sent. 
Ali nct:k:es required to be given the Company and any statement In writing reqJired to be furnIShed the Company shaN Include the number <:i thIS Guarantee and shall be 
add'essed to the Company at 1 First American Way, Santa Ana, catlforria, 92707. 
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First AmeriaJn Title Company 
900 Pier View Drive Ste. 110, Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Phone (208)522-9195 - Fax (208)529-8965 
PRNACY POUCY 
We Are Committed to Safeguarding Custnmer Infonnatlon 
Guarantee No.: 294719-IF 
Page No.: 9 
In order In better serve your needs now and in the future, we may ask you to provide us with certain information. We understand 
that you may be concerned about what we will do with such information - particularly any personal or financial information. We 
agree that you have a right to know how we wID utilize the personal information you provide In us. Therefore, together with our 
parent company, The Arst American Corporation, we have adopted this Privacy Policy to govern the use and handling of your 
personal information. 
Appl'ability 
This Privacy Policy governs our use of the information which you provide In us. It does not govern the manner in which we may 
use information we have obtained from any other source, such as information obtained from a public record or from another person 
or entity. Arst American has also adopted broader guidelines that govern our use of personal information regardless of its source. 
Arst American caDs these guidelines its Fair InlVrmation Wih.te.s; a copy of which can be found on our website at www.firstam.CQm. 
Types of Information 
Depending upon which of our services you are utilizing, the types of nonpublic personal Information that we may collect include: 
• Information we receive from you on applications, forms and in other communications In us, whether in writing, in person, 
by telephone or any other means; 
• Information about your transactions with us, our affiliated companies, or others; and 
• Information we receive from a consumer reporting agency. 
Use of Information 
We request information from you for our own legitimate business purposes and not for the benefit of any nonaffiliated party. 
Therefore, we will not release your information In nonaffiliated parties except: (1) as necessary for us to provide the product or 
service you have requested of us; or {2) as permitted by law. We may, however, store such information indefinitely, induding the 
period after which any custnmer relationship has ceased. Such information may be used for any internal purpose, such as quality 
control efforts or customer analysis. We may also provide all of the types of nonpublic personal information listed above to one or 
more of our affiHated companies. Such affiliated companies include financial service providers, such as title insurers, property and 
casualty insurers, and trust and investment advisory companies, or companies involved in real estate services, such as appraisal 
companies, home warranty companies, and escrow companies. Furthermore, we may also provide all the information we collect, as 
described above, to companies that perform marketing services on our behalf, on behalf of our affiliated companies, or In other 
finandal institutions with whom we or our affiliated companies have joint marketing agreements. 
Fonner Customers 
Even if you are no longer our custnrner, our Privacy PoOcy will continue to apply In you. 
Confidentiality and Security 
We wiD use our best efforts to ensure that no unauthorized parties have access to any of your information. We restrict access to 
nonpublic personal information about you In those individuals and entities who need to know that information to provide products or 
services to you. We wiD use our best efforts to train and oversee our employees and ~ents In ensure that your information will be 
handled responsibly and in accordance with this Privacy Policy. and Arst American's FaT Infi:Jnnation Values We currently maintain 
physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards that comply WIth federal regulations In guard your nonpubIic personal information. 





Beard, St. Clair, Gaffney, PA 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Attention: Shaunie 
Your Reference No.: 
Property: 
na, Idaho Falls, ill 83401 
First American Title Company 
900 Pier View Drive Ste. 110 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
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Buyers: Teton View Golf Estates, LLC 
Sellers: 
Description of Cbarge Invoice Amount 
Guarantee-Litigation Guarantee $577.00 
INVOICE TOTAL $577.00 
Comments: 
Thank you for your businessl 
To assure proper credit, please send a copy of this Invoice and Payment co: 
Attention: Accounts Receivable Department 
Printed On: 411312009, 2:53 PM Requester: 10 Page: 1 
F"' ........ ,.,...~ 
,..., • • W ..... TETON VIEW ESTATES, DIVISION NO.1 
'IWWIt ................. 
PART OF NE 14 OF SECTION 31. TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 36 EAST, B.M. 
.._ .... _J1 
---
AN ADDITION TO THE CITY OF IDAHO FALLS. BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO 
.. ,..".~., 
.......n .... 
t---:::o:-..j-.:~+=::::;+==;;+--= •• ;--+-C::":=:==.=.'-l, ... t ... t".-----. .... 
I---'~+-:::;"+'=+-=+--"~-""';:::':';:-:: .. :;::~" :!:' .. -----............ ---~----.. 





..... tCIt'" .. .,.. 
~""'" .... .. -
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t 
Alan R Harrison 
ALA1\( R. HARR1S0~ LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: (208) 552-1165 
Fax: (208) 552-1176 
(L3B#: 6589) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Instrument # 13066 
IOAHO FALLS, 80NNEVILl IDAHO 
1.22-2008 04:58:11 0.0( Pages: 3 
It.corded for : ALAN H RISON 
MONAlO LONGMORE· 4JFee 9.00 
~~~~------~----
.nstrument # 1306929 
IDAHO FAlLS. BONNEVIllE. IDAHO 
7 ·25-1008 02;20: 19 No. of POlge$: 3 
R.cord.d tor: ALAN r;ARR~'SON' 
ROHALO LONGMORE '. 900 
Ex..QIftclo Recorder Oepuc . . 
- ••• ~ncE OF 'lfSPEtIDEI./S· 'TT------
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTII JUDICIAL DIS1RICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, iN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Ulah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
TErON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC. a 
Utah limited liability company; 
\V'ESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; LYNN 
SPAFFORD, individually; TONY 
VERSTEEG, individualIy~ 
AMERITITLE COMPANY; ZBS, LLC. 
an Idaho limited liability company; 
DEPA TCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHlESS & ASSOCIATES, P.c., an 
Idaho Professional Service COTlXIration; 
DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN 
POSSESSION OF REAL PROPERTY 
DESCRIBED HERElN, 
Defendants. 



























Case No. CV -08-1./1't5 
LIS PENDENS 
191 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that an action has been commenced on the 22nd day of July, 
2008 in the above entitled District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in and 
for the County of BOWleville, against the above named Defendants by the Plaintiff, Idaho 
Development, Inc., and which said action is brought for the foreclosure of a deed of trust held by 
Plaintiff, deed of trust dated February 29, 2008 along with a partial reconveyance dated May 15, 
2008, on the following real property situated in Bonneville County, Idaho, to-v.i.t: 
Beginning at a point tbat is South 0°27'09" East 25.00 feet along the section line from the 
Northeast Corner of Section 31, Township 3 North. Range 38, East of the Boise Meridian, 
County of Bonneville, State ofldaho, and running thence South 0°27'09" East 91364 feet 
along the section line; thence South 89°32'51" West 164l.08 feet; thence South 39°14'56" 
East 502.03 feet to the l/16tb line of Section 31; thence South 89°00'06" West 104.71 feetto 
the centerline of The Idaho Canal; thence along the centerline of the Idaho Canal the 
following four courses: (I) Nonh 36°21'12" West 633.43 feet; (2) North 15°03'08" West 
239.69 feet; (3) North 1°10'58" East 246.69 feet; (4) North 2°53'42" East 297.79 feet to a 
point on the South Right-of-Way line of Tower Road; thence North 89°00'00" East 1839.63 
feet along said road Rigbt-of-Way to the POINT OF BEGIl'·jNING. 
Less and excepting therefrom the following described property: 
Beginning at a point that is SOO~T09"E 66.06 feet along the East Section line and 
N90000'OO'''W 50.00 feet from the Northeast Section Corner of Section 31, Township 3 
North, Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian, Ronneville County, Idaho. running thence 
SOOo2T09"E 489.76 feet; thence S89003'37"W 371.44 feet; thence NOOoOO'OO"E 509.78 
feet; thence N89000'00"E 347.27 feet; thence S45026'14"E 28.50 feet to the point of 
beginning. containing 4.320 acres. 
ALSO: 
Beginning at a point that is South 00°16'08" East along the Section line I 066.05 feet from 
the Northeast Comer of Section 31; Township 3 North Range 38 East ofthe Boise Meridian, 
County of Bonneville, State ofIdaho; running thence South 89°43'52" \\'est 374.11 feet; 
thence North 00°49' 18" West 127.48 feet; thence N0l1h 89°43'52" East 160.3-1-: thence South 
00°16'08" East 100.00 feet; thence "North 8'i'43'SZ" East 182.00 feet; thence North 
00°16'08" West 1 00.00 feet; thence North R9043'52" east :n.OO feet to the East line of sllid 
Section 31; thence South 000 l6 '08" East along the East line 127.47 feet to the POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
2. LIS PENDENS 
"':1::1 ivl .c..Vvv w. __ ................ .. 
Said deed oEtrost was recorded February 29, 2008, as Instrument No. 1291905, records of 
BOIUleville County, Idaho. Said partial reconveyance was recorded on May lS, 2008, as Instrument 
No. 1299740, records of Bonneville County, Idaho. 
- "l~-
DATED this ~ day of July, 2008. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonnevi11e ) 
}Jan R. Harrison 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
On thi", 22 rut day of July, 2008, before me the undersigned, 8 Notary Public in and for 
said State, personally appeared Alan R. Harrison, known to me to be the person vv'hose name is 
subscribed to the within instmment and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN VvlTNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day 
and year in this certificate first above writlen. 
3. US PENDENS 
Notary Public of Idaho 
Residing at: U\oilo ~tls 
Commission Expires: \)t.c.. l\ 20 l~ 
1!J3 
Instrument # 1291905 
IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
2008-02-29 04:06:00 PM No. of Pages 2 
Recorde<.1 for ALLIANCE TITLE - IDAJ-tO FA 
RONALD LONGMORE Fee:6.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy SSolis 
Index To: C1:ED OF TRUST 
EIeclronleaIIy Recorded by Simpllflle 
Order No. 3030818277LAC 
COMMKRt:lAL LOAN 
DEED OF TRUST 
nns DIlEO OF TRUST, Made this February 19, 100II BETWEEN Tefo .. Vi .... GtllfEstm ... LLC 
herrin called GRANTOR, whose addJ .... is: 6371 N. 56 S., Idaho Fan., ro 8)401, AND AIIi.OCt TIde 
& kro .. Corp~ herein calJed TRlJS1T..J:, AND Idaho Development, Ltc, herein callrd 
BENEFlClARY, whose address is ZI92 PrestOJl SIm:!. Salt Lake City, UT 84106. 
WITNESSETII ThaI GraQlQr does hereby irrevocably GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY TO 
rRUSTEE IN TRUST Wn'H POWER OF SALE, that property in the C<JUI1ty of Bo""".ilJe, Stale of 
Idaho, dt."ribed a. rollew. and Ctmtaining not IOOre than forty acres' 
~Diug at a polnl thllt Is South 0"27'Ocr East 2S.fMI reet along the sectloo nne from tbe 
Nortbeast Corner ofSertioD 3-1, TownshIp 3 Nom, Range 3-8, East of tile BoI~e MerldlllD, 
County of Bonneville, Slate or Idlho, Ind rDnJliJIg tlience South 0"21'09" East 913.64 feef 
alone th .. tedion Ih • .,; th.,ac" South 89"32'51" We.t 1641.{)8 feet; tbence South 39'14'56" 
East 502.03 feet to tbe If16110 Une oeSertioll)1; tbenee Sout" 89°00'06" West 104.71 feet to 
the celltcrline of Ille Idaho Caul; thence ILIong the centerlioe of the Idaho Caoal tbe 
following fuur COI1f'S6: (1) North 36°27'11" West 633.43 feet; (2) Nortlt 15Of13'08" West 
239.69 feet; (3) North 1"10'58" East 146.69 feet; (4) NIJrUt 2·53'42" East 197.79 feet to II 
polut on tbe SoutJa Rleltt-of-Way liRe o(Tower Road; tbmce l'iurth 89"00'00" East 1839.63 
reet along tald road IUglit-of-Way to the> POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO: 
8egtnalq at a point that III Sollth 00"16'08" East al6Dg tbe Sectloo line 1966.05 reet from 
the Nortbcllst CorDer of Sec tio 0 31; Towo.blp 3 Nortll Range 38 Ea. of tbe boise 
M"rldlan, County ofhoanovln., Stat. o(Idaho; rull1llng thea.,., South 89"4.1'52" We.t 
374.11 feet; then~e North 00°49'18" West 127.48 feet; tbetlte Nerth 89"43'52" EII8II60.34 
feet; thence Sooth 00"16'08" Em 100.00 feet; tbellce North 89"43'51" ElISt 182.00 teet; 
thence North 00°16'08" West 100.00 feet; thence Nortll89"43'S2" Eut 33.00 reet to the East 
Iii .. ofllli<l Seetin 31; tIl"".e Sollth 00016'08" E .. t .Iollg the E.otli1le 127.47 reel to the 
POINT or BEGlNNING, 
TIXJETHEIl WITH .he ""'''- , ..... and profitt lhefoof. SUIIJECT, HOWEVER. to the riw>~ po_1nd .. !I1otity hcr<inAtlcr iiven 
10 ... d canfoend upon Benelioary ... collect .... 'l'Piy """h .............. and prnIi" 
:=-or the PUtpc'lK of KCUrina payttt:nl of Ox inodl!btcdncu C'vMlaIL:W by It pmmia;ory note, O(...,en dale ~. uecull:d by r;rlrHOf 
In tht tum ofSl,llO.J)lQ.liO, wrth final PI~tdu«-. W.,. 2t, lOOt., tnd toltlCW'e ~.f of.1I UI.¢h t"ortnor ,Ut"I"It U ITIlY her-eafier 
be ~ 01' IIdV1lOOed by the SeMflciU)' Oe:rc:in fbtbt OrtnIOf hett:in, 0(' Mly ~tither I,){ Oem. while reecrd OW'fW!r ofprestnt InttftJ.l. 
.-"..",,>, JlU'l>"'C> and or .oy """'", <h.& 0< ou...- inA""""""~, ObCh furl"'" loons. ~ or expmdibJres top1het wi,h 
in_ on tll ,""h "",.. It tho .... therein prcv\4«I. ""''''d«!. ho ... ..,.. ilut 'h< mild". of welt fIlrItI<r Io#n<, odv""" .. Of 
expenditures shlD be optiofla3 with the tJeo~r~;.ry. and provided fU1"tht!r. that it I" nw- "'II~ inSomti(ltt ofttw, f'*'1lt!1l to tht. ~ Qf 
TfUl11haJ \1 shall uand U corttm.tl1at tflCW'i1y W\tll paid for ail Rleb edwnctl togethCf with Interest th.treotI 
.... To pn>tort tit ..... oily "!loU 0," ofT","" en ... , _ 
I. To keep .. id ~ in ""'" ccmditi"" Ind .-.pair, no' , • ..".,"" Of'derroll.h .,y building the1eo". to ~Iett '" 
"'"""" JmlCnI>IIy and In ..,00 aM ,",._lib " •• mo' .. y lMldin. ""'ie. may be c""",",,,"", d""""a:I or dottn:>yed thereon end to 
~y...,." "'" .n riot"" f •• Ia&o< pm""""<! ond """".1. lIrni,hed lI>.."f." to co~ly ",hit all b"" a1f .... nJ laid P"'fI'I'r 0< 
1'C4"'lc-inM .ally ~i1IllUN or I~vemcnu lXJ N n.woe '\he?eoa; lK\t to I!OI'M1it nt pernut wu:.e the1'eot; JIIOt lU c:tmmIt.. .ulftr or permit 
any ae( lJf'f"fl_d property In '1'iolatioo ()f~w: 10 C41tctvtie.. impe. fertilize, t\Jmipte. prune and do all <'th:!r.ru which tronl fht 
ma~ter or use of uid properly ny be ~bly neeet""Y. the rpecifk tntJrtiMI,t.on. beretn not 6cluding the J;ftttTaJ. 
.! 'to P'10VUk , rrwnbrio and dcIlver to 8eneOc:it.ry (ttl: in~rtnlee qnsfxiory to and with los peyah\..e to t:krtelitmy 
lltc: armunt eolI«:tw under arty fU't or o!ht1I'U1U'*"1::e polky mil)' be appl~ by ~rlciary upon any iodebtedn$t .ecU't'Od heteby 
md if! ",,,:h <Jrd=r lib lknefiel.tr\' may determine. or 11 ot'tJan of 1lene!icil1)' 1w: entire amrunt M e.t\n~tt\ti :"Jr Illy p.lrt dtM.'II.l( nuy ~ 
telet~d in ('nlftot'. Suet. ~lCttion Oof ~ than not curt Of ~'li,,'I!' my defwh Of AOtlet nfOOwf. bemu1dcr or ihVI:hdalc tny ICt 
tune punUlnl t) AlU POtlCe, 
l. To appear m HId okft:nd any*,uoo Of proc:eedin'I'UTpOrrlfll. to affect the ~ttrity ~f or meo1jbts or j'1O\II"C11. of 
a.enef,daty \,.')f Tru!lok:e: ond to pery.n COlts ani CXJ"C"~, includm. COJt of ~ idetlc:t!" I\f udc and 1It.lvtney',c fees iTt • rr:sstJn1\bl.! 'urn, in 
my wch aCtiM Of p"o(;n:diIlK m qictl Bondcit:r)' or 1Tvc1dl 118)' &J'POIU. 
,"" io l*Y ..... !eu1lcn day_ be:f..n:' dcli~·1.n tut:t Ifld _~l$ l~fn, aid~. MMn due, .U 
mcumbnti~. ~ and JiQI, with mtlllrelt' .. on aid property or 111)' ptrt thereof. wt1icb ~ to be pr10f' 01'" tuperior ~~ all 
",t .. , r ... ond """"' ... <>film r ...... In Addirioot 10 1ht ,.ymenll due 'n ~ ";1!I1ht tmno of "'" not. "-by ~ the 
Grantor IIhIIlatthe option. ant on demIacJ o(1he Bendidary. pay eadt nnsth 1112 ()rlbe 'tStitnauJd Wlnuitl IU.(.'I UiI:~Q. • 
.. """"'.""""' ........ n ..... t<n_e an<! uu...- duq .. Upon abe propmy. """'"""lew In truoIl'or OraAI/lf', ... ond llene(t1 and fOf me 
payment by Il<tet\ciory ofany .""h """" wt.:n dtoe. Ortn ...... failure to ">1'" dun ...... litu ... d<lfiwk Jmder dtlt trun 
S Tn pay i~ """ witt"""...,..." all ....... __ by Bme1icw-y..-1'tusW.,.,....." 10 1M p""';'_ 
...... r. ~ilt _. (rom do", of eoq>endil ........... _ of i_ "!'<CiOod;" t!to """0 _ proml""", no",. 
6. Shoold OrtnIJJr fail", ... k< "'Y ,.,,,, •• lI orto do eny oct.,lom:in pttW,dttl. ""'" o..neneiary 0< T""","- but 
-tritMut oij'~ 10 1:0 do.an<! ..... thout notiet ~ ordtmmd.poo Grt"tWr.-d without mr-tnl Chntor (rom eny oWipboD.l; beft:of • 
... y. make Of tb tho...". in ___ on<! to IOleb _, .. eilloet .... y dct:mn.rtUary to protec. the ""urity """"~ ReneflCWy 
Of rllS£tH ~ authoriMd kI eNII!T u~ Aid ptt"J*'ty fw....-:h )lUltpolCl~ a,p<:at \II; and. drimd -'y Ictioc1« pr~inl vwpurtioa lu 
aJrcct !he sreeurfty beteo{ 0Jt it" rignu ()I' powtn of am~.') Of l""tee; s-y. putehue. COftt:es:t OJ t'OIll'fUmiK !my tftC\.:mbran«.. 
charge or ~en ~idt 10 !he Judgement of' eitfttr appears k) he pnot OJ wpt:ri« hetew; md, in es_d.in, "'Y !Nen pt)w.::f'C.. :w m 
'nf~& Ill .. Deed ofT"". by Jud"'ol (""",10", .. , ply -.y ._ ......,..,y "" ..... , Ihd PlY hi. _Ible f .... 
. t..::i:"H~t:t.' T:~k i: .... ~" ~jt'.->l.- :~.): (, 
!D70 P;I.;~!"J'/~j!\ ~::: . ~:tC. "!O!": 1291906 
a I. Is ..... udly av- thaI: 
1. l\Jly liwud \.1 ( dll1UJ.el in conno!lloo w.1d! lIly f.:O'Adernnatlon tof ~!c tile 0/ or injury CI,) said property Of any plf1 
thcrt.o1 i! hereby Wlaned &00 shall be paid to &'nf:ficlll)' ..... ho may awly or retem luch money; u:celved by tum in ttlt Umt 
m.!\I)C1' Ittd wiftl tJoe ~ ~"el-t as ibcve provided rar I,hspol'itloo (OJ ~ of fin; <'If other lo5uratlCe: 
2. By lICXepO", ~f of t.."Y Jurn KCUred ht:ceb)' after ill due da2, Rc-neliciary doc! not ..... ivc hi, right either w 
~Liirt prompt payment when due cr.n ol1ler IUmlj,fJ AeCumd or to declare defwlt tor faitUft: to iO,.y. 
J. At Ifly ume a trom hme CO Utne, Wllhoot habihty therefor and w.dYJur ootJa; upM wrirtt-tt t"«1~ of Botdlrilry 
and ~bon ()rtl'riw Doed and uid MI~ ror mdcnemtnl, ud lllitslrut If'f«tina dfe pcrIon.alliabiWl}I uf any fJCr5Iln for J'6)n"e'tI1 of 
the "' ...... edne ..... om! "".-.by, Tr ...... ""'y: -erOlI or ""Ypoztor .. id p<operty; """",,!om. naking Gfary '""I' ",plol 
tJt.orN'; join il Jnnbr.I It1'lY ftlCmttJt thereot1: or jain in any ~Dn ~t or any a~t tubordm...hpg klkn Of cNirwe 
her.oJ. 
... , Upon ...nt.h, ... ~t of9cnGrtd_r ftatin. Iba:l ~l ):Uf'I'W KC'.-td hatby hav¢ tKol pakJ. olIIld upun wmcnuer ur &l:m 
Dec:! and IOIld ,,,)It", Tnu1of: (Of _".n.tion &lid """'lion upon _, ofiB ("", TN5,"" thalll<C"""t} ,.;thou! "'lImUlty, tl>e 
1'fOl"'rIY!hen h<ld ........ .-. n.. 0... ... i • ...", I.'",,,,.,,,,,,, may be """'"bod as ''''ep'''lIOIlO<pctSO<u 1opJly .... 'idod Il>ctto'. 
5 AI sdditiontl_.m\)'. GmltOf ""'*'Y 1'_ !o wlconfeno IIJIOIl BmellcUry the ,tat ... po_ an. Itrtbon<y. dunn, 
the .:ontilll.m("1!' oft1c:ce TtV,a. \0 coReet rmtt, i'IiIWCIs -OOptol\u o(uid pmpeny. ft$CI'Vina vnlo Owl«:w h fiaM, prior to itt)' 
ddlul! by Grann in pe;ymc:nt of ~ inde~ II'!t:wred herehoy ~ in ~f'Ct' of my 1l~1 hweuud~. toeo~r arni retain 
""'" ,..,IS. i.fU<& """ profi .. ,,!hey b<como due !Illd po)'lble. Upo.""Y such ddlWl~ _clary ... y .t..,y tim< "ith"'" ",",<e. 
';I!ler in 1""'''''. by,.",.,,... by a """,.vod '" be _"""" by • COlIrt. wI..n1bout ~ Ulthe odequoC) of any "", .. it;' for the 
bJrhlt:d.oeu ~ secured. t'llter wpon Had taJre potSeA5KY\ of alldproperty of '"Y part mertof. In hiJ O'i\a n.ame a&' (or or OtMtW'lJC 
coHect ""h tents. }!1I.JeII and pmfik.. i:n.cludilll tMst put due Ntd UlIpaid.1nd Ipply the AmC, Jes& co.U and c:tpc:n..ta of Opetl.tlOf) 
and eolleeliUll'l, inclcdiOS reastJftlbM lttormt!y'. feu. upon .-.d lhrlrbkdneu; staJmi ~. and in UlCh order as Beneficiary mty 
dtto'mtne. The entering upon lAd ulm,: poAoCUUm of .md propett)'. the OOUbCM of such reTIa, tAucs and profitt and Ihe 
app'iattion thenlof is .ro-r-.id. JhalJ not am: ur wmw Ct\)' de&:utl Of ft~ of dc[bit ~ orinvahdate any act done pufSuam 
ac ,(lCh rotI~. 
{) Upon default by \1Nni£:w' in peymtrl of any indebtedness Ii!CUred hmbyor in peOo-mtnt'C oC any tlfcem<:r1t 
~=u!1tkt. ,II "''''' _...,.04 ..... by than imme<lialdy become due ond l"'Y'ble " tho: opt"'" of the B"",r,,;..-y. In the .. "'" of 
deflult. &cocriciaty ,t.1I C.e\.-u(r ttl ~usc the Trut\ee to uec;uU! • ...-rtn:en nutJce or tuclt defaurl ana or hu clecUOtltn (aus.e tu hr sold 
tfIc .Jt'f~tf:! deK.1'bed propertyw ati'lf lheobH,atktu h.eroof. md &haJJ caUJe such notit:r to be recoJdcd in the o.fflc~ ofthe' recordel 
ofCllt:" county wherein .. id re:lll'rcpcr1y or Kime PlITt I.hetMf j, 1l1utted, 
'No(Jt."t uf'-'lTe ha~ been given u then required b) lI .... l1'Id nnI: ler.a Ittan Iht time 'then required by law havifla 1Clt;p«:d, hU8tet. 
without demand ~ Onrttm. ,h:tU stJt J:t.i.d pn3P«iy I' the' til'Tlle" and place fixed by it in wd noUQe ohale. either u • whole: or In 
u-p.;m.re ~1. ~ in cuch orot-t &I it ftlII,)' dc1«tmfll!.. atpub4'u: a.uc:~n to the higb.t bidder (Of cash., a.wfut money QCthc United 
Sta.tc~, pay.hAt II tilne t>fule. Tf\lIU':e &hall deliwr to the rureh.ueritl Deed el'l'YVe,mllhe property so sold, bul";h.rul any 
cov~anl OT ~ expeul or m.)ied, 'Ihe reci.tall in IUeh deed tJf.,y IN.br:H Of fieu -nail be oonclu:sivl: pr'OQf of ttl: lrVlht"ulnc:u 
lII"""f. !Uty pet..,., i!l(IU<tinS Or .. ..".. Trn&l ... or a.n.ficilry. m1Y}l1ITChMo at JUCh .... 
Afte, d...tucti", .n coo ... r ... """ ~ of ~ and ofd." lM!, inc!udms toot of crlden", of tfde .nd _.Ie """"",I f ... 
111 ~" with tile. T\"u.su::c .hall apply the ~. of .. k 10 pII~ of! an rums expended u.ndr:t the b:t"JI:W: hrreof. not then 
reptid • ...,th ICCT\Ied mieI"e$1 at the retr tptciftcd in !he _bow d~rihed promiMorynnw; til othol" 'UfnI. then .otUr('d hereby, arId Ifle! 
r6m1inder, if at,)'. to tM pt!1"JOIl tit JW1'OOf loa,aUy •• tilled thereto 
J ~ need applies 10, mUl'Cl1O tbrI tendlt of. ItW:lbinds aU parties hoTet..o.lhctrhein. k:ptcel. dcviltc:l, 
aJrtini;traton. exarutort:. ItlCCCQOn ItId asdp. The Iertn Ben.eflcisry .hall nlOan b hukfer and ownor oflhe nl")lt lCCtlTed hereby; 
Of. if th< n."'loa. !>eon pledtlod, 1hc plcda .. tt.er.or. In fbi< Detn. ........ vcr IIIc COIlIexl '" requin:s. the mo"",lint: 1I"lJt::r incl.w.. 
\.he ::t:mfn!ne Iftdior ntLlte1", tnd the t.l.n,ulat numb«ioclu.de1 the plural. 
9 T_I. flOl oItlipllOd to notify ""y pony "-to or pond.., .. 1< u!l&:r tny other Doo:l ofT,u'l or.r any ".<ion 0' 
~ in whirl, ~nlOr. _oci..-y Of TnIlIl!<JIloIl be. pot1yU111eu bro"lh,.y Tru_. 
9. In !he avC'tlt or di~on or reaiJ'lllilliOD of the Trunec, tb" flm.eficiIU), mray lubttitlHt a truuct or 1fUItt'e. to 
netute the ~ hereby creltcd.IftC wh~ an1.I.M:.hwbl.titubon blf: been f11td fur ro:ord in the office of t.hr Rttororrofthe county in 
whieh the proprrty het.i" deaort1w!d 18 .it:altrld. it .. n be CJ')ndlmvt evtdence of the: aVJ)QUHfueUl or w<:h tru.11'C or rut.1.t'eS. Ilfd ,udl 
new I.rUIr1ee rv t:tuJteea .1.11 toecoed to an of h ~ and d~les ~fthe It'.tSt%:e Of trusroeJ namc-d ~n. 
Rcquett is hereby mtde tb&.t a eopy M II1l)' Notu of DeUul1 and.~)" many NolteeofSatt h«eundef be ITIlHcd It) the-
<Jnmtor at hi. IddteN htnrinbc.be ~t IbnJt. 
SIlIt. of ldllho 





AMENDMENT OF DEED OF TRUST 
TBlS AMDNDMENT ia u:.dD by lad betweoD Tetosl Viow Golf BataIeI" u.c.. IDd Idabo Dcrvelopmeat. LLC 
bereiDa1le:r re1isrrod to u "BENEnCIARr, 
WlIER:£A.S. the Gtuttw did m.b, -we and daIiver: to the Beu.e6ciGy • Non, III:01Il1Id by that oertain Deed of 
Troat in (be IDIOWIt of <me MitIicIIi.. OlIO 1umdnd ~ad ;"'100 DoOm, (Sl,1 00.000.(0), reoorded .. 
lnstJument No. 1291905, in the recordI ofBouolJvIDe ComIty, Idaho, oovedog tile premiIeI dacrlbed u fbIloWl: 
Bepmmg at • point that • S 0"'27'09- B 25.00'" aIooa 1M temfoa IiDe fl:om file NOl1beut ccmc:r of Section 31, 
Township 3 North, R.anae 38, But of the Boilc Meridian. BormtMI1e Ccnmty, Idaho. I:Dd nmnina tbmce S 002'r09" 
R 913.64 filet aJona: the Secdoa 1i:M; 1be:Doe S 89"32'SJM 'W 1641.01 filet; tbeoo& S 39"J4'56- B 502.03 feet to the 
1I16lh tiDe ofSecAion31. dIeDee S &9"00'06" W 104.71&etto Ibo caderfju ofdJe Idaho Caaal; theDc:e aloua the 
cen\l!rliDe afthe ldaho c.w 1ha 1b1lowtDa 1bur CIOUrIeI: (1) N 36"2712* W 633.-431Mt; (2) N 15"03'08" W 239.69 
teet; (3) N ]-1("8- B liU.69 feet; (<4) N 2·5)'<42" B 297.79 fi:Ie¢ to. poiDt on the South ~-WIY liDo ofTowor 
Road; Jbence N. 89"00'00" E 1839.63 !oct akq laid road JUabt-ol-Way to (be point ofbetfImD:Ig. 
ALSO: 
Begin:DirlJ It I point that 11 S 00"16'08" B alone the ~ liM. 1066.05 feet fi:om the ~ COUlCr ol8eetion 
31, TOWDIIDp 3 Norlh. Rase 38 lINt of tho Boito Mcidctian, :BoaIIcMIlo OouDty, Idaho; hIIIIi.DI thence S 89"43'52" 
W 374.11 foef; tbooc:e N 00049'18" W 127.48 feot; tleaceN 89'"43'SZ" B 160.34 feet; themoe S 00"16'08- B tOO.OO 
feet; theIloe N '9"43'52" B 182.00 r.t; ~ N 00"16'08" W 100.00 teet; thence N 89'"43'52" B 33.00 feet to the 
:But IiDe of u:ld Sectio!l31; tbmco S 00"' 16"01". B tioae tile Eat !iDe 127.47 fi:Ie¢ to the poiIlt ofbepmiDg. 
ADd 
WHEREAS. the pertict dIlIfrc to amrmd IOUI.' offbe Im'mI GJd/or piOvisioaI of tho No1D lDdIor Deed ofThalt. IDd 
TBDD'Ou, in aDd b: jOOdaDd ~bh! ~, the ~ .,:me !be u.nr. and conditicms of the Deed 
ol'rraat above deIa::Ibed abaU be IUId lYe hereby IJDIIIIdod aqd at foDows: 
1. ThumountoffbeOoed ClfTruttIllllJl be ~ to I8S0,OOO.OO~ 
AD 1ermI and conditioDI oft'he Note IDd Deed ~ mill11llllBiDtbe _1UId UI:ICbaDged except aalllllSDded 
mdlOl" modiBed herein. 
paled =3 ! 7/tJ<6 
GllANTOR: UNU'lClAR.Y: 
Instrument # 1292697 
IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
2008-03-10 12:51:00 PM No. of Pages 2 
Recorded for: AMERITITLE IDAHO "FALLS 
RONALD LONGMORE Fee6.DO 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy SSolis 
Indel< To: AMENOMeIiT 





OOUNTY OF Sq\!: L~ ~(. .) . 
On tbia -, ~daY of March. 2008, before ma,'dIe 'IJDdenipod, pencmally IIppCtIRld Tony VCIl'Irtecg u autboriz:cd 
aiptory ibr SI: Charb Oroup, IDe laid .. Maapr o(Westem Bquity, UC bown or idaItified ill 1DrI to be tho 
Manqing Mombct(.) of 1ho limited a.&ility I.lIIIqIIlD)' t'bIIt executed 6ae 1rithia iDItrume:oa, md tckDDwlodged 1D me 
that such 00I1lpIIJly 0XIlCUled 1bCI1II11lO. ~
"-""""' ~. p;.,.:~----, 
CommissiooBxpiratiooDde:' '. '. - -:.- - - - - -._, 
. . , ' " ' BR'A~~:.rr I 
377i 9ouII! eooo WIll 
...."., t-'IIIh M044 I 
I '~=- I .. ~----~~~- .. 
187 
1292697 
AMENDMENT OF DElID OJ' TRUST 
THIS ~ II..., by lad bee.- TotDo View 00If~ u.c.- IdIbo DovelopaJaat. u.c 
bereiDaftll'tdaod CD u "JIIa'mnCL\Jlr. . 
WI'I'JUSD1'R: 
WDJt&AS, eta. ~ did ..... --=-_ deIkw to the B -·d .. , • NcIfIf __ '" that ocnda Deocl of 
1'nIIt iD die aJIIIOIIDt of (>Do MWbi. ., bIIIIdnd ..... _ iIoIloo:oou.., (Sl. lOQ.OOO.oo), -ud • 
lMtIiIDMIt No. 12.9190.5, ia .. raccriI ofB<alnfDlt c::o." IdIho, 0IMdaa die ....... deecrlbecI.,1bIJo .. : 
BepmiDa lit. poGd 1bIIt II S 0'"27'09" B lj.OO'" alGal'" -=IbI U. Itom die N~ 0DmfIr ofSectiou 3]. 
TOWIIIbip 3 Nar1II, RIap 31, BMt oftbe Bolle NadIIa. JJoaaeYiDo Coaaty, Idaho. ad nIIIJIiDa tbeDce 8 0"l7'09' 
:s 913.64 .,. aloDa" Seetbt!l.e; ..,.,. S '~1· W 1641 .0I1Mt;1IwIIt:e S 39"14'56- B 502.03 tNt to .. 
1/161h liDe ofSectioa 31; ..... S U"OO'06" W 104.71·feet to It. ~ of die IdIho OmaIi dIeDce", the 
c:aIIdae attbe ldIbo CaaJ die ~ !bur -= (1) N 3se27'12" W 633.43 I!Je!; (1) N 15"'03'08" W 239.69 
1IIeC; (3) N ]·}0'58" E 246.f91!e1; (4) N 2·53~2· B 'ST.79 lid to. paiDI 011 eta. Soodt ~-Way liDo ofTowcr 
RoId; IhaJce N. 89"00'00" B 1839.453 _ aIq IUd road lUPHl·Way CD die poillt of ........... , 
ALSO: 
BesfmM,at • poiut dIat • S 00-16'01- B al.oai tile -*- liM. J066..~ .... &om ilia Noa ..... comer ol8ectioa 
31, TOWIIIIIip 3 Nare..llII9s 31 But altho Bolle ~ BoaDeYtDe CwIsty.Jd.ho; ...... ...,. S 1r43'S2" 
W 374.11 teet; tf.aeIIIceN 00"-49'1'- W 127M fDot; tbaaDoN "'43':52" B 160.J.41Mt; tbeaoe S WI6"Or B 100.00 
fiIel; IIIeuoe N 89'"4:rsr B 112.00 fiIeC; ... N OO"lf'01" W 100.00 tNt; "--N 19"43'52- B 33.00 ftJ8I1D the 
BaIt liat of ... SeotioIl31; ...,. S 00"16"Or.B.-.1III HIlt u.. lrl."" .. to tbe poW of~ 
ADd 
WDRI'.A& • pertiGI daCze CD aiaead IIJUJ of ...... mdlor proriliom of the Noe.adlor Deed orrr.t,lDIl 
1lIDDORIt, tn_ .. pclilld ftJaabIIi ~ die PIrtiea lIPID die IiamJIIIlId rou'i",·. of1bc Deed 
ofTrutt abcM! deaibed IhaJlbe _ are.~.....w aI!Ii ~ u tbDowr. . 
1. T'hellDOllldoftlle Deed qil'lult ....... ~ II) A50,OOO.OO. 
AD __ aDd concfttiorw altbe NoID..s Deed ~ iWJ ~· tbe --ucl ..... ,.ed 1IIIIICept. ~ 
mdlor modlfIed lIerem. 
J;>atDd ~ /1/ tJ tl. 
i> : 
Instrument # 1292697 
IDAHO FAlLS BONNEVILLE. IDAHO 
2008-03-10 12:51 :00 PM No. of Palles: 2 
Recorded for : AMERITITLE - IDAHO FAlLS 
RONALD LONGMORE Fee:6.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy SSolis 
. -. To: AME"IOMENT 
Electronically RICOI"ded by s.npliflle 
1292697 
.. , ...... _,--. ..... _- -~-- . --
S1' A TB OF Utah ) 
)-
COUNTY OF ScM ~ \<.< ) 
-tI, 
OIl tbia , day othfudl. ZClOI, bcdbre me. fIB ~ pcac.Jly tppearecl TOllY VantDela lutlui ... id 
aipaIDry b St ClIdeI Oro.p, IDe _ ...... otWeetam Bqaity. LLC lmowD ex itIeo,tified to IUD to be II» 
Maw ... ModIc(.) ora. HmfIId lWriIity ooqay o.t ououIed .. wiIbia iDlblllDlllllf; .... ~ to 1111 
tbd ..... 00IIt*lY «DCIdIIcl the 1m». 
STATB OP UtIh 
~. -.------
, 
I 3m SouIrIIOOO WIlt .' ...... ',. ...... 
I ~=- • 
L-----~'!..O'~_.1 
1292697 
"'XI ..LV' .t..._ ..... _ ................. -- - -
AMT /o-l/Q35'l A 
A 
Amelilitie 
l'ilrt 0f11o"fLD-WEiN F .... ny 
Instrument # 1292699 
IDAHO FALLS,."BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
2008-03-10 1".51:00 PM No. of Pages 4 
Recorded for: AMERITITLE - IDAHO fALLS 
RONALD LONGMORE Fee 12.00 
Ex-OtIlcio Recorder Deputy ~8ohs 
Index To: DEED OF TRUST 
Electronically Recorded by Simplifile 
DEED OF TRUST 
Utah 
THIS DEED OF TRUST, Dated March 4, 2008, between Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, an M6.Ko Limited LlabiUty 
Company, herein called GRANTOR; whose address is 6371 N 5th E, Idaho Falls, ID 83401; AmeriYItJe herein called 
TRUSTEE, and Us. LLC, an Idaho Umlted Liability Compauy, he£ein called BENEFICIARY. 
WITNESSETH: That Grantor does hereby irrevocably GRANT. BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY TO TRUSTEE IN 
TRUST. WITH POWER OF SALE. that property in the County of Bonneville. State of Idaho, described as follows and 
cuntainlng not more than forty acres: 
Beginnillg al a point that Is S 0"27'09" E l!.00 feet along the section Hne from the Northeast corner 
of Section 31, Township 3 North, Range 38, East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, Idabo, 
and running thence S 0"27'09" E 913.64 feet aJo~ the Section line; thence S 89°32'51" W 1641.08 
feet; thence S 39°]4'~6" E S02.00 feet to the lIt6 line or Section 31; thence S 89°00'06" W 104.71 
feet to Ute centerline of the Idaho Canal; thence alone the centerline of the Idaho Canal the foUowlng 
four counes: (1) N 36"27'12" W 633.43 foot; (2) N 15"03'08" W 239.69 feet; (3) N 101O'S8" E 246.69 
feet; (4) N 2°53'42" E 297.79 feet to a point on the South Rlght-of.Way UneofTower Road; thence N. 
89°00'00" E 1339.63 feet aloDg said road Right.of. Way to the point of beginning. 
ALSO: 
BeginDmg at 8 point that is S 00"16'08" E along the section Dne 1066.05 feet from the Northeast 
corner olSectloD 31, Township 3 North, Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian, BonnevlUe County, 
Idaho; running thence S 89'43'52" W 374.11 feet; thence N 00°49'18" W 127.48 reet; thence N 
89°43'52" E 160.34 feet; tbence S 00"16'08" E 100.00 feet; thence N 89Q43'!2" E 182.00 feet; tltenc4! 
N 00"16'OS" W 100.00 feet; thence N 89Q43'52" E 33.00 reet to the East line 01 said SteUon 31; tbence 
S 00"16'08" E along the East line 127.47 feet to the point ofbeginRing. 
TOGETHER WITH the rents. issues and profits thereof. SUBJECT, HOWEVER. to the right, power and authority 
hereinafter given 10 and conferred upon Beneficiary to collect and apply such rents, issues and profits. 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURlNG payment of the indebtedness evidenced by a promissory note, of even date 
herewith. executed by Grantor in the sum of ··SIX HUNDRED FORTY THOUSAND AND NO/lOOths ...... DoDan, 
with interest thereon. final payment due 0212812009, and to secure payment of all such further sums as may hereafter be 
loaned or advanced by the Beneficiary herein to the Grantor herein, or any or either of them. while record owner of 
present interest. for any purpose. and of any notes, drafts or other instruments representing such further loans. advances 
or expenditures together with interest on all such sums at the rate therein proVided. PROVIDED. HOWEVER. that the 
making of such further loans. advances or expenditures shall be optional with the Beneficiary, and further provided that it 
is the express intention of the parties to this Deed of Trust that it shall stand as continuing security until paid for alI 
advances together with interest thereon. 
The date of maturity of the debt secured by this instrument is the date. stated above. on which the final installment of said 
nole becomes due and payable. In the evenl the within described property. or any part thereof. or any interest therein is 
sold. agreed to be sold. conveyed. assigned, or alienated by the grantor without first having obtained the written consen! 
or approval of the beneficiary, then. at the beneficiary's option. all obligations secured by this instrument. irrespective of 
the maturity dates expressed therein or herein, shall become immediately due and payable. 
A. To protect tbe security of tlDs Deed of Trust, Grantor agrees: 
Ref: IFIO·44357 IDDT· I 1292699 
1. To keep said property in good condition lJld repair; not 10 remove or demolish any building thereon; 10 
complete or restore promplly and in good and workmanlike manner any building which may be constructed. damaged or 
destroyed thereon Bnd to pay when due all claims Cor laoor performed aoU ITWh:rials furnished therefor; 10 rumply wilh all 
laws affecting said property or requiring any alterations or improvements to be made thereon; not to commit or permit 
waste thereof; not to commit. suffer or permit any act upon said property in violation of law; to cultivate. Irrigate. 
fertilil.e, fumigate. prune and do all other acts which from the character or use of said property may be reasonably 
necessary, the specific enumerations herein not excluding the general. 
2. To provide, maintain and deliver to Beneficiary fire insurance satisfactory tu and with loss payable to 
Beneficiary. The amount collected under any fire or other insurance policy may be applied by Beneficiary upon any 
IJldebtedness sc<:ured hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine. or at option of beneficiary the entire 
amount so collected or any part thereof may be released to Grantor. Such applicatIOn or release shall not cure or waive 
any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice. 
3. To appear in and defend any action or proceeding purportmg to affect the security hereof or the rights 
or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee; and to pay all costs and expenses. including cost of evidence of title and attorneys' 
fees in a reasonable sum, in any such action or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear. 
4. To pa y, at least ten days before delinquency all taxes and assessments affecting said property, and when 
due, all encumbrances, charges and liens, with interest. on said property or any part thereof, which appear to be prior or 
superior hereto. and all costs, fees and expenses of this Trust. In addition to the payments due in accordance with the 
terms of the note hereby secured the Grantor shall, at the option, and on demand of the Beneficiary, pay each month 1/12 
of the estimated annual taxes, assessments. insurance premiums, maintenance and other charges upon the property, 
nevertheless in trust for Ontntor's use and benefit and for the payment by Beneficiary of any such items when due. 
Grantor's failure so to pay shall constitute a default under this Deed ofTrusL 
5. To pay immediately and without demand all sums expended by Beneficiary or Trustee pursuant to the 
provisions hereof with interest from date of expenditure at lesser of 9.0000% per annum. 
6. Should Orantor fail to make any payment or to do any act as herein provided. then Beneficiary or 
Trustee, but without obligation so 10 do and without notice to or demand upon Grantor and without releasing Orantor 
from any obligation hereof, may: make or do the same in such manner and to such extent as either ltUly deem necessary 
to protect the security hereof. Beneficiary or Trustee being authorized to enter upon said property for such purposes; 
appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the security hereof or the rights or powers of 
Beneficiary or Trustee; pay, purchase. contest or compromise any encumbrance, charge or lien which in the judgment of 
either appears 10 be prior or superior hereto; and, in exercising any such powers, or in enforcing this Deed of Trusl by 
judicial foreclosure. pay necessary expenses, employ counsel and pay counsel's reasonable fees. 
B. It Is mutually agreed that: 
1. Any award of damages in connection with any condemnation for public use of or injury 10 said property 
or any part thereof is hereby assigned and shall be paid to Beneficiary who may apply or release such monies received by 
him in the same manner and with the same effect as above provided for disposition of proceeds of fire or other insurance. 
2. By accepting payment of any sum secured hereby after its due date. 'Beneftciary does !lOt waive the 
right either to require prompt payment when due of all other sums so secured or to declare default for failure so to pay. 
3. At any time or from time to time. without liability therefor and without notice, upon written request of 
Beneficiary and presentation of this Deed of Trust and of this deed and said note for endorsement. and without affecting 
the personal liability of any person for payment of the indebtedness secured hereby, Trustee may: reconvey all or any 
part of said property; consent to the making of any map or plat thereof; join in granting any easement thereon; or join in 
any extension agreement or any agreement subordinating the lien or cbarge hereof. 
4. Upon written request of Beneficiary stating that all sums secured hereby have been paid. and upon 
surrender of this Deed of Trust and said nOIe to Trustee for cancellation and retention and upon payment of its fees, 
Ref, IflO-44357 ZOl IDDT - 2 1292699 
Trustee !;hall reconvey. without warranty. the property then held hereunder. The recitals in any reconveyance executed 
under this Deed of Trust of any matters or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. The grantee in such 
reconveyance may be described as "lhe person or persons legally entitled thereto". 
5. As additional security. Grantor hereby gives to and confers upon Beneficiary the right, power and 
authority, during the continuance of these Trusts. to collect the renls, issues and profits of said property. reserving unto 
Granlor the right, prior to any default by Grantor in payment of any indebtedness secured hereby or in performance of 
any agreement hereunder. to collect and relllin such rents issues and profits as they become due and payable. Upon any 
such default, Beneficiary may at any time without notice, either in person, by agent, or by a receiver to be appointed by 8 
court, and without regard to the adequacy of any security for the indebtedness hereby secured. enter upon and take 
possession of said property or any part thereof, in its own name sue for or otherwise collect such rents, issues and profits. 
including lhose past due and unpaid, and apply the same. less costs and expenses of operation and collection. including 
reasonable attorneys' fees. upon any indebtedness secured hereby. and in such order as Beneficiary may determine. The 
entering upon and taking possession of said property, the collection of such rents. isslII!s and profits and the application 
thereof as aforesaid. shalJ not cure or waive any default or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant 
to such n()(ice. 
6. Upon default by Grantor in payment of any indebtedness secured hereby or in performance of any 
agreement hereunder, all sums secured hereby shall immediately become due and payable at the option of the 
Beneficiary. In the event of default, Beneficiary shall execute or cause the Trustee to execute a written notice of such 
default and of his election to cause to be sold the herein described property to satisfy the obligation hereof. and shall 
cause such notice to be recorded in the office of the recorder of each county wherein said real property or some part 
thereof is situated. 
Notice of sale having been given as then required by law, and not less than the time then required by law having 
elapsed, Trustee. without demand on Grantor, shall sell said property at the time and place fixed by it in said notice of 
sale. either as a whole or in separate parcel~ and in such order as it may determine. at public auction to the highest bidder 
for cash in lawful money of the United States. payable at time of sale. Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser its deed 
conveying the property so sold. but without any covenant or warranty express or implied. The recitals in such deed of 
any matters or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any person, including Grantor, Trustee or 
Beneficiary. may purchase at such sale. 
After deducting all cosls. fees and expenses of Trustee and of this Deed of Trust, including cost of evidence of 
title and reasonable counsel fees in connection with sale. Trustee shalIl1pply the proceeds of sale to payments of: all 
I(um~ expended under the terms hereof. not then repaid, with accrued interest thereon: all other sums then secured hereby; 
and the remainder. if any. to the person or persOIlli legally entitled thereto. 
7. This Deed of Trust applies to. inures to the beneft I of. and binds all parties hereto. their heirs. legatees, 
devisees. administrators. executors. successors and assigns. The term Beneficiary shall mean the holder and owner of the 
note secured hereby; or, if the note has been pledged. the pledgee thereof. In this Deed of Trust, whenever the context so 
requires. the gender used shall also include !.he masculine. feminine andlor neuter. and the singular number includes the 
plural. 
8. Trustee is not obligated to notify any party hereto of pending sale under any other Deed of Trust or of 
any action or proceeding in which Grantor. Beneficiary or Trustee shall be a party unless brought by Trustee. 
9. In the event of dissolution or resignation of the Trustee. the Beneficiary may substitute a trustee or 
truslees to execute the trust hereby created, and when any such substitution has been filed for record in the office of the 
Recorder of the county in which the property herein described is situated. it shall be conclusive evidence of the 
appointment of such trustee or trustees and such new truStee or trustees shall succeed to all of the powers and duties of 
lhe trustee or trustees named herein. 
Request is hereby made that a copy of any Notice of Default and a copy of any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed to the 
Grantor at the addre~ of Grantor. which is set forth above. 
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SI(1;I!lVleSM 
STATE OF jdll1.tJ 
• )ss 
COUNTY OF em ~ 1 ~ 
0 .• thi' ~ day of ~8' b,ro.. me, tho"nde< . '""', , No",>, P"b';'. in and for said State. 
JX::fsonaJl ap Tln "'9 as I( lilitH' IV of SI Charles Group Inc. and 
n tV? It as Manag of Western Equi • LLC as!.he Managers on eton View Golf Estates. LLC a 
Limited Liability pany, known or identified to me to be the persons whose names are subscribed to the! 
foregoing instrument. and acknowledged to me that they executed the same in such capacities. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal. the day and year in this 
in!ltrumenl first abo~ written. 
Ref: IFI(}44351 
~ MARCI J. BRADLEY 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
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ANNEXATION AGREEMENT 
Teton View Estates, Division No. 1 
AGREEMENT, made this'2.5thday of April. 2008, by and between the CITY OF 
IDAHO FALLS, a municipal corporation, hereinafter called "CITY," P.O. Box 50220, Idaho 
Falls, Idaho 83405, and Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, hereinafter called "DEVELOPER," 
whose mailing address is 11105 So. London Derry Drive, Sandy, Utah, 84092. 
WIT N E SSE T H: 
WHEREAS, Developer is the sole owner. in law or equity, of a certain tract of land 
in the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho, which land (hereafter referred to as the 
"Subdivision") is more particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and by this 
reference made a part hereof; and, 
WHEREAS, Developer has requested the Subdivision be annexed to the City and has 
submitted a plat bearing the Subdivision name described in the caption of this Agreement; 
and, 
WHEREAS, the City Engineer and the Idaho Falls Planning and Zoning Commission 
have recommended such annexation be granted subject to certain requirements and 
obligations on the part of Developer; and 
WHEREAS, the City is willing to annex the Subdivision to the City ofldaho Falls, 
Idaho, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the Special Conditions 
attached hereto; 
Instrument # 1291929 
IDAHO FALLS. BONNEVILLE. IDAHO 
"-28-2008 "':II?: 16 No. of Pagn: it 
Reco~dtl!d fOf : CITY OF IDAHO FALlS tAJ 
RONALD LONGMORE Fee: 0." 
Ell-Ofl'icio Re<;Qf"dff Oeputv ___ ---I ___ _ 
'""" .... AOIlEEMElIl 
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants and conditions set forth 
herein, the parties agree as follows: 
1. Annexation. The City agrees to annex the Subdivision to the City ofIdaho 
Falls. subject to Developer's performance of the tenns and conditions of this Agreement. 
2. Improvement Plans. Developer has filed and the City Engineer has approved 
a complete set of subdivision improvement plans, (hereafter referred to as the "Improvement 
Plans") showing all streets, sewer lines, water lines, storm drains, street signs, traffic control 
devices, barricades and other public improvements contemplated within the Subdivision. 
The Improvement Plans shall also show the proposed location of other public utilities 
(telephone, gas and electricity) and irrigation facilities affected by the development of the 
Subdivision. Such Improvement Plans are incorporated herein by reference as though set out 
in fuJI. 
3. Construction of Public Improvements. Unless otherwise agreed in the 
Special Conditions, Developer will, at its expense, design and construct all public 
improvements shown in the Improvement Plans. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the 
City Engineer, Developer will construct all public improvements within the Subdivision in 
strict accordance with the Improvement Plans and the City Standard Engineering Drawings 
and Specifications (hereafter referred to as the "Standard Specifications") in effect at the time 
the construction is accomplished. The Standard Specifications are incorporated herein by 
reference as though set out in full. 
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4. Permits. Developer shall obtain all right-of-way, excavation or other pennits 
required by local ordinance and comply with all requirements therein with respect to the 
timely perfonnance of the work governed by such permits. 
5. Completion of Public Improvements. Developer agrees that upon a finding 
by the City Council, duly entered in the official minutes of the proceedings of the City 
CounciJ, that a portion or portions or the entirety of such public improvements need to be 
completed in the interest of the public health, welfare or safety, Developer will forthwith 
construct such public improvements. If Developer does not commence construction of such 
public improvements within a reasonable time after such finding is made or if Developer 
does not complete such construction within a reasonable time thereafter, the City may 
construct or complete such facilities at Developer's expense. The City Council shall not 
make such rmding unJess Developer has been given at least ten (10) days advance written 
notice of the date and pJace of the meeting and Developer has been given an opportunity to 
be heard at such meeting. At or before the meeting, the City Engineer shall furnish 
Developer a cost estimate for completing the required portion or portions of such public 
improvements. 
6. Inspection. Developer will retain a professional engineer (hereafter referred 
to as the "Project Engineer") licensed within the State ofIdaho to supervise, inspect and test 
the construction of all public improvements within the Subdivision in order to ensure such 
improvements are constructed in accordance with this Agreement, the Improvement Plans 
and the Standard Specifications. Developer will not materially deviate from the 
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Improvement Plans or Standard Specifications without the express written approval of the 
City Engineer. 
7. Corrected Improvement Plans. Prior to acceptance of the Subdivision. 
Developer will file "As Constructed" Improvement Plans (hereafter referred to as the 
"Corrected ImprovementPlans tl ) with the City Engineer. Such Corrected Improvement Plans 
shall be prepared by the Project Engineer and shalJ show the actual constructed location of 
all public improvements within the Subdivision including the horizontal and vertical location 
of all water, sewer and storm drain lines, individual building service lines, curb and gutter 
alignment and street grades. Such Corrected Improvement Plans shall also specifically show 
all changes between the original Improvement Plans and the public improvements as actually 
constructed. The Project Engineer shall also certify upon the Corrected Jmprovement Plans 
that such Plans correctly show all public improvements as actually constructed and that such 
public improvements have been constructed in accordance with the Standard Specifications 
in effect at the time such construction was acc{)mplished. The Project Engineer shall also 
deliver to the City Engineer aU compaction reports, daily construction logs, reports, written 
tests, analysis and other data as may be necessary to verify or support the certification of the 
Project Engineer. 
8. Acceptance of Subdivision. Upon satisfactory completion of such public 
improvements and facilities and Developer's delivery of Corrected Improvement Plans, the 
City will accept the Subdivision. Such acceptance shall not be valid unless expressly 
acknowledged in writing by the City Engineer. Except as otherwise expressly provided in 
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the Special Conditions, upon acceptance of the Subdivision, the City shall assume ownership 
and control of all public facilities within any dedicated street or public utility right-of-way 
within the Subdivision. Acceptance of the Subdivision shall not be deemed as a waiver of 
Developer's fai lure to fully and completely perfonn the tenns and conditions hereof or as a 
waiver or release of the warranty set forth below. 
9. Warranty. Developer warrants that the materials and workmanship employed 
in the construction of all public improvements within the S\Jbdivision shall be good and 
sound and shall conform to generally accepted standards within the construction industry. 
Such warranty shall extend for a period of one (I) year after acceptance of the Subdivision 
by the City, provided nothing herein shall limit the time within which the City may bring an 
action against Developer on account of Developer's failure to construct such improvements 
in accordance with this Agreement, the Improvement Plans or the Standard Specifications. 
Developer, and Developer's heirs, successors and assigns, shall and do hereby warrant and 
agree to defend the quiet and peaceful possession of the City in all easements, rights-of-way, 
street dedications or other estates conveyed pursuant to the tenus of this Agreement or 
pursuant to the subdivision plat which is the subject hereof. from and against all claims 
against Developer and Developer's successors or assigns and against every person 
whomsoever who lawfully holds, or who later lawfully claims to have held, rights in the 
premises as of the date of this Agreement. 
10. Bridge and Arterial Streets Fees. Developer agrees to pay a Bridge and 
Arterial Streets Fee as provided by Section 10-2-5. City Code, in the amounts and manner 
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set forth in paragraph SC-l.OO of the Special Conditions. 
II. Surface Drainage Fees. Developer agrees to pay a Surface Drainage Fee as 
provided by Section] 0-5-4 City Code in the amount and manner set forth in paragraph SC-
2.00 of the Special Conditions. 
12. Water Ind Sewer Main Connection Charges. Developer agrees to pay to 
the City at the time any separete sanitary sewer service or culinary water service connection 
to the City sanitary sewer system or culinary water system is requested, all connection fees, 
main connection charges, and main cbarges as set forth in the City Code in effect at the time 
such request for service is made. 
13. FaUure to Pay Fees. In the event Developer fails or refuses to pay any of the 
fees. charges or costs set forth herein. the City may disannex any property owned by 
Developer within the Subdivision or declare the entire unpaid balance immediately due and 
payable and collect such sums in the manner provided by law, or may pursue any other 
remedy set forth herein or as may be available at law or in equity. All such remedies shall 
be cumulative and the City may pursue the same separateJy or simultaneously as it deems 
necessary or appropriate. In the event of such acceleration, all sums due shall bear interest 
at the rate established by law for judgements entered in the State of Idaho. 
14. Gran t of Security Interest. DeveJoper hereby grants and conveys to the City 
a lien to secure the payment ofnny deferred balance of the Bridge and Arterial Streets fees 
and the Surface Drainage fees. together with interest accrued thereon. provided however if 
no deferred balance is shown in the Special Conditions this paragraph shall be null and void. 
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In the event Developer fails to pay such fees, the City may without prior notice, foredose this 
Agreement as a mortgage in accordance with the mortgage foreclosure laws of the State of 
Idaho. Upon request of Developer, the City wi)) execute and deliver a partial release of the 
lien created herein against any property located within the Subdivision upon payment by 
Developer of that portion of such fees which bears the same ratio to the then remaining 
unpaid balance of sum fees as the acreage of land to be released bears to the total acreage 
of land utilized to compute the amount of the Surface Drainage fees. Upon request of 
Developer. the City will by written agreement, subordinate the lien created hereby to any 
mortgage. deed of trust or other security device required to secure the payment of any loan 
or advance made to Developer for the sole purpose of fmancing the construction of 
improvements upon the subject property; provided however that the financing institution 
entity shall first warrant and represent in writing that it understands that the contemplated 
loan or advances will be used solely for the construction of improvements upon the land and 
that it will take reasonable precautions usual and customary to the financing and lending 
industry to ensure that the loan proceeds or advances will not be used for any other purpose. 
Any prepayments made pursuant to this provision shall be applied in inverse chronological 
order against the reguJarJy scheduled payments set forth herein, and such payment shall not 
release Developer of any obligation to make the next regularly scheduled payment. 
15. Participation by City. The parties Ilgree that those portions oftbe water main, 
the sanitary sewer line, storm drains and street section work (hereafter collectively referred 
to as the "Shared Work"), the cost of which the City has expressly agreed to pay pursuant to 
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the Special Conditions, including any water or sewer line or stonn line extensions, increased 
line siz~ or capacity and road width or thickness, are required because offuture service needs 
originating from properties not owned by Developer and located within the vicinity of the 
Subdivision and that sound planning requires construction thereofat the present time in order 
to accommodate future expansion and development. In recognition of the cost savings which 
can be accomplished by construction of such excess capacity and improvements concurrently 
with the facilities to be constructed for Developer's purposes, and the impracticality or 
impossibility of constructing such excess capacity and improvements separately or at a later 
time, Developer agrees to design and construct such facilities subject to the City's agreement 
to reimburse Developer for a portion of such costs, all as set forth in the Special Conditions. 
Prior to the commencement of the Shared Work, Developer shall obtain and del iver to the 
City three independent bona fide bids for the perfonnance of such work from qualified and 
responsible contractors. Such bids shall be solicited and itemized in a manner which allows 
clear and specific identification of that portion of tile construction work for which the City 
is responsible. The City shall have no obligation to pay for any portion of the costs of the 
Shared work unless prior to the commencement of the work the parties have expressly agreed 
in writing to a specific amount for which the City will reimburse the Developer. Payment 
of such costs by the City shaH be due within thirty (30) days from acceptance of the 
Subdivision by the City and delivery of an itemized statement to the City setting forth in 
detail the total amoun1 of tile costs for which the City is responsible. 
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16. Special Conditions. In recognition ofthe unique circumstances relative to this 
Subdivision the parties agree to the Special Conditions attached hereto and by this reference 
made a part hereof. 
17. Irrigation Facilities. Developer shall relocate or reconstruct all ditches, 
head gate structures, culverts, siphons, drywells or other similar appurtenant structures that 
will be impaired or otherwise disturbed by the construction of this Subdivision. Developer 
shall also obtain the consent of all persons or entities who have any water right affected by 
the development of the Subdivision or who otherwise exercise control over such structures. 
Developer wilJ also indemnifY and hold the City harmless from any action. claim, demand 
or cost of any kind, including attorney's fees and court costs, arising from the relocation or 
reconstruction of such facilities or Developer's failure to properly relocate or reconstruct 
such facilities. 
18. Relocation of Power Lines. Developer shall relocate at its expense all 
existing electric utility poles or other utility lines or fixtures necessary to construct the public 
street access to this Subdivision or other public improvements shown on the Improvement 
Drawings. 
19. Construction Scbedule Cbange. Any modification to the public 
improvements shown in the Improvement Drawings or to the construction schedule or to the 
construction phase limits shan be approved by the City Engineer. Prior to said approval. 
revised Improvement Drawings shall be resubmitted to the City Engineering Department 
showing the proposed changeS. 
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20. Tau! and Assessments. Developer RhaJl pay all real property taxes and 
assessments levied or assessed against any interest in real property which Developer has 
agreed to convey to tbe City pursuant to this Agreement. Such taxes and assessments shall 
be paid prior to the acceptance of the Subdivision by the City. 
21. Occupancy. No building within the Subdivision shall be used or occupied for 
any purpose other than for the construction of such building or structure, unJess all public 
improvements within the Subdivision have been completed and accepted by the City 
Engineer. The City may withhold Certificates of Occupancy until all such work has been 
completed. Nothing herein shall prevent the use of a model borne for the purpose of 
Developer's sales promotional efforts provided the home is not occupied for residential 
purposes. 
22. Default. In the event Developer fails to comply with the terms and conditions 
hereof in any material respect, the City may, without further notice to Developer, exercise 
any or all of the following remedies: 
A. Withhold the isslWlce of any building pennit or certificate of 
occupancy of any structure located within the Subdivision; 
B. Withhold the connection of water, sewer or electric service to any 
property located within the Subdivision; 
C. Refuse to accept public ownership and maintenance of public 
improvements within the Subdivision and record a notice of such action 
with the Bonneville County Recorder's office; 
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D. Issue a stop work order for any building under construction within the 
Subdivision; 
E. Withhold reimbursement of Subdivision inspection fees collected 
pursuant to Section 10-1-19 of the City Code; 
F. Bring an action for damages, injunctive relief, specific performance or 
any other remedy available at law or in equity; 
All of the above remedies are cumulative and to the extent not wholly inconsistent with each 
other, may be enforced simultaneously or separately, at the sole discretion of the City. 
23. N oUces. Any notice required by this Agreement shall be mailed to the 
receiving party at the address set forth above or such other address as may be delivered to the 
sending party in writing. Such notice shall be maiJed by certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid and addressed as set forth above and shall be deemed received 
upon its deposit in the United States mail in such manner. 
24. Recording Fees. Prior to the approval of the Subdivision plat by the City 
Engineer, Developer shall pay to the City all recording fees necessary to record this 
Agreement with the Bonneville County Recorder's office. 
25. Storm Water Discbarge Certificaiion. Prior to the acceptance and approval 
of the Improvement Plans, Developer shall obtain the certification of any Irrigation District, 
canal company or other entity into which any storm water from the Subdivision will be 
discharged. The certification shall state that such water delivery entity has reviewed and 
approved the Improvement Plans and that the discharge ofstonn waters from the Subdivision 
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into their canal or ditch in the manner shown in the Improvement Plans is approved and 
accepted by such entity. 
26. Conflict with Standard Specifications. In the event of any conflict between 
the tenns of this Agreement or the Improvement Plans and the Standard Specifications, the 
terms of this Agreement or the Improvement Plans shall prevail over any contrary provision 
of the Standard Specifications. In the event of any conflict between the tenns of this 
Agreement and the Improvement Plans, the tenns of this Agreement shall prevail. 
27. Covenants Appurtenant to the Land. All covenants and conditions set forth 
herein shaH be appurtenant to and run with the Subdivision and shall be binding upon 
Developer's heirs, successors or assigns. 
28. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws ofthe State 
ofIdaho. The venue for any action arising out of this Agreement shaH be exclusively in the 
District Court ofthe Seventh JudiciaJ District of the State ofIdaho. Bonneville County or in 
the United States District Court for the District of Idaho. 
29. Eutire Agreement. This writing evidences the final and complete agreement 
between the parties and no other prior statement, representation or understanding shaU be 
binding upon the parties unless expressly set forth herein. 
30. Effective Date. This Agreement shall become valid and binding only upon its 
approval by the City COWlcii of the City and upon its execution by the Mayor. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the parties have hereunto set their hands and seals the day 
and year first above written. 
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ATTEST: 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Shan B. Perry 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)S5. 
County of Bonneville ) 
On this ~ay of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public for 
Idaho, personalty appeared JARED FUHRlMAN known to me to be the Mayor of the City 
of' Idaho Falls, the municipal corporation that executed the foregoing document, and 
acknowledged to me that such city executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate first above written . 
. \~\.i\ it! H i if/ill 
,\\\\~\::\HY H4 IIII;~ 
~'~., ......... ~.tO ~ #" .... 1.. • .... ~~ 
~ /NO"t- ..... 9.,~ 
:::.. l/fb ·v~ ::: "'1'T'_ ", ~ = ; -... r: = 
~ *\ p" 1Il1o. i ! 
~ \ vaue I § 
~;,~"'" ...... ,..;$ 
"'.~x." ".~ 
(SEAL) ~.{; :-'.:..' -~""'::'~ ~ "'/h, .Of:: ID~:\ .... ,,~ 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)S5. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Notary P' c for Ida 0 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: O"C~-101L\: 
On this, ~ day of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public for 
Idaho, personally appeared JEFF BURTON, known or identified to me to be the manager 
of Teton View Golf Estates, LLC, and the member or one of the members who subscribed 
said limited liabiJity company name to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me 
that such member ex~uted the same in said limited liability company's name. 
IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate frrst above written. 
Notary Public for Id~o 
Residing at:1JaitO bJ L..,.1D erA@ 
(SEAL) My commission expires: ..... S'--.L,.!· ...... M=.!...!4-Il--___ _ 
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EXHIBIT A 
TETON VIEW ESTATES, DIVISION NO.1 
Beginning at a point that is SOO"27'09"E 25.00 feet from the Northeast Section Corner of 
Section 3 L Township 3 North, Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, 
Idaho, running thence S00"27'09"E 913.64 along the East Section Line; thence S89" 32' 
51"W21S.00 feet; thence SOO'27'09"E 99.94 feet; thence N89'32'5 J ifF, 182.00 feet; thence 
SOO'27'09"E 27.47 feet; thence S89'32'51"W 341.11 feet; thence NO] 'OO'19"W 127.42 
feet; thence S89'32'Sl"W 1413.98 feet; thence N36' 38' 38"W 116.J9 feet; thence 
NI5'14'53"W 260.01 feet; thence NOI'00'18"E 255.52 feet: thence N02'41'50"E 280.33 
feet; thence N02'25'59/tE 15.16 feet; thence N89°00'18"E 1901.74 feet to the Point of 
Beginning. 
Containing 40.015 acres. 
15 k ANNEXATION AGREEMENT - Teton View Estates, Division No. I 
(Form Approved December 1,1996) 
SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR 
TETON VIEW ESTATES, DIVISION NO.1 
S-C 1.00 ArterlJl §treet and erida! Fee. The Bridge and Arterial Streets fee 
for this Subdivision is $21.812.50 (79 Lots (R-1) at $200 per Lot = $15,800 plus 2.405 
Acres at $2500 pel Acre:: $6,012.50), payable as follows: 
Oue Date Payment Amouo1 
Upon execution hereof $21,812.50 
S-C 2.00 Surface Drainage Fees. The surface drainage fee for this Subdivision 
Is $9,406.15 (1,254,153.24 SQuare feel net area at $.0075 per square foot), payable as 
follows: 
O!,!§ Oat, 
Upon execution hereof 
Payment Amount 
$ 9,406.15 
S-C 3.00 Traffic Signs. Developer agrees to install all street signs designating 
the names of all streets within the Subdivision Developer also agrees to pay the sum of 
$750 simultaneously upon execution hereof. in consideration of the installation by the City 
of all traffic control signs necessary for the control of vehicular and pedestrian traffic within 
the Subdivision. Street signs designating the name of public streets shall be constructed 
with white letters over green background. Street signs designating the name of private 
streets shall be constructed with white lettering over blue background. Such signs shall 
be installed in the manner and locations as directed by the City Engineer. 
S~c •. 00 Sewer Une Construction. Developer shall design and construct at 
his sale expense all sewer mains and appurtenances required to provide sewer service 
to and within the Subdivision in accordance with the City Standard Drawings and 
Specifications and as shown on Ule Improvement Drawings filed with and approved by 
the City Engineer. Upon comp/etion thereof, Developer shall fumish the City with a 
certificate signed by a licensed professional engineer, licensed to practice in the State of 
Idaho, certifying that the sewer mains and appurtenances have been constructed in 
accordance with such specifications. 
S·C 5.00 Water Line Construction. Developer shall design and construct at 
his sale expense all water mains and appurtenances required to provide water service to 
and within the Subdivision in accordance with the City Standard Drawings and 
Specifications, and upon completion thereof, Developer shall furnish the City with a 
certificate signed by a licensed professional engineer, licensed to practice in the State of 
Idaho, certifying that the water mains and appurtenances have been constructed in 
accordance with such specifications. 
f') l' n 
(... ;; 
s..c 6.00 Subdivision tweet Section Improv,m.m.. Developer shall be 
responsible for designing and constructing the street section improvements inside the 
boundaries of the subdivision. The full street section throughout the development shall be 
constructed as shown on the Improvement Drawings filed with and approved by the City 
Engineer. The pavement thickness for the development shall be 2 inches of asphalt 
plantmix pavement over 6 inches of % inch aushed aggregate base material and shall 
include placement of subgrade separation geotextile, class 2. The Developer shall be 
responsible for a/l tapers and appropriate signing necessary to transition from Tower 
Road and Lewisville Highway to the proposed roadways, as shown on the improvement 
plans tiled with and approved by the City Engineer. Such improvements shall be 
commenced within a reasonable time after the City makes demand upon Devefoper and 
shall be expeditiously prosecuted and completed within a reasonable time thereafter The 
improvements shall be in accordance with the City of Idaho Fads Standard Specifications 
and Drawings in affect at the time the improvements are commenced. The design shall be 
approved by the City Engineer prior to construction. 
s..c 7.00 Arterial Street Improvement!. Developer shall be responsible for 
the street improvements to 6Stfl North (Tower Road) and 5 th East (Lewisville Highway) 
adjacent to this development, including curb and gutter. sidewalk and storm drain facilities. 
Recognizing that a portion of the future and current traffic on these streets originates from 
properties outside the Subdivision. Developer shall be responsible only for the design and 
construction cost of Curb and gutter, sidewalk and storm drainage facilities, at such time 
as 65th North (Tower Road) and 5th East (lewisville Highway) are constructed. 
S-C 8.00 Turn Lanes. Developer shall be responsible for all signing and 
striping of tum lanes as required and as shown on the Improvement Plans, as approved 
by the City engineer. Said signing and striping shall conform to the Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Control Devises (MUTCD). 
s-c 9.00 Relocation of utility Lines. Developer shall relocate (if necessary); 
at Developer expense all electric utility poles or other utility lines or fixtures necessary to 
construct the public improvements and street sections shown on the Improvement 
Drawings. 
s-c 10.00 Electric Utility Lines. Subject to the dedication or conveyance to 
the City of all necessary easements for the operation of electric utility lines and 
appurtenances, the City will make electric service available to all structures located in 
the Subdivision and will operate and maintain such electric utility lines and 
appurtenances. all in accordance with the City Code. The City will not provide or 
maintain illumination for private streets 
s..c 11.00 §tonn System. The Developer will design and construct stonn sewer 
main lines in accordance with the City's Storm Water Runoff Policy and in accordance with 
the ImprO\lement Drawings and Specifications filed with and approved by the City 
Engineer. Storm water runoff from this subdivision shall drain to the proposed storm 
ponds located in Teton VieW Estates Division No.1. Operation and maintenance of said 
ponds shall be the responsibility of the Developer, his heirs and or assigns. 
S-C 12.00. R!lmbursement of Water Main Charge •. Upon connection of water 
service to any property owned by any person other than Developer and fronting upon that 
portion of the TOlIVer Road and LewisviHe Highway right-of-way in which Developer has 
constructed a water main. the City will, to the extent permitted by law, and upon written 
request of Developer. pay to Developer all water main connection charges collected by the 
City from the owners of such property. pursuant to Section 8-4-14(c). City Code, as the 
same currently exists or may be amended hereafter. 
SOC 13.00. Rtimbursement of Sewer Main Charges. Upon connection of sewer 
service to any property owned by any person other than Developer and fronting upon that 
portion of the Tower Road and Lewisville Highway right-of-way in which Developer has 
constructed a sewer main, the City will. to the erlent permitted by law. and upon written 
request of Developer, pay to Developer all sewer maIO connection charges collected by 
the City from the owners of such property, pursuant to Section 8-1-23(c). City Code, as the 
same currently exists or may be amended hereafter. 
SOC 14.00. Mason!), Wall. A masonry waif at least six feet in height shall be 
built on the west property line of lot 25. Block 6. and the west property line of lot 26. 
Block 6. should the latter lot be zoned commercial. 
S-C 15.00. Pedestrian Walmy. Developer, at developer expense, shaH 
construct an eight (8) foot wide concrete walkway on Lot 7, Block 2 of this Subdivision. 
Said walkway shall provide pedestrian access from Copeland Circle to the storm water 
retention pond on Lot 11. Block 2. 
s..c 16.00. Qyersize of Water linN. Developer agrees fo design and construct 
approximately 5600 lineal feet of 16-inch diameter ductile iron water line within the 
Lewisville Highway (15th East) and Tower Road (62th North) rights-of-way. All as shown 
on the improvement Plans. The City acknowledges that an 8-inch diameter water line is 
adequate to serve this Subdivision; however, sound planning requires construction of a 
16-inch diameter water main to serve properties adjacent thereto. The City agrees to 
reimburse Developer for that portion of the material costs of constructing such 16·inch 
diameter water line which exceeds the material costs for constructing an 8-inch diameter 
water line. subject to the limitations set forth in paragraph 15 of this Agreement. The 
obligation of the City to participate in such costs shall be limited solely to the materials 
costs and shall not include any participation in design and construction costs. In no event 
shall the City have any obligation to pay any portion of such costs which is not specifically 
approved and authorized by the City Engineer in writing prior to the commencement of 
such work. In procuring the bids required under such Paragraph 15, Developer shall 
obtain and deliver to the City three itemized bids, each of which separately identifies the 
costs for such 8-inch and 16-inch diameter water lines. 
S-C 17.00. Oversize of Sanitary lines. Developer agrees to design and 
construct approximately 2700 lineal feet of 12-inch diameter sanitary sewer line within the 
Tower Road (65th North) right-of-way. All as shown on the improvement Plans. The City 
acknowledges that an lHnch diameter sanitary sewer line is adequate to serve this 
Subdivision; however, sound planning requires construction of a 12-inch diameter sanitary 
&ewer line to serve properties adjacent thereto. The City agrees to reimburse Developer 
for that portion of the material costs of constructing such 12-lnch diameter sanitary sewer 
line which exceeds the materiaJ costs for constructing an 8-inch diameter sanitary sewer 
line, subject to the limitations set forth in paragraph 15 of this Agreement. The obligation 
of the City to participate in such costs shall be limited solely to the materials costs and 
shall not include any participation in design and construction costs. In no event shall the 
City have any obligation to pay any portion of such costs which is not specifically approved 
and authorized by the City Engineer in writing prior 10 the commencement of such work. 
In procuring the bids required under such Paragraph 15. Developer shall obtain and 
deliver to the City three itemized bids, each of which separately identifies the costs for 
such 8-inch and 12·inch diameter sanitary sewer lines. 
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Electronlcally Recorded by SlnpUlile 
THIS DHED OF TfWST (die '"DIed of~ etY.:tiYe • of AIItaIt j $':'2oc.. by T .... VIeW 
Golf' EMidea, UC, • Ulala IiadtlClIiaIIiliIr oc..,..,., ............ 1105 S. UJecIondeny J>rn.e, 
Dnpcr, ur s.co9l. ....... ( ..... rOMi")~ ..., Title IIid T .... IDe .• wt.o. ....... it 400 
MImoriaI J:)riw, P.O. Box $0361, IUfab Fd .. m U40S, ....... (dw: "1'tiiIIeej, INI IdiIJIo 
I>IMtIopaast. LLC •• Uta limited tiIbiIity \1IuIDPIBY. * ~I ......... whoM tIdcIrcW is 2192 
PrasDIl Shet, Salt Lab City, UT "'106 •• ~ (6t'1Anderj. 
UClTALS 
Bomnrer it ~ eo I..-.. ill die GriPal priacipallIIUlI of T1fIOoHudrecl Fifty 1"bouIIIIld IIIId 
ract'lOO 1"IIouuad DoIIIn (S2.50,OOO.OO) wida ... then!oa. wtaicfa iIIIdIbII.Id .... it evidenced and 
lepI ..... by .. cenaia Deed ofT ... Noel or ...... fl'I* Bwu ..... Leder, (die Deed of TraIt 
Note .,.,... widl aD talIItRudou, CC*IOIidltioIII. ~~tMRfI ........... iDcn!aIeI. 
~ mel ........... dtereof; ..... or ill pat. ..... coOecti¥ely be ftIfened 10 II the '"Note"). 
1. GlWtI of ~tf). III ~ ofllld bl orcIier to ... tile repayaat, obIIetvaDce. 
ped~ _ by BcJtrootfer oldie s.ourect ObliptioDl II ~ ill 1hc Note., Bc:IrrtYwer 
IJ'IDU ........ u., aHeas. ........... COO\'eyt., ............. pIec:Iees. deliven, leU over, 
~ .*t'" .. ooaftr_ to ........ in trait. tridl powa: of ..... _ the benefit and IflCUlity 
of Lnder, .. ~ lleill!dllltt, .abject to !be ..... lid eoaditioal of ddJ Deed of rru.t. aU IIUIIe, 
ritbt. lido IIid ___ .. Borrower DOW hat or ..,. ........... iD .... to the f'oI1owisI& ...,w 
ptoperdec. IiIbtI -.I ........ aD .. ~ f1I. IIIbIdhll_ .... tIDd Iddftioal tbento (all cI 
whic:h.n: n6Ited to lleIow II tile -Pn:Iperty"), wtbcIl is cIeIcribect .... , ~ ~ eidIer isloc.atecl 
widUD .. i.DcorpoI'" clay ot viIJIeB, or ... ~ forty (40) ... .
~ at. pon. that .. So.dl rf2Tw EMt 25.00 feet aIaq!be IeCUon tiDe ftom the 
NonhetIt Comer of Sec:Uc. 31, TOWBIhip 3 Nar1h, R8:aae 31, &It of the Boitc Meridian, 
Coaaty of~. sa. rIIllllllbo. ............. Souda d?:rw EMt 913.64 feet a10q 
the teedon IiDe; Iheace Soadl m2'5J" Welt 1641.08 feet; ~ Soudt 3go14',6'" Eat ~.03 
feet to die 1116* Uae of'Sectblll; dIeoce SOIIIda sVW'C)6" Welt 104.11 ftiet to abe cea&ediDe of 
abe Idaho c-I; dIeIa .. die ClCIIIt:Itiae of abe ...., c..a .. ~ tOur 00QI1IIIIS: (1) 
North ~12" Welt 633 . .0 _ (l) Narda ~'OIr Welt 239.69 _ (3) Norm 1°10'"", 
Eat 246.69 feet; (4)'Ncxdl ~"'42" Eat 291.79 teet to. poiIIa _ tI!c Souda RiPt-of-Way tiDe 
otTOMI' RoIId; d.Iece Ned 19"00'00- EIIt 1839.63 teet ... aid road RJPt--of-Way to !be 
pOiNT OF.<iUOON<J. 
ALSO: 
Be.....,_. poiat that it SoatIt 00016'08" s.t aIoat 1hc Soccioa !iDe l066.()S reet fimt the 
NordteM Conter of ~ 31; TOMIIIIip 3 ~ ..... 31 .e. ttl die Boite Merictiau, County 
or BoruaeviIJc, StItc of ~ ~ dMIIce SouIh 890 .. 3"2" WcIt 37.Ul feet; tJaeace North 
0<f49'l8" Welt 127.48leet; tIMaco North W'43',r Eut 160.34; 1bence Soadt ocfl6'OIr EM 
100.00 Ibct; dacDoc NOI1h sgo43'52'" &It 182.00 feet; thcaat North 00°16'08" W. 100.00 loot; 
DEED Of' TRUST - 1 
J~311-_'T;:; 
First American lltla Co. 
QOO PltrV!8W Or'l Suite 110 
IdahO Falll, 10 834Q2.. 
2..)0 1309847 
't .4 
~ . ! t ~l f 1 i f '1 1 f·1 1 ~ I J f iii !:; ~ ! I ~ 1'1 ~ 
~ It il~ l r;8( . t dl 'f !rl f'~ ~ .I:ij 
Ilit. a! 11 1:~1!r!r1 'I! JJ~III·t flflifltf}al . f~ ·1 E~~ I!sst 11-1 1,:1 ,l~. 1 il 
i!rfilf!l iltiittll ~al ! II,i lit 11!111!f ll~~ 
_. r_1. fa. . . ·.8 8· r r ~ ~: 1'1 !:If 111" 
f f 8.1 81 rJ f I .1 f t '.a a f i. r 'i. r 1 I f 81 I I. ~ ~ J!' . ~ r:!l' ~ I'J !! i It f H g. ~ ~ is ~) ! ~ . n. 
~"Il Us If .~ .~ i si[lfg' frat' tff ~ R; r 










~!!fJf ~"Pffi II ~SlJJ1·p~r"!ri" It I Jf J "II· 
~ ~ l rfa.!· If' I. a. ft.· ."nl~ . ~ . 
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~ I! "l .fa fl i 1 ~. ~' . i ' ~I !', ., s ' 
il~ ( a.,-Iliff, i,i .. F!p,t~J· ~ i j t~!f l~f f ll!f~ 
f I,·f~r ,I. " =; lit" I'il, ('1 a. I· 'J! .1 III l~.i 
~r!!I;~ f!f~r~1 I! il'J~IJIili I!", !11J I~I~ ~tl 
!hlftUh~h!~ i! ! Hr ih it il~t~ ll" ('1, !P Q,!:t",.~i·ll-iiij.~l i~ tll·l~ti'irr! !'Ifll er 11 all'!, 1,t!1 


























-XI .a..vr ..... _ ..... .....,. _ ............ ____ _ 
9. '..."..11* Provfika It laY teim or tfUt 5ecurity Iiiitrame:IIt ~ my applicatDl thereof ibalJ 
be invalid or uoeaforceable. the remainder or this Security 1Dsb.......n _ any other ~m the 
_ ald DOt be aft'eded thereIJy. 
10. Attomey'. I'ees for J:nIoIftIIIedt. Bonowa IbaI1 PlY to Leader 011 de:m.aod IIiBY aDd aU 
expeDICt. iDGIudina IepI expcruea lad .......,. '. ftsoI. iIIeurred or paid by Latder in proIIeCCha ita 
imete8l In. the Property or I'cnoIIaI Propetty or in c:on.ctms .,. adk'JIIllt payiblc! ~ or in 
eaforciDg ita ... heR __ With mpect to tht Ploperty or PenoOIl Property. wbetbcr or DOt my Jepl 
proccc:ding is COIIIII'CA:Cld IIammder or thaeuode:r .. whedIer or Dot ay dcfau.It or E"YCIK at Default 
cba1l have occurred ad ill (lI'IDtimrina. fOFIIer widl iDle!-. thereon at the Dcfnlt R.aIe ftom die dale paid 
or iDclltred by Lender untillUCh ape ... are paid by Borrower. 
11. MedIfIad!. 1"hiI Dcod of'Trust cannot be ch"'lpd. a1tered, .......ted « modified except by 
aa ~ ist 1VfitinJ .. ill ~e ftwm, elCeCUtDd by both ~ ead LeDcSer. 
11. Endft AaI..... The Note. dJU Doed otTntIllIId dIo odJcr J...- IloI;UIDCIIIa ~ the 
eIdire 1lIIIfe11U1D1tiaS and........- betwea Borrower -.dl.eDdet 'With rapect to die ~ eris.ina 
ill CX!"fI!"dion with .. Scewed 0hIi~ ad .... Iede all prior wriiII:n or oral udaI •• wo., 1114 
qrecme:Db betwea2 ~ad l.eDdar with.apc:ct tIiatrito. 
IN WITNESS WHEItECF. Bonoww 11M executed thit Deed or Trust II of'1hc day ad year CtrSt 
wriUat 1Ibcm:. 
~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
N : ooyV ....... 
Trtle: Mauqer orWestenl 
~ofT ... VIeW 
IN wtrNE.ss WimREOF. llaaw bcreuidU let my baud and affixed my of'fie1al seal the ciay 8Dd 
year ill dlit certiftcaIe lint abc:m! wriUm. 
- ~ ® STACEY K. LEWIS • :lo i ' Notary Public 
~ • Slate of Utah 
. . My Commlulon Expires Jan. 31.2011 
1601 W 700 S, W Jonlan. UT 84074 
DmIDOF TRUST - S 
1309847 
Instrument # 1310120 
IDAHO FALLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
2008-08-27 04:27:00 PM No. or ~8S; 1 
Recorded for. FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - ID 
RONAlD LONGMORE Fee 3.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputv RAVERY 
Inde: To: AGRfENENT S~~TlOH 
£~ Recor<lecl by SlrrplflIe Order No.: 266311-IF 
SUBORDINATION OF MECHANICS AND MATERIALMAN'S UEN RIGHTS 
FOR VAWE RECEIVED, and to Induce First American lItJe Insurance Company to insure the 
following Deed of Trust as a first lien on the property described 10 said Deed of Trust, and In further 
consideration of the benefits accruing to us from such insurance, DfPATCO, INC. (the undersigned) do 
severally waive priority over the Deed of Trust securing a Note In the principal amount of $250,000.00, 
from TETON VIEW GOLF ESTAlEi, ltC, as Grantors to The S<tndllt A. MacArthur Farnly Trust, Sandra A. 
MacArtfyjr, Trustee, as Beneficiary their successors and/or assigns, recorded as Instrument No. 
j.jOt'/i'4f.k I Mortgage records of Bonnevlfle County, Idaho of any and all manner of liens, 
dallllS Of demands, the I.M1derslgned severally have or hereafter rrnght have, recorded or otherwise, 
agaInst the below deso1tled property and improvements on aca:>ont or labor perlOrmed and/or ma~iels 
furnished in the construction of Improvements upon said property and hereby severally and personally 
agree that the said Deed or Trust sOaN be deemed and considered a lien prior to any such liens Of rights 
.4ien&etthal~led.- ______ . ___ _______ . ....-.......~._ ... ~._ 
Property Address: Bare Ground, See legal DesoiptiOO Below 
BEGINNING AT A POINT THAT IS sooo27'09"E 66.06 FEeT ALONG THE EAST SECTION LINE 
AND N9OOoo'OO"W SO.OO FElT MOM THE NORTtIEAST SlCTlON CORNER OF seCTION 31, 
TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RMGE 38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, BONNEVIllE COUNTY, 
IDAHO; RUNNINS THEMC! s00027'ot"E 489.7& FEET; 1liEHCE 
S89"03'37"W 37L44 FEET; THENCE rfOOOOO'OO"'E 501.78 F&T; THENCE N89-00'OO"E 347.27 =, w~""'O"ITTO- "" ..... ""MGt_""'" 
~=~ 
 
STATE OF ~=!:It' :z..=-____ ) 
COUNTY OF Pi~~=.lll __ _ 
55. 
On ttlis /_~"1"L-- day of August, 2008, before me, a NOtary Public In and for said State, personally 
appeared GREG STODDARD, known or identified to me to be the PRSIOENT of the oorporation lnat 
executed the instrument or the person who executed the Instrument on behalf of saki cnrporation, and 
ad<.nowledged to me that sudl corporation executed the same. • 
-.. .~ ~ 
,(..: 0 ~) 1310120 
~.-. 
--"""RIALMAN'S LIEN Instrlft11eflt # 1314788 
&"U'\..L.I:I IDAHO FALLS, B()HNEVlLlE, IDAHO 
10-20-2OOt 02:l7:19 No. of pagn; 1 
R~ fQr : FULleR & CAIltR 
DEPATCO, INC. , an Idaho ) lItotlAJ..O LONGMORE :d? F .. : 9.00 
Ex~ R.c~dIw l).puty-.2U-~-----__ 
_ to: LIEN, I.A8OI\ corporation, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) 




TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC., ) 
J 
Owner of Record. ) 
) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that DePatco, Inc., P.O. Box 246, St. 
Anthony, Idaho 83445, furnished certain materials and labor in 
conjunction with the improvement of certain real property 
belonging to Teton View Golf Estates, LLC., located in the City of 
Idaho Falls, Bonneville County, State of Idaho, more particularly 
described as follows: 
Teton View Estates, Division No.1, Idaho Falls, 
Bonneville Cou~tYI State of Idaho, pursuant to the plat 
recorded August 28, 2008, as Instrument No. 1310084. 
That said labor and materials were provided at the instance 
and request of Teton View Golf Estates, LLC., owner of record, and 
that such materials have become a part of the improvements located 
on the above-described property. 
That DePatco, Inc., commenced to provide such labor and 
material on June 25, 2008, and up to JLly 25, 2008, which labor 
and materials were provided as aforesaid at the specific instance 
and request of Teton View Golf Estates, L~C., owner of record. 
That said labor and materials furnished and unpaid have a 
total value of Seven Hundred Eighty Four Thousand Nine Hundred 
Forty Nine and No/lOa Dollars ($784,949.00), plus interest at the 
rate of 18% per annum from July 25, 2008, in the amount of Thirty 
MATERIALMAN'S LIEN -1 
t. 
... . 
Three Thousand Two Hundred Eighty Seven and 02/100 Dollars 
($33,287.02) and attorney fees in the amount of Two Hundred and 
No/lOO Dollars ($200.00) and that aft~r giving all due credits and 
offsets, the total amount now due and owing to DePatco, Inc., is 
the sum of Ei9ht Hundred Eighteen Thousand Four Hundred Thirty Six 
and 02/100 Dollars ($818,436.02), together with accruing interest, 
there being no other just credits or offsets. 
Wherefore, DePatco, Inc. I hereby claims a Lien pursuant to 
Idaho Code Section 45-501 et. seq. upon the premises hereinabove 
described for the sum of Eight Hundred Eighteen Thousand Four 
Hundred Thirty Six and 02/100 Dollars ($818,436.02), together with 
accruing interest thereon at the rate of 18% per annlli~ from July 
25, 2008, and also together with attorney fees in the event formal 
lien foreclosure is required as provided by law; and further for 
all recording costs incurred herein. 




Mark R. F'uller 
Attorney 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of Bonneville 
On this 20 th day of October f 2008, before me, the 
undersigned, a notary public in and for said state, personally 
appeared Mark R. Fuller, known to me to be the person whose name 
is subscribed to the within instrument, and being first duly 
MATERIALMAN'S LIEN -2 
2J7 
. . ", 
sworn, under oath, verifying that he has reviewed the above Claim 
of Lien and believes the same to be just and true. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
my official seal the day and year in this certificate first above 
written. 
lic for Idaho 
Resid n at: Rigby 
My commission expires: 06-28-2011 
CER~l:nCATB OF 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the 
following described pleading or document on the persons listed 
below on this day of October, 2008, by Return Receipt Mail. 
Document Served: 
Persons Served: 
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC. 
Attn: Tony Versteeg 
11105 S. Londonderry Drive 
Draper, UT 84092 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
MATERIALMAN'S LIEN 
Mark R. Fuller 
Attorney for Claimant 
MATERIALMAN'S LIE~ -3 
Prepared by, recording requested by 
and return to: 
Instrument # 131U96 
IDNfO fALLS, BONN!W.LE. IDAHO 
1 ... 29-2f)08 12:39:14 "0. of ~s: 1 
Name: David R. Schiess 
Company: Schiess & Associates 
Address: 7103 S 45111 West 
Re-corded ror; SCHIESS & Aa~TE$ 
RONALD lONGIIIORE M: 6.00 
Ex.omclo ~4ICOf.-r DlpuIy 
_kto:lJB.I.~ ,A_ "-'0<----__ _ 
City: Idaho Falls 
state: . ill' Zip' 8340:t -----
Phone: (208)522.1244 
Fax: (208) 522-9232 
Abm'e thl! Line for Otlkial UK 
Claim of Lien - Corporation 
(Idaho Code § 45-507) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
COMES NOW, Kurt Roland as a representative ofSchic:ss & Associates, an Idaho 
corporation [Lienor], and files tbis statement in writing. verified by the oath of Schiess & 
Associates [Person Claiming Lien], who has personal knowledge of the facts herein set 
forth: 
1. The undersigned hereby claims a lien upon the following property, situated in 
Bonneville County, Idaho. to wit: 
Beginning at a point that is SOO~7'09"E 25.00 feet from the Northeast Section 
Corner ofSeetion 31, To~nship 3 North, Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian, 
Bonneville County, Idaho, numing thence SOoc27'09"E 913.64 along the East Section 
Line; thence 589" 32' 5l "W 215.00 feet; thence SOoo27'09"E 99.94 feet; thence 
N89°32'51 liE 182.00 feet; thence SOO"27'09"E 27.4 7 feet; thence S89Q 32'SI"W 
341.11 feet; thence NOloOO'l9/1W 127.42 feet; (hence S89°32'51 "W 1413.98 feet; 
thence N36° 38' 38"W 116.19 feet; thence Nlso14'53"W 260.01 feet; thence 
NOlcOO'18"E 255.52 feet; thence N02°41'50"E 280.33 feet; thence N02°25'59"E 
15.16 feet; thence N89°00'lS"E 1901. 74 feet to the Point of Beginning, containing 
40.015 acres. 
2. Said lien is claimed to secure an indebtedness of$92,880.71 [Amount Claimed] 
with interest, after deducting all credits and offsets, from the 20 day of June, 




3. The name of the owner's or proprietors of the said property are Jeff Burton and 
Tony Versteeg. 
4. If applicable, the undersigned was employed by or furnished materials to Jeff 
Burton and Tony Versteeg. 
Before me, Kristine L. Staten, a Notary Public in and for the County of Bonneville, State 
of Idaho, personally appeared Kurt Roland, who being duly sworn, doth depose and say: 
That he has personal knowledge of the facts set forth in the foregoing statement of lien, 
and that the ..me", true and ,""eel r the best ofbis O~lief. 
AffiantSubSCribed and sworn to bero,): on this lite 1 Y ~ Oc:Obe" 2008, by said 
. . Ull~-l -bJ-~ 
.. NO~C 
My Commission Expires: -"lt1'J.L.·.>.lD-'...\-....;.2.nd.LLUl..-____ _ 
Certificate of Delivery 
I. J ~ ~ , hereby certify that I have 
delivered titis day a true and correct copy of the foregoing to 
.]e.\(' ~~ by: 
(.,() Personal Service . 
(j:) Mailing a true and correct copy of same by certified U.S. mail, postage 
prepaid. return receipt requested to,3c'" j.ss '5 AS$04 o;,\r=s. :y".\o\Q(o\~,:ID8.?8ctt 
So certified this the ~~day of f')cmbvt ,20.c£L. 
_ .b~j~ 
~me 
ID § 45-507 
After ~rding Return To: 
Kevin T. Christiansen 
Scott. Hookland U-P 
P.O; Box 23414 
Tigard, OR 97281-34]4 
File No.: HD008 
.- Instrument # 1316631 . 
IDAHO FAlLa. eoNNEW.I..E, IDAHO 
10-30-2008 13:05:46 No. of .. ages: 9 
ltacOldld for : HD SUPPLY WATEJIIWORI<S tL 
RONAl.D LONGMORE. F .. : 27.00 
Ex-Ol'llclo ReeordtJ D.puty • 
_ te>: LeH. LAlIOA 
,.' 
Lien Qaimant: HD Supply Watetworks. LTD, doing business as HD Supply Waterworks fonnerly 
known as National Waterworks, Inc. 
Llen Debtor. DePatco, Inc. 
Owner(s) or Repu1ed Owner(s): Teton V~· Golf Estates, LLC 8Odlot Teton View Estates and/or 
Tony Versteeg and/or Idaho Development, f 1.£ and/or Teton View 
Estates Time Interval Association. Inc. and/or Teton View Estates 
LLC 
Lien Amouut: $201,958.60 .... plus interest 8CCrued through September 26, 2008, in the amount 
ofS4.&40.09, together with interest on the principal balance of $201,932.60 at 
the rate of twelve percent (12%) per annum from September 26, 2008. until paid. 
Included in the principal baJance of the lien claim ($201,932.60) is Idaho State Tax 
in the amount of$24,518.43. 
NOTICE OF MECHANICS LIEN 
t. Description orne Property 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: The undersigned. hereinafter called the 
claimant, perfonned labor, transported or furnished materials 10 be used in or rented equipment or 
fumished services under a contract for WOtk between claimant and DePatco, Inc., a construction 
agent or other person baving charge of the construction of those buildings and/or other improvements 
commonJy known as the Teton View Estate3 Project. Said buildings and/or improvements are 
situated upon certain land in the County of BonnevilJe, State of Idaho, which is the site of said 
improvement. described 6S follows: • 
~ Exhibit U An attached heme and incorporated herein. 
/II 
1- NOTICE OF MECHANICS LIEN 
'_-!...OOc ___ ~~_'_~' ___ ' __ _ 
1. Mdr •• U KumD 
The property is located at or near the ~;'of Lewisville Highway and Tower Road 
'" '(Highway 65) in BOiiileviUe County, Claimant does not have a specific site address; See Exhibit " 
"A" attaA;hed herein and incorporated herein for a descriptioo ofilia property, 
3. NalDq Of OtyDm Or Reputed QwDm 
Teton View ()QlfEstates, LLC and/or Teton View Estates and/or Tony Vemeeg and/or Idaho 
. Development LLC and/or Teton View Estates Time 1nterval Association, Inc. and/or Teton View 
Estates LLC, all of whom at aU times herein mentioned had knowledge of 1he construction of said 
improv~me.nt. AJI other owners er reputed owners are otherw:i~ unkno"\\on . 
.t. Penon By Whom. Claimant Wq Employed 
The name of the person who employed claimant to furnish said labor, materials, servkes 
and/or equipment, and to perform said contract was DePatco, Inc. . 
.... 
S. ferfoTDlauce Of Work 
Claimant commenced its performance on June 27. 2008 and completed its performance on 
August 4, 2008, and provided and furnished aU labor, materials, services and equipment required by 
said contract and actually used in the construction of said buiJding(s) and/or improvement(s), after 
which it ceased to provide labor or services, transport or furnish materials and/or rent equipment. 
6. True Statement Of Demand Lw JU5f Credits Aad OfIKg 
As set forth on Exhibit "B" attached hereto and incorporated herein, the following is a true 
statement of claimant's demand after deducting all just credits and offsets, to-wit: 
The reasonable value and contract amount of claimant's labor. services, materials and 
equipment is: 
Materials ..................•.................. $201,932.60 
Rental Equipment .....•.••.................•.... $ 
Services ..................................... $ 
1tecording fees ................................... S 27.00 
Total ...... ' .....................•••.•....••••.. $ 
Less all just credits and offsets ...•...........•.... $ 0.00 
Balance due claimant .•..•.......•.•.............. $201,958.50 • 
2 - NOTICE OF M1:CHANICS UEN 
242 
. . 
-------~ .. ~ - -"--
. (" 
*Jnterest accrues at the legal rate of twelve percent (12%) per annum. on the principal 
amoWlt of $20 1,932 .60 from September 26. 2008, until paid, together wirb. interest in the 
amount of$4,840.09 accrued prior to September 26, 2008. Included in the principal ba.1aru:e 
-- --- -----:Ofthe lien daini ($201,932.60) is Idaho St4tt Tax inthe antounH)fS24,518.43: 
8. ferfeetiQl1 or LieD 
Claimant cWms 8 perfected lieb for the amount last stated. $201,958.60*, upon the said 
improvemcntand upon the land, ~wi1: the land upon which said buiJding(s) and/or improvemenl(.s) 
is constructed. together with a convenient space about the same, or so much as may be required for 
the cODvenient use and occupation thereof, to be determined. by the court on rendering judgment 










_) In construing this instrument, the masculine pronoun means and includes the 
feminine and the neutel and the singular includes the p1ural, as the circumstances 
may require. 
3 • NOTICE or MECHANICS LlEN 
243 
-.; ..... -' 
":1:1 ...LVI L..VV...., .c.... v_ ...... _ ...... 
. . 
•• --'--- -----------_._--_._--•• - ••••••• --_._--_._-------._._-_.-- • > ." •• " .••• "-'-~ " ......... ~- ••• 
b) The paragraph captions are of convenience only and shall not be deemed to limit the 
tenns or provisions of this claim of lien. 
"_ ...u.,.. ... __ • ..,. .~ ..... ___ •• _ _ _ ...... __ ...... ~, 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)S5. 
County of Bonneville ) 
I, Brandon Oswald, being first duly swom on oath, say as follows: I am the District Manager 
of the claimant in the foregoing instrument; that I have knowledge of the facts therein set forth; that 
all statements made in said instrument are true, correct and just as I verily believe. 
DATED this 1f2ofOctober, 2008. 
~ Oswald 
As Its: District Manager 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
} ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
I.13:.l1o"e. L e:.lt'en:a~a no1a.ly public, do hereby certi1:Y that on this 30 day of Octobe:r, 
2008, personally appeared before me Brandon Oswald, who, being by me flrst duly swom, declared 
that he is the District Manager oflID Supply Waterworks that be signed the foregoing document as 
District Manager oftbe corporation, and that the statements therein contained ale true. 
~~!I~C,FO~ -=. ~~~::;9....!:::!~~::Q.. 
My Commission Expires: _-1-''""-'-'';''';''':''-'-'-__ 
4 - NOTICE OF MECHANICS LIEN 
.': 
· . ---_.- - .. --' ----- -------._---- .. --.. --.--~.-.----
EXHIBIT "A" 
Beginning at (l point that is SOO" 21'09"E. 2S.oo feet from the 'NI)~ Section Comer of Section 
31, Township 3 North, Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian. Booneville County, Idaho, running 
then<:e SOOO 27'09"£ 913.64 along the East Section LiI!.e; thence S89" 32'51"W 215.00 feet; thence 
SOO"27'09"E 99.94 feet; thence N89" 32'SI"E 182.00 feet; thence soot> 27'09"E 27.47 feet; thence 
889" 32'51 "W 341.11 feet; thence NOLo OO'19"W 127.42 feet; thence S89"32'SI"W 1413.98 feet; 
thence N3~ 38'38~W l16.19 feet~ thence N15° 14'53"W 260.01 feet; thence NO]O OO'18"E 255.52 
feet; thenceN02Q4I'SO"E280.33 feet; thence N02"2S'59"E 1 S. 16 feet; theJ1(;eN89"OO'18"E 1901.14 
feet to the Point of Beginning; 
Containing 40.015 acres. 
4 
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" . 
. HO Watar SuPl IyWaterwoorks 
CUSTOMER: DePatco,lnc. HOOO8 
IINVOICE IQAT...e. 
_"VUl~' [DAlE iSHlPPEO D INN & lImll.4T 
7482560 612712006612712008 : 12X14' SOR35 PVC SWR PIPE $18,038.02 , ex 14' SOR35 PVC SINR PIPE $3689.12 
Tax 11.302..-43 
$23,009.57 
7483619 71312008 712J2008 8X.14' SDR35 PVC SWR PIPE $8,790.60 
4X1 ... • SDR35 PVC SWR PIPE $0.00 
aX4 PVC SDR35 SWR TEE GXG $1,682.45 
4 PVC S0R35 SWR 45 GXSP $406.56 
... PVC S0R35 SWR GSKT CAP $291.06 
8 PVC SDR35 SWR GSKT CAP $20.03 
Tax S671.« 
$11,862.14 
74S3381 7I3l2008 712J2OOS ;18" 16GACMP GAJ...V CORR PIPE S358.40 
; Tax ~ 
$379.9() 
7497165 71312008 712/2000 4X14- S0R35 PVC SWR PIPE $2,703.68 
Tax S162.22 .. 
$2,865.90 
7482991 711112008 71812008 16 T J PR350 ClSO 01 PIPE CJl $1,490.00 
8 T J ClSO 01 PIPE GIL $75,529.04 
6 T J ClSO ot PIPE CJL $1595.06 
Tax $4.716.85 
$83330.06 
7483604 711112008 711012008 16X16 MJ Cross CIl CP 01 C153 $1200.40 
16" MJ Regular Act; Set $2,218.« 
1SMJCAPT/C $603.62 
16 MJ 45 Bend CIL $1.562.92 
16 Of MJ lugged Restrainr Glan ~ 16 MJ ButbtrfIy 'ltv on Pratt $6.828.24 
26X361\1856 Valve Box Water Lid $448.28 
8 F6100 MJ RW GV OL on UACC 
Clow Gate Valve $10,659.00 
8" MJ RegUar ACe Set $1,668.16 
26X36 IS 56 Valve Box Water lid $1,408.83 
axe MJ TEE ell $527.44 
8X8 MJ Cross CIL $360,74 
16X8 MJ TEE CIL $1,901,16 
• t • * , > 
, EXHIBIT T - PAGE 2 OF 4 
7483604 Ilcontlnued 711012008 8 MJ 11-1/4 Bend $302.01 
8 MJ 22-112 Bend $172.88 
8 MJ 45 Bend Cll $171.10 
8 MJ 90 Bend CIL $98,78 
-~,~', - -, .- -_ .. '. ' '. 8 MJ cap TIC _0- ...... -'--. ' .... ~.- ", .._.- $115.11 0, 
8 MJ Plug TIC $38,37 
8X8 MJ Tee CIL $1,691.62 
6" MJ Regular Atx Set $738.64 
6 FS100 MJ RW GV OL ON UACCac $5,488,56 
26)(36 t86B Valve Box Water Lid $784,00 
8'8" TR UJ MED HYD LA A Nut & 5 Pu $9,784.68 
8X21 P DIS Sad Epoxy W!SS Straps 0 $119.34 
72 BalIC()IJ)MIPXPJ $263,26 
6'0" tin Mainguard Post HOT Rp Inlet $75&.08 
Tax $3.041.44 
$53,732.11 
7557230 711412008 7/1112008 Cadwekl Flint IgnIter $5.10 
Cadweld Mold for 10-12" Pipe $42.20 
25 Gram Cadweld Stlo1 $738.00 
Cadweid #2 Sleeve $320:00 
18" n Bare Stranded Wire $542,50 
Tax ..... 1iM7 
$1,746,67 
75541<40 711512008 711412008 16" MJ Regular At;c Set $0.00 
16 MJ Bue~: VIv on Pratt $5,121.18 
6'6" TR MJ MEr> HYD LA A'Nut & 5 Po $4,892.34 
Tax $600.81 
I $10,614.33 
7562486 7/1512008 7/1412008 Gal Paint. Black Magic Asphalt $29.80 
Tax .1lZi 
$31.59 
7576099 711612008 ,7/1512008 2!S Gram Cadweld Shot $49.20 
Tax ~ 
$52.15 
7578958 711712008 '711612008 25 Gram Cadweld Shot $492.00 
Tax ~ 
$521.52 




EXHIBIT "'S" • PAGE 3 OF 4 
i 
7587281 -"--... 111712008 1/1~008 16 TJ PR350·ClSO DI PIPE CJl $29,800.00 
i8TJ CL50 DI PIPE CIl. $0.00 
!e T J CU50 Of PIPE CIl. $0.00 
Tax S1.788.OO 
. _ .. - . ' . , $31 58:8.00 . 
7593673 712112008 7/1812006 ,CadWI!IId Mold for 10-12Q PijJe $4220 
~Tax ~2~ 
$«.73 
16()1273 7/22J2008 712112008 Gal PaInt, BJack.t.agk: Asphalt $89.40 
4 PVC SDR35 SWR CAP HUB SoN SO $87.92 
8)(2 MJ T APT CAP Ttc CP 01 C153 $317.52 
Tax Ri§j 
$524.53 
7606794 712312008 .7I22l2.008 8X2 MJ TAPT CAP T?C CP 01 C163 $158.76 
i Tax trn -- $168.29 
.. 
7607889 7123f.Z008 712212008 8Xe PVC SDR35 SWR WYW GXG $80.32 
8 PVC SOR35 SWR 45GXsP $46:18 
8 PVC SOR35 SWR 90 GXSP $47.41 
Tax .UQ.Q§ 
$177.99 
7616068 7f2312008 7'2212008 aX8 PVC SDR35 SWR WfE GXG I $80.32 
Tax . ~ 
$85"14 
,. -
1621602 712312008 712212006 16 T J PRE350 CL50 Of PIPE CIL $191,725.75 
Tax 511.50355 
$203,229.30 
7611778 712312008 7122/2008 f6X10 MJ TEE CIl Cf' 01 C153 $300.00 
16Q MJ Regular AJ;;c Set $135.88 
,10· MJ Regutar?cc Set $54.16 
8 F6100 MJ RW GV OL ON LlACC Ckl $821.51 
6" MJ Regular Ace Set S63:03 
26X36 1856 Valve Box Water Lid $64.04 
. Tax ~ 
i 51,524.94 
7562317 Tf25f200s 112412008 16 MJ BuU!f!IY Vlv on Prell $6,828.24 
6'S" TR MJ MED HYD LA A Nut & 5 Pu so. 00 







EXHlefT -e" • PAGE 4 OF 4 . 
, 
7527814 81512008 81412008 18"' 16GA CMP GALV CORR PIPE $358.40 
1------.- is'' Hugger Band for CMP $38.10 
Tax m.zi 
$420.29 
~,- ... ,. -.--- .,,"-,- --_. . ---.- .... -~.- -- .~ - ---.--_ .. - .. ..:.~. ~.~-- ~ ..... -.-.--- ..~ '" - , ~ .. '. _._ .. -._.-
PRINCIPAL $432,738.50 
CREDIT MEMO ·$23Q.805.9O 
TOTAL $201,932.60 
Interest Accrues at the legal rate of twelve percent (1;l%) 
I per 8Mum on the principal amount of $201,932.60 from 
Se~tembef 26. 2008, until paid together with Interest In 
the amount of $4.840.09 accrued prior to September 26, 200B 
. _. Induded In the efJncie!1 amount of the len claim (S291 ,932.60 
is Idaho State Salea Tax In the amount of $24,518.43 
'~ . 
.... , 
":tl ~uf LVVO £.. -..Iv • ..Lt:.. .r'TJ r-nU.L.. .v, VUV 
Instrument # 1323460 
IDAHO FAllS. BONNEVILLE. IDAHO 
2009-02-11 04:05:00 PM No of P!!ges 1 
Recorded tor: FIRST AMERiCAN TITI . .E ~ ID 
RONALD LONGMORE Fee'300 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy SSolis . . 
indio! To: APPCIINlliENT OF 'rRt.JsTEE 
APPOINfMENT OF TRUSTEE EIecIronicaIy Recorded by Slmpllflle 
KNOW ALL MEN BY TIIESE PRESENTS: 
That Teton View Golf Estates, LLC. a Utah limited liability company. Ware the Onmtor(s), 
and Sandra J\. MacArthur Trustee of the Sandra' 4; MacArthur Family T~ is the beneficiary 
on a Deed of Trust recorded August 25, 2008. in the records of Bonneville County, Idaho as 
Instrument No. 1309846. 
The undersigned. who is the present Baleficialy under said Deed of Trust desires to 
appoint JUST LAW. INC., wboseaddress is 381 Shoup Ave.,Sm.: 211, P.O. Box S0271.ldabo 
Falls, Idaho. 83405. Said Trustee shall have all powers. effective forthwith.. 
r 9~ WHEREOF, J - --oeI my - """ _this..L day of 'lI . 20~. 
Sandra;A.."MacArthur Trustee ofthc ~'I\. MacArthur Family Trust 
By ~ 0- Q;j n.tD..Jt.. futUu:t. 
STATE OF Utah_ ) 
) ss. 
County of U/f I; ) 
On this f day of . &~2009, before me, ~ ~goed, a ~otary Pubtic in and for 
the State of 'h0t-1z . yappeared f'6'l J-/}~, An /I;v-/ . known to me to 
be the Trustee of tile Sandra A. MacArthur Family Trust who executed the instnunem on behalf 
of said Trust and acknowledged to me that such Trost executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto .,. my and official seal this .f_ day of 






First American Title CD. 
900 Pier View Dr., Suite 110 




-:a.1 ...... ~, __ ,, __ • _ ...... ~ ............... 
Instrument # 1323461 
IDAHO FAlLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
2009-02-11 04:0500 PM No. of PlJges: 2 
Recorded for FIRST AMERICAN TITLE - 10 
RONAlD LONGMORE Fee 6.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder q~ntY SSolis 
~~W~bY~1e 
NOTICE OF DEFAULT 
Under the Deed of or transfer in trust executed by Teton View GolfEstBtes, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company as Grantor(s) with Sandra A. MacArthur Trustee oftbe Sandra A. 
MacArthur Family Trust as the Beneficiary, under the Deed of Trust recorded August 25, 2()()8 
as Instrument No. 1309846, in the records of Bonneville County. Idaho. 
More particularly described as follows: 
Beginning at a point that is S00027'09" E. 66.06 feet along the East Section line aad 
N90C'00'OO" W. 50.00 feet from the Northeast section corner of Section 31, TOWllship 
3 North, Range 38 East or the Boise Meridian, Booneville County, Idaho; running 
thence S00027'09" E. 489.76 feet; thence S8~03'37" W. 371.44 feet; thence 
NOOOOO'OO" E. 509.78 reet; thence NOOOO'OO" E. 347.27 reet; thence 8450:16'14" E. 
28.SO Feet to the Point of Beginning. 
Nmv known as Lots 25 and 26, Block 6, TETON VIEW EST A TES, Division No.1, 
an addidon to the City of Idaho FaDs. BoaneviUe County, Idaho, according to the 
plat recorded Augost 27,2008 as InstrumeDt No. 1310084. 
Said Beneficiary hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for whicb such 
transfer in security has occurred, the nature of such breach being the failure to pay the amount 
due under the certain Promissory Note and Deed ofTruS4 in the amounts called fur thereunder as 
follows: 
The entire sum owing on the obligation as of December 15, 2008 secured by said Deed 
of Trust is $254,125.00 as principal. together with late fees, service charges, attorney's fees, costs 
of this foreclosure., any and all funds expended by Beneficiary to protect its security interest, and 
interest accruing pursuant to the terms of the promissory note, together with delinquent taxes 
until the date of sale. 
i 
dl~(; 2 lil- J1: 
First American Title Co. 
900 Pier View Dr., Suite 110 
Irlaho F8I1S. ID 8340'2 
251 1323461 
IvfVVV 
The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. 
Dated this 10th day of February, 2009. 
JUST LAW, INC. 
~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) S5. 
County of Bonneville ) 
-
On this 10th day of February, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for the State of ldalto, personally appeared CharJes C. Just, known to me to be the President of 
the corporation that executed this instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said corporation, whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged 
to me that such corporation executed the same as such Trustcc. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and official seal this 10th day of 
February, 2009. 
cl t..4::' c1 Cld H~ 
Notary Public for I cl a ,=to 
Residing at lolet.k.o j-cLll S 
Commission expires: Y . I r· I 'l--
1323461 
.\,J/V_V A ..... • .. ----.--rr\Vl.-
- -----....... 11 
UTAH POWEll &. UGHT COMPANY 
10 . EASlMfNr 
.. .. ........ ... J ...... . F.' ...... ltHl!.i ...... _.... .. .. . . .............. ..... .arul ............ ...$A1LULJllHIXE. ................. .. .. .. ............ 1 .• 
Ills wife, Gntntor .s. do .... hereby convey .... to UTAH POWER a: LIGHT COMPANY, • corporatioD. 
its 81.ICCeI801'l! in mtl'reat 6>IId lllIIigna, Grantee, for the !RJ1'l of One ('1.0a) Dollar and other valuabt. 
coruri.dsnttwn, a perpetual easement aDd riPt of ",a,' for the erectlClft, operation IIDd continued maln-
!enance, repair, Alura tWn, inspection, relocation and re:>lacement of the e1e.::me tnullnnitaiOll and dis-. 
tn'bution circuits of the GranfM, with the necessary poles, towers. guys, rtt:.be, c:ro.arma, bracell and 
other attachments atfhed thereto, IN the .:wpport I)' Mid circuits, on, o'1lr and across a tract of 
land located in ... .. .. . ~!').~~:yJl te .... County, Idaho, along the following de .~cribed 
center line: 
Beginning on the e~st 
940 feet south and 2) 
corner of Section 31 
IIlOre or lea B, ,:tn said 
Section 31. 
bour.dary line of the Grant,)r' s land at a point 
feet west, more Qr less, from the northeast 
T. 3 N., F.3R E . , B. M., ~hence we~terly 95 feet, 
land and beillg in the l'I"E\ ... ·f the NE\ of sltid 
t:.... 
c ,.-. 






Together with all ris;hts of ingl'e8ll and Elgrw-.a nect!!I8IUY or ~nv9Jlient for the full IU1d ~o~lete 
Uge, occupation and enjoyme'J\t of the euelDMlt hereby rrant.ed. and all ~ts aocl Jdivllepe :n~t 
thereto, indu~ the ~ltt to cut and remove timber, trees. brum, uverhanging bran.."he6 and "t.her 
obstruciiODS which may injure or interlere wi~b the Gr.mtee'a use, occupation or enjo)rnent of this 
eaaement. " 
WITNESS the Iun(Ls d the Crantors. .• m· • . /rtt.~ ~'A. D. 1927.'. 
~: .. -.~~ .. .!~(~ ........... ... . 
. ,. ~, ....... :l:c."-.. L ... J: .t,.Cc:;: ....... ... ,_ ... . 
grATE OF IDAHO, } 
COU!It.y of ..... .E.anae:v.ilLe. ... ......... IW. 
On thi.., ... 19.th .. ..... .. .. day oL.D~camber ..... .... .. ... ..... ' .... ........ , ..... in u.,. y ... r 19.19 .. .. , before 
me, ., ... .. Gao.t:,ge. . .lL Ma.d.3.en........... . ........ ... ....... . II Sotazy Public in and for t he :-tAt~ I)f Tdaho, 
pe\"8'm,uly app""red .... .. .;. ~ .. F.~ iLLi.t.;; .. ......... .. ...... .. anJ . Sara~ .W!l.1.:tI) ........ .. ........... .............• 
r,is "'ife, known to me to be the peJeon.S Wh0ge Dames _ar.e ... .. ubs. .ribOO to the within instrument 
.uJ acknowledged to me that .. tht!;V ........... es:ecuted the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have herellDto set my hand and .!fired my hotariat _I the date 
~:~m:~:Il~;:: P.m.·VA written. _d.~0:.~ :L ... ~!;~· .. //!..', .. "h:d::k,""'".:'.. ......... . 
' . Notary Public . 
R-idinit ~~~.:.j:jf.by ..... ....... "'"' ..... ' Idaho 
..: ' .. ~ '--1?4P-Ji- :. "..,-~ /. rfi£f?File No ..... " ... .. 5 .. ::? ..... 
. cJ~ 
.. .... . .. .... :1.-:·.).u . .,..8.0... . . . . 
Deecription Approved .. .. R9.e. .... ....  , .. r:. 
Form & Execution Appnved .... .. i·ic..: .. · 
. , 
, . . _.;:\ 
~
' . . 'r": ; 
., . . , . //' . \ 
I ' , .. ' .' ~;'h ,;:.. ' .,.,:.~ ' ;.//, ~4... 1 
f) 5' 0,.. '02. ~~ -?!- ... C'~ :~ , ; ..J ' . .' . 
, '. 
.' 
.... .. " .. _ . ..... _ .. _-' 
. ~ ". '. , t'. 1 : i) 
;i 
, .. ' 
. < 
, : ,,, 
llJWD 
I I I VUV 
Instrument # 1292698 
IDAHO FAlLS, BONNEVILLE, IDAHO 
2008-03-10 12:51 :00 PM No, of Pages 2 
Recorded for: AMERITITLE - IDAHO FAllS 
RONAlD LONGMORE Fee 6.00 
Ex·Officio Recorder Del=uty SSolis 
Indo. To. OCE:D WAARANTY 
Electronically Recorded by Simptifile 
Order No, lO-44357 A 
WARRANTY DEED 
For Value Received, 
ZBS, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
GRANTOR(s), do(es) hereby GRANT. BARGAIN, SELL and CONVEY unto 
Utah 
Teton View Golf FataleS, LLC, an Ma~1 LlmJted Liability Company 
GRANTEE(s), whose address is: 6371 N 5th E, Idaho Falill. ID 83401 
MAil! '",,, : 't( 01) UtlAM rJerYY , Sl.rrity I liT ~1{{)'1Z 
the #oilowiTlg ~scribed real properly, to-wit: 
Beginning at a point that Is S 0"27'O?" E 25.00 feet along the section line from the Northeast corner 
of Section 31, Township 3 North, RaDge 38, East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, Idaho, 
and running thence S 0"27'09" E 913.64 feet BionE the Section line; thence S 89°32'51" W 1641.08 
feel; thence S 39°14'56" E 562.03 feet to the 1/161 line of Section 31; thence S 89°00'06" W 104.71 
feet to the centerline of tbe Idaho Canal; thence alona the centerline of the Idaho Canal the following 
four COllrses: (1) N 36"27'12" W 633.43 feet; (2) N 15°03'OS" W 239.69 reet; (3) N 1010'S8" E 246.69 
feet; (4) N rS3'4Z" E 297.79 Ceel to a point on the South Rlght-oC·Way One of Tower Road; thence N. 
89°00'00" E 1839.63 feet alonl said road Rlght-of. Way to the point of beginning. 
ALSO: 
Beginning at a point that is S ooo16'OS" E along the section line 1066.05 feet from the Northeast 
corner of Section 31, TownshJp 3 North, Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, 
Idaho; running thence S 89°43'52" W 314.11 reel; thence N 00°49'18" W 127.48 feet: thence N 
89°43'52" E 160.34 feet; thence S 00°16'08" E 100.00 feet; thence N 89°43'52" E 182.00 feet; thence N 
00°16'08" W 100.00 feet; thence N 89°43'52" E 33.00 feet to the East line of said Section 31; thence S 
00°16'08" E along the East line 127.47 feet to the point of beginning. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the premises with its appurtenances unto the said Grantees, their heirs and assigns 
forever. And the said Grantors do hereby covenam to and with the said Grantees, that they are the owners in fee 
simple of said premises that said premises are free from all encumbrances except the current year's taxes and 
assessments, conditions, covenants, restrictions, reservations. easements, rights and rights of way. apparent or of 
record and that they will warrant and defend the same from alllllwful claims whatsoever. 
DATED thIS ~ day of February. 2008. 
1292698 
ST ATE OF IDAHO } 
)ss 
COUNTY OF Bonneville) 
On this _:;J~ of February, 2008. before me. the underSigned. 8 Notary Public in and for said State. 
personally appeared Steven W Zundel as the Manager ofZBS LLC a Limited Liability Company, Known or 
identified to me to be the person woose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument. and acknowledged to me 
that he executed the same in such capacity. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year in this 
'"strumen! first above written. 
, 
~ Residing at: '/ 1161'ZI.", 
Commission Expir~J: If # /1 " 
. MARC. J. BRADLEY 
f N,'TARY PUBLIC 
i-:..,,,,,,,,"'k',?'.T.E. Of IDAHO 
$ : e', " '"c,';' 'c'",,,..,. 
2~5 
1292698 
Manatron GRM - PropertyDetailTask - ROTaxlnfoView 
MANAT~N 
PIN: RP03N38El10047 TAG: TAG 01:1-0000 
AIN: TlF: 
Status: In.cttv. Cllse' 
Geocode: Plan: 
Revacct: 0000113575 Roll type .... PIOlMrtY 
8111 type: Original Owner of record: 
Page 1 of 1 
Current J.UON ynw GOLF mATES 
owner: LJ.C 
OWnership ioo .. Ownership 
t,pe: 
SItus address 1LJ't.Sl1:I! 
Description: 11,113" NlIl Nell .. SEC 11. 
l" 
Class: 101- lrrtglltled Crop und 
Bill D~iill:~t~~~~_ -. -104/0712009 ~ i 
, rnst2.J~ 20-- -'18:33l 
I I !. Total CUrrent $18.331 
alii dates: November 01.2009 TETON VIEW GOlf ESTATES LLC 











SANDY UT 84092 
Communication: 
., 
Adv/Surplus $0.00 . 
\ ~ . , ; 
I~ ;:- T~~ "": -::---"!~ 
I ~~i ~i:mpt~"'~------1/1/200f/ 
! Total /V:res 36.1830 : 





.\ Tota! Value 3,861l 
'! Total exemptions 0 : 
I 
~IN_e_t_T_a_x_va __ lu_e __________ 3,861! 
Description: 36.183 A Nl/2 NE1/4, SEC 31, T 3N, R 38 
~,-I Assessment Summary 
Ta~. S"Vi~~--_ .-, --T-. ?-ta-,-c-re-di-ts-I-SaV.i!.l~SJ 
' 36.66 0.00 36.66 0.00 0.00 l ______ .. _. ___ ......... _ , _______ ,, __ . __________ " .. 
Gross Tal( Credits Net Tax II' 
j 
I! 




q/.l.j/L:VV~ .c..:»»;.LL. 1:"'1"1 ~M.V.t.:. UV/VVV 
ManatTon GRM - PropertyDetailTask - ROTaxlnfoView Page 1 of 1 
MANAT8flN. 
PIN: RPOSNJaE31D191 TAG: TA& 013-0000 
A~N R-2 TlF: 
Status; In.ctlve Case: 
Geocode: Plan: 












Description: 2.617 A NEll" NE1/4. SEC 31. T 3N, R 38 
. Assessment Summary 




















Z.t~~1' N~1l" NE'l~ lien.. 
I 
512- Runl residential tncts 
I 
~ . Allv/Surplus $0.00 : 
, Total Due $2,482.99 i 
'-----t"!---------..;; 
I·" .. ·•· ------... '---"-- _, 
, I ValueS/Exemptions 
I r- .. _-.. - - '-.--.. - . _._. _._._. 
" Value Date 111/2008 ; 
·t 





' JlmI1 Martc:et 204 ,290 
t Total Value 247,108 
.1 Tobf~ ~/T1f)tIOn$ 0 
I, Net'Tax Value 247,108 
,~------------------~~ 
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OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
AND COSTS 
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COMES NOW the Defendant, Sunnyside Park utilities, Inc., an 
Idaho corporation, (hereafter "Sunnyside") and files this 
Objection to Plaintiff's Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs 
pursuant to IRCP 54(d) (6) and 54(e) (6) within fourteen (14) days 
of service of the Memorandum seeking fees and costs on March 30, 
2009. Sunnyside adopts and relies upon all objections to 
Plaintiff's attorney fees set forth by Defendants Beck and Woolf 
in their separate objection, as if incorporated herein. 
ARGUMENT 
I. PREVAILING PARTY (ISSUE RESERVED) 
Sunnyside concedes that Printcraft is the prevailing party in 
this litigation based on the Judgment on verdict of $990,000. 
However, if the Court grants relief under either the Motion for 
JNOV or the Motion for New Trial, Sunnyside reserves the right to 
dispute Printcraft's status as the prevailing party. 
II. ATTORNEY FEES SHOULD BE DISALLOWED ENTIRELY 
Printcraft asserts that it is entitled to attorney fees under 
"two commercial transactions: (1) {for Printcraft] to occupy a 
commercial building in the Sunnyside Industrial Park under a ten 
year lease and (2) to pay for utility services that ultimately 
were prohibited as a result of the defendant's malfeasance." 
Memorandum of Law RE: Award of Attorney's Fees, pg. 6. For the 
reasons set forth hereafter, Printcraft is not entitled to 
attorney fees under either of these alleged commercial 
transactions. 
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a. Sunnyside was not a party to any commercial 
transaction regarding the lease 
Printcraft is not entitled to attorney fees under §12-120(3) 
based upon a commercial transaction for Printcraft to occupy a 
commercial building under a ten year lease. Sunnyside was not a 
party to any lease for Printcraft to occupy a commercial building 
in the subdivision. This lease transaction, between CTR Management 
and Printcraft, does not provide Printcraft with a claim for 
attorney fees under Idaho Code §120(3). Idaho's Supreme Court has 
recently denied a claim for attorney fees pursuant to I.C. §12-
120(3) where the party claiming fees was not an actual party to 
the transaction and was instead a beneficiary attempting to 
enforce the agreement. Taylor v. Maile, Docket No. 33781, pg. 10 
(Idaho 1-30-2009) (\\The district court properly denied the Taylors' 
Motion for Attorney Fees. The Court determined that the Taylors 
could not receive attorney fees pursuant to I.C. §12-120(3) 
because the Earnest Money Agreement was between the Trust and the 
Mailes and, therefore, the Taylors were not a party to the 
transaction. .. We affirm the district court.") A copy of Taylor v. 
Maile is attached for the convenience of the Court. Where there is 
a commercial transaction, but it is not between the parties to the 
litigation, the commercial transaction cannot constitute the basis 
upon which the party is entitled to attorney fees. 
Even in the recent case of Blimka, which broadened the scope 
of attorney fees under Idaho Code §12-120{3), the Supreme Court 
still held that attorney fees under §12-120(3) are only proper if 
"the commercial transaction is integral to the claim, and 
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constitutes the basis upon which the party is attempting to 
recover.U Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler, LLC, 143 Idaho 723, 728, 
152 P.3d 594, 599 (2007) (Emphasis Added). In Beco Const. v. J-U-B 
Engineers, the Court held the following: "The case at bar clearly 
involved a 'commercial transaction' within the meaning of I.C. 
§12-120(3), but the transaction was between the City and BECO and 
not between J-U-B and BECO." 145 Idaho 719, 726, 145 Idaho 719 
(2008). The Court then held that such a commercial transaction was 
not sufficient to provide a basis for a fee award under §12-
120(3). Id. 
Sunnyside further relies upon the holding of Sowards v. 
Rathbun, 134 Idaho 702, 8 P.3d 1245 (2000) as explained by this 
Court in its Order on SPOA's Motion for Attorney Fees, entered 
April 2, 2009 ("As in Sowards, the gravamen of this action was the 
tort claim for fraud by nondisclosure. As in Sowards, §12-l20(3) 
cannot be the basis for an award of attorney fees.") Id., pg. 3. 
Even though this case was remotely connected to a lease 
between Printcraft and CTR Management, that transaction was not 
between Sunnyside and Printcraft and cannot be the basis of a 
attorney fee award under §12-120(3). The gravamen of this 
litigation was the tort claim for fraud by nondisclosure, not 
enforcement of the lease to which Sunnyside was not a party. 
b. Printcraft is not entitled to Attorney Fees for an 
alleged commercial transaction for sewer services 
where Printcraft violated the law. 
Printcraft is not entitled to recover under §12-120(3) based 
upon any alleged commercial transaction where Printcraft's own 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS· 4 
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illegal conduct breached the contract. In Farrell v. Whiteman, the 
Idaho Supreme Court held as follows: 
Whiteman argues that the district court erred by awarding 
attorney fees to Farrell under Idaho Code §12-12o(3) because 
the underlying implied-in-fact contract was illegal. In the 
case of an illegal contract, neither party may claim the 
benefit of Idaho Code 12-120 (3) ... Even when a party is 
permitted some recovery on an illegal transaction, the court 
may not award attorney fees under Idaho Code §12-120(3). 
Farrell v. Whiteman, Docket No. 34383 (Idaho 1-22-09). A copy of 
Farrell v. Whiteman is attached for the convenience of the Court. 
In Farrell, the Court specifically referenced Trees v. Kersey, 
which stated that" [t]he commercial transaction must be 'intergral 
to the claim' and constitute 'the basis upon which the party is 
attempting to recover.'" 138 Idaho 3, 12, 56 P.3d 765 (2002)1, In 
Trees the Court explained that the commercial transaction was not 
"the basis upon which the party was attempting to recover." Id. 
The Trees Court explained: " ... the award of the district court was 
based upon the exception to the illegality doctrine for fraud 
which sounds in tort." Id. It is fundamental, "that rights based 
on violation of law will never be enforced by the courts and that 
when a transaction is shown to be illegal because of contravention 
of a statute, a court is justified in its refusal to uphold the 
transaction in any way." Trees, 138 Idaho at 12, 56 P.3d 765 
(2002) (citing Nash v. Meyer, 54 Idaho 283, 31 P.2d 273 
(1934» (emphasis added). The reasoning behind this rule is as 
follows: 
No court will lend its aid to a man who founds his cause of 
action upon an immoral or illegal act. If from the 
1 While Trees v. Kersey, predates Blimka v. My ~leb Wholesaler, LLC, the 
Court's reliance upon Trees in Farrell v. Whiteman in 2009 clearly indicates 
that the holding in Trees has not bem_o,::\erruled and is still Idaho law. 
t.,.UJ 
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plaintiffs' own stating, or otherwise, the cause of action 
appears to arise ex turpa causa, or the transgression of a 
positive law of this country, there the court says he has no 
right to be assisted. It is upon that ground that the court 
goes not for the sake of the defendant, but because they will 
not lend their aid to such a plaintiff. 
Nash v. Meyer, 54 Idaho 283, 300 (1934). 
In this case it is undisputed and established as a matter of 
law that Printcraft breached any express or implied in fact 
contract between the parties by illegally discharging substances 
in violation of law. See Memorandum Decision and Order, entered 
August 31, 2007. As a result, Printcraft has no right to 
assistance, under any claim based in contract. Because of 
Printcraft's illegal conduct. Printcraft could not obtain any 
relief based upon either alleged commercial transaction. This 
Court has previously held that Printcraft's claims for "damages 
cannot be based upon Sunnyside'S termination of the septic service 
since the Court has previously determined that such action was not 
wrongful." See Memorandum Decision and Order entered January 15, 
2009, pg. 3-4. This "implied in fact contract whereby Sunnyside 
would provide services to Printcraft by receiving waste" (See 
Memorandum Decision and Order entered April 23, 2008, pg. 7) is 
the exact transaction "to pay for utility services" upon which 
Printcraft seeks to recover attorney fees. Printcraft forfeited 
all rights to recover in contract by its illegal conduct. 
Printcraft cannot recover attorney fees under §12 120(3} as a 
reward for its own illegal conduct. Printcraft's only possibility 
for recovery is under an exception to the illegality doctrine, 
which is clearly based in tort not in contract. 
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Printcraft's recovery could only be based upon some exception 
to the illegality doctrine which allowed Printcraft to avoid the 
consequences of its own illegal conduct. Such a claim clearly 
sounds in tort. The present case is easily distinguishable from 
Blimka, where the prevailing party did not need to base its claim 
in tort to avoid the consequences of its own illegal conduct and 
could instead base its fraud claim directly on the commercial 
transaction. 
Printcraft is not entitled to an award of fees under §12-
120(3) because Sunnyside was not a party to the commercial lease 
between Printcraft and CTR Management. Printcraft's own illegal 
conduct in discharging sewage in violation of state law prevents 
it from basing its attorney fee claim upon any implied in fact 
contract. The Court should not award Printcraft any fees pursuant 
to Idaho Code §12-120(3) because Printcraft's claims were based in 
tort not on a commercial transaction. 
III. ATTORNEY FEES SHOULD NOT BE AWARDED FOR DISTINCT CLAIMS 
WHERE PRINTCRAFT WAS NOT PREVAILING PARTY AND BASED ON 
CLAIMS WHICH ARE IN NO WAY RELATED TO ANY COMMERCIAL 
TRANSACTION 
In the event the Court does determine to award fees to 
Printcraft, such an award should be apportioned between distinct 
claims based upon the mixed relief recovered by the parties. 
Idaho's Court of Appeals has recently recognized that in 
circumstances where there are truly multiple claims for differing 
relief, it is appropriate, in the Court's discretion, for the 
Court to split the claims when making a determination of the awa~d 
of attorney fees. Nguyen v. Bui, 146 Idaho 187, 191 P.3d 1107 
Zb5 
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(Ida.App. 2008). The Supreme court has also ruled: "When there are 
multiple claims, counterclaims, etc., each claim may be examined 
individually in addition to looking at the overall result. If it 
becomes apparent a party has prevailed on a particular claim or 
claims, the court may, in its discretion, apportion an award in a 
fair and equitable manner. If Bream v. Benscoter, 139 Idaho 364 I 
369, 79 P.3d 723 (20D3). In this case because of the mUltiple 
claims seeking differing relief, the Court should apportion any 
award of attorney fees. 
a. Printcraft's Claim for Water Disconnection 
Printcraft's claim for Breach of Contract for water 
disconnection was an independent and distinct claim from the 
claims related to fraud by non-disclosure. This was not an 
alternative theory pled by Printcraft in an attempt to recover the 
same type of relief as Printcraft's other claims. The water 
disconnection claim was the subject of a Motion for Summary 
Judgment wherein the Court determined that Printcraft was only 
entitled to recover nominal damages. See Memorandum Decision and 
Order entered October 1, 2008. Printcraft subsequently dropped its 
claim for water disconnection and did not try this claim to the 
jury despite the attorney fees that had been incurred by 
Print craft in pursuing this claim and defending against 
Sunnyside's successful Motion for Summary Judgment. It is not 
equitable for Printcraft to recover attorney fees based upon the 
water disconnection claim, which was completely independent of the 
other claims asserted by Printcraft, where Printcraft in no way 
prevailed upon this claim. If the Court does award attorney fees 
2GG 
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to Printcraft it should reduce that amount by all attorney fees 
Printcraft incurred related to the independent water disconnection 
claim. If such fees cannot be separately identified and 
segregated, the Court should apportion fees in a fair and 
equitable manner. 
b. Sunnyside's claims for Nuisance and Trespass 
Even though Printcraft avoided liability on Sunnyside's 
claims for Nuisance and Trespass, Printcra£t should not be awarded 
any attorney fees expended in defending these claims under §12-
120(3), because they were not based on any commercial transaction 
between the parties. There is no statute cited by Printcraft, 
which allows Printcraft to recover fees for either nuisance or 
trespass, even as prevailing party. 
c. Attorney Fees to Pursue SPOA and SIPP 
The gravamen of Printcraft's Complaint against SPOA was tort 
based on non-disclosure. See Order on SPOA's Motion for Attorney 
Fees, entered April 2, 2009. Therefore, Printcraft is not entitled 
to any attorney fees from Sunnyside Park Utilities related to 
Printcraft's claims against SPOA. The gravamen of Printcraft's 
Complaint against SIPP was also tort based on non-disclosure. 
Therefore, Printcraft is not entitled to any attorney fees from 
Sunnyside Park Utilities related to SIPP. Printcraft has failed to 
distinguish any attorney fees that are related to its unsuccessful 
claims against SIPP and SPOA, therefore, Printcraft's Memorandum 
of Costs is insufficient to support any award of fees against 
Sunnyside Park Utilities. 
d. Attorney Fees Prior to Amendment to Add Fraud 
r,L~~ 
~u ( 
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Claims 
Printcraft should not be entitled to recover any fees prior 
to July 18, 2007, the date when Printcraft filed its Amended 
Complaint to add the causes of action for Fraudulent Non-
Disclosure. Printcraft's initial causes of action for Interference 
with Business Relationship, Interference with Contractual 
Relations, Injunction, Negligence and Breach of Contract were all 
dismissed on Sunnyside's first and second Motions for Summary 
Judgment. Sunnyside prevailed on all of these claims and should 
not be assessed with attorney fees relating to any of these causes 
of action. 
e. Attorney Fees Related to SPU Contract Claims 
Printcraft should not be entitled to recover any fees related 
to SPU's Breach of Contract claim. The Court found, as a matter of 
law, that Printcraft violated applicable state law and thereby 
breached the contract. Where the Court found as a matter of law 
that Printcraft's conduct was illegal, Printcraft cannot be 
rewarded by recovering attorney fees. The Court should at the very 
least, separate out attorney fees related to SPU's successful 
contract claim upon which SPU prevailed and was awarded damages by 
the Court. 
IV. THE ATTORNEY FEES CLAIMED ARE UNREASONABLE AND SHOULD 
BE REDUCED 
The attorney fees sought by Printcraft are unreasonable and 
excessive in multiple ways. Even if Printcraft is the prevailing 
party in a commercial transaction, which Sunnyside does not 
concede, Printcraft is only entitled to reasonable attorney fees. 
Zo8 
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All fees which are unreasonable either as to quantity of hours or 
rate charged should be denied. 
&. Legal work unrelated to this case 
Printcraft's requested attorney fees include multiple entries 
for attorney fees which are clearly not related in any way to this 
case, and concern criminal defense and title issues. Illustrative 
examples include the following: 
1. 6/l5/07-\\Telephone conference with Steve Herzog RE: Continue 
Pretrial Conference" 
2. 6/28/07- "Research and analysis RE: Discovery Rule on Tolling 
Time Period for Serving Notice of Tort Claim on Municipality" 
3. 7/9/07-"Attend Pretrial Conference on Citation" 
4. 7/11/07-"Letter to Travis Waters RE: Pretrial Conference and 
Prosecutor's Offer of Resolution" 
5. 7/16/07-"Receive and Review Photographs from Travis Waters 
RE: Citation on Improper Lane Change" 
6. 7/30/07-"Pre-trial Conference and Deal on Unsafe Left Hand 
Turn Change." 
7. 8/6/07-"Pay fines on plea agreement defective equipment and 
seat belt violation." 
8. 6/25/08-"Communication with Title Company. Prepare/Proof/Edit 
and Finalize Deeds of Trust." 
9. 8/14/08-"Deeds of trust revision work" 
10. 8!26/08-"Communicate with First American Title; coordinate 
title insurance" 
In addition to the illustrative examples listed above, there are 
multiple other entries which are clearly not related to this case. 
2b9 
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Furthermore there are multiple entries which could be related 
either to one of these other cases or could be related to 
Sunnyside, but because of the lack of detail in the entry it is 
impossible to determine. Printcraft should not be entitled to 
recover any of these unsubstantiated fees from Sunnyside. 
b. Secretary Time 
While fees may be awarded, in the Court's discretion, for 
paralegal work, Printcraft has included in its billings multiple 
entries for obvious secretarial work. The correct approach, if the 
Court awards any paralegal fees, was set forth in Ventures v. 
Loucks, wherein the Court stated: 
In this case, the trial judge applied Rule 54(e) (l)'s 
restriction that fees may only be awarded for costs 
associated with attorney and paralegal work, distinguishing 
such costs from those incurred for clerical work. The trial 
judge evaluated POV's initial submission of costs under the 
Rule and struck those items that were not properly paralegal 
work. 
144 Idaho 233, 239, 159 P.3d 870 (2007). 
Printcraft's claim for clerical work from its various legal 
assistants totals many thousands of dollars. Illustrative examples 
of such clerical work, include, but are not limited to; 
1. 10/S/07-SBJD-"Edited letter to Mark Fuller" 
2. 10/10/07 -JWM "Edited letter to Fuller" 
3. 10/24/07-JWM-"Edit/format discovery pleadings" 
4. 10/26/07-SBJD-"Copy time. Edited the discovery responses. 
Drafted Notice of Service. Letter to Court" 
5. 11/S/07-SBJD-"Prepared documents for expert. Copy Time." 
secretarial fees and copy time masquerading as paralegal fees 
billed at $85.00 per hour should be denied in total. 
270 
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c. Fees Related to Inspection of Printcraft's 
Property 
After requiring the parties to "meet and confer" on October 
29, 2007, an inspection of the Printcraft building occurred, 
however. Printcraft refused to allow access to all of the 
building. See Affidavit of Mark R. Fuller, dated March 14, 2008, 
submitted in support of Sunnyside's Motion to Compel. Sunnyside 
was required to submit a second inspection notice, which also 
required a "meet and confer," before the inspection was allowed. 
Id. On February 6, 2008 the Second Inspection was rescheduled, 
however, 45 minutes before the inspection was to occur, counsel 
for Printcraft and CTR Management informed Sunnyside that 
Printcraft was unavailable and so only the inspection of the CTR 
Management portion of the building could occur. On March 14, 2008 
Sunnyside filed a Motion to Compel inspection of the entire 
building which was granted on April 11, 2008. All fees regarding 
these inspections were not reasonably incurred by Printcraft and 
could have been avoided if Printcraft would have allowed 
inspection of the entire building on October 29, 2007. Such fees 
were unreasonably increased by Printcraft's failure to allow the 
inspections, requiring the parties to meet and confer multiple 
times and required hearings on the Motion to Compel which was 
granted to Sunnyside. The Court should not award Printcraft any 
fees related to the inspections because such fees were not 
reasonably incurred. 
d. Rates excessive 
The rates set forth by the Affidavit of Michael Gaffney are 
Z71 
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excessive and should be discounted to the prevailing rates for 
attorney fees in the area. Rates similar to those set forth in the 
Affidavit of Lane Erickson, para. 2, are the prevailing rates in 
Eastern Idaho law firms ($150-$185 per hour). This Erikson 
Affidavit is the only competent evidence in the record regarding 
prevailing fees and the court should discount Printcraft's claims 
for fees accordingly. 
V. DISCRETIONARY COSTS SHOULD BE DISALLOWED 
Printcraft is seeking various discretionary costs for legal 
research and for expert witnesses. Such costs should be disallowed 
because they are not exceptional within the context of the nature 
of the case. The Idaho Supreme Court has stated: 
A court may evaluate whether costs are exceptional within the 
context of the nature of the case. Hayden Lake Fire Prot. 
Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307, 314, 109 P.3d 161, 168 
(2005) (holding that the trial court's denial of expert fees 
was not an abuse of discretion where 'the trial court 
considered the nature of [the] case as a class action and its 
effect on numerous Idaho business and found that although 
expert witnesses were necessary and their fee reasonable, the 
costs were not exceptional for a class action suit'); accord, 
Fish, 141 Idaho at 493-94, 960 P.2d at 175-76 (holding that 
the trial court's denial of expert witness fees was not an 
abuse of discretion where it found the costs were necessary 
and reasonable, but were not 'exceptional' because 'the vast 
majority of litigated personal injury cases ... routinely require 
an assessment of the accident and the alleged injuries by 
various sorts of doctors of medicine, accident 
reconstructionists, vocational experts and so on'). In this 
case, the trial court found that Seubert's and Intervenor's 
costs are 'routine costs associated with modern litigation 
overhead' in a condemnation case. The trial court did not 
abuse its discretion in denying the claim for discretionary 
costs. 
City of McCall v. Seubert, 142 Idaho 580, 588, (2006). In this 
case Printcraft's research costs, process service costs, and other 
claimed discretionary costs are simply routine costs associated 
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with modern litigation overhead. Printcraft has not provided any 
evidence that the fees incurred for "Lexis-Nexis" are anything 
other than routine costs associated with modern litigation. Under 
IRCP 54(e) (3), only the reasonable cost of automated legal 
research may be recovered, "if the court finds it was reasonably 
necessary in preparing a party's case." While Printcraft seeks 
payment of legal research on a transactional/per hour basis, 
Printcraft has not established its counsel are billed on an hourly 
basis as compared to a standard monthly rate as utilized by the 
majority of law offices. Printcraft has not established why such 
automated legal research was reasonably necessary in preparing its 
case. Furthermore, there was nothing exceptional about 
Printcraft's expert witness costs in this case, as Printcraft 
decided not to call expert witnesses at trial. Printcraft's claims 
for discretionary costs should therefore be denied. 
CONCLUSJ:ON 
Printcraft's claim for attorney fees under §12-120(3) should 
be denied because the alleged commercial transactions Printcraft 
relies on to assert its claim are (1) not between the parties; or 
(2) prohibited by law. Printcraft's claims for fraudulent non-
disclosure were not based upon commercial transactions and instead 
were based solely in tort. Even if the Court finds that Printcraft 
is entitled to attorney fees under §12-120(3), Printcraft's claims 
are excessive and should be significantly reduced. Printcraft 
should not be awarded discretionary costs because the costs it is 
claiming are simply routine costs associated with modern 
Z"l3 
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Litigation overhead and should not in the interest of justice be 
assessed against Sunnyside Park Utilities. 
DATED this day of April, 2009. 
Daniel R. Beck 
Attorney for Defendant 
r, 1")' 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served a true and correct copy of the 
following described pleading or document on the attorneys listed 
below on this ;y''- day of April, 2008: 
Document Served: 
Attorneys Served: 
Michael D, Gaffney, Esq. 
BEARD ST. CLAIR 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, I D 83404 
Bryan Smith 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0731 
Fax: 529-4166 
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Lois Olson 
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employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended redpient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by telephone and return the 
original message to us at the above address. 
1'hIInk You For Your Buslnlll/lfl! We Know You Have A ChoIc& 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: 
Should <!I1Y of tt1ese papers reqvire an ORIGINAL SlGNAlURE and your fax madline 
produces tt1e facsimle on tt1ermal paper, please PHOTOCOPY tt1en sign tt1e photocopy. 
We wiD "not" accept <!11 CWiginai Signature on n-tERMAL fax paper. 
Thank you for your cooperation in tt1is matter. 
Z~/G 
IF TRANSMISSION OF All PAGES IS NOT COMPlETE OR IF AN ORIGINAL IS NEEDED, 
PlEASE CONTACT THE SENDER. 
Prepared by, recording requested by 
and return to: 
Name: David R. Schiess 
Company: Schiess & Associates 
Address: 7103 S 45111 West 
City: Idaho Falls 
state:' rn' .. - Zip: 83402 -----
Phone: (208)522·1244 
Fax: (208) 522-9232 
Instn.ment # 131'"'" 
IDAHO FALLS, BONNE\IIt.lE. IDAHO 
14).29-2008 12:l9:1.4 "0. of "'5: '2 
Rt(;Ofded for: SCtiIESS & ~TES 
RONAL[) LONGMORE ": 6,00 
EI-Of!Iclo ~ewrc»r Deputy 
- .... :u;N,U8O! -.... "-¥-------
----Aberle thls Line for Official Usc: 
Claim of Lien - Corporation 
(Idaho Code § 45-507) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
COMES NOW, Kurt Roland as a representative of Schiess & Associates, an Idaho 
corporation [Lienor], and files this statement in writing, verified by the oath of Schiess & 
Associates [Person Claiming Lien], who has personal knowledge of the facts herein set 
forth: 
I . The undersigned hereby claims a lien upon the following property, situated in 
Bonneville County) Idaho, to wit: 
Beginning at a point that is SOO~7'09"E 25.00 feet from the Northeast Section 
Corner of Section 31, TO\\'1lShip 3 North, Range 38 East of the Boise Meridian, 
Bonneville County, Idaho, running thence SOO~27'09"E 913.64 along the East Section 
Line~ thence S89" 32' 51 "W 215.00 feet; thence SOoo27'09"E 99.94 feet; thence 
N89°32'51"E 182.00 feet; thence SOO"27'09"E 27.47 feet; thence S89"31'SI"W 
341.11 feet; thence NOloOO'19"W 127.42 feet; (henceS89°32'51"W 1413,98 feet; 
thence N36° 38' 38"W 116.19 feet; thence Nlso14'S3"W 260.01 feet; thence 
NOlcOOI18"E 255.52 feet; thence N02°41'50"E 280.33 feet; thence N02"'25'59"E 
15.16 feet; thence N89°00'lS"E 1901.74 feet to the Point of Beginning, containing 
40.015 acres. 
2. Said lien is claimed to secure an indebtedness of $92,880.71 [Amount Claimed] 
with intere~ after deducting all credits and offsets, from the 20 day of June, 




3. The name of the owner's or proprietors of the said property are Jeff Burton and 
Tony Versteeg. 
4. If applicable, the undersigned was employed by or fwnisbed materials to Jeff 
Burton and Tony Versteeg. 
Before me, Kristine L. Staten, a Notary Public in and for the County of Bonneville, State 
of Idaho, personally appeared Kurt Roland, who being duly sworn, doth depose and say: 
That he bas personal knowledge of the facts set forth in the foregoing statement of lien. 
and that the """e Me true and <onect r the best ofbis O~lief' 
Affian,SUbSCribed and sworn to, bef06::~' 2008, bysaid • 
. NO~C 
My Commission Expires: -''If£>,..Lo-,-,O,-,-\---"tD'-'LLJ.l..!o...\ _____ _ 
Certificate of Delivery 
I, J 0::\. ~ , hereby certify that I have 
delivered tilis day a true and correct copy of the foregoing to 
::'kS\~ ~ t.rlm.w by: . 
(-,() Personal Service 
(iJ Mailing a true and correct copy of same by certified U.S. mail, postage 
prepaid, return receipt requested to,~ilss. 3 At:.::.06.a,\t=$ :Li"",()ro\~,ThB.:;lt\m. 
So certified this the 'ZB .. ~ day of fJc..fobe2t -' 20.c£L. 
~)~ 
1]) § 45-507 
Alan R. Harrison 
ALAN R. HARRlSON LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: (208) 552-1165 
Fax: (208) 552-1176 
(ISB#: 6589) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; DEP A TCO, INC., an 
Idaho Corporation; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P .C., an Idaho 
Professional Service Corporation; 
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,; 
DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN 




























Case No. CV -08-4395 
STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE 
ORDER OF DEFAULT AND 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED 
ON MARCH 16,2009 
STIPULA nON TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEF AUL T AND DEF AUL T JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16,2009 - 1 2 7 ~}, 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney, 
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through LYlll C. Spafford, In 
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M. 
Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony 
M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R. 
Decker; DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R. Fuller ; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P.c., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Bmnson; and HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and 
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16,2009 by Judge Jon J. 
Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants 
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The 
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4,2009 @11:00a.m. will be used by the COUli 
as a scheduling conference. 
DATED this 3o-fS, day of April, 2009. 
,I4f~ (2. ~=--
Alan R. Harrison 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Jeffrey D. Bmnson 
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
Douglas R. Hookland 
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD 
Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Teton View 
Mark R. Fuller 
Attorney for DePatco, Inc. 
Karl R. Decker 
Attorney for ZBS, LLC 
Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity 
STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16,2009 2 
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney, 
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In 
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROrnCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M. 
Versteeg, In Propria Person~ General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony 
M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS. LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R. 
Decker; DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R. Fuller; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES. P .C., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, L lD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and 
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16,2009 by Judge Jon J. 
Sbindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants 
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be detennined on its merits. The 
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4,2009 @11 :OOa.m. will be used by the Court 
as a scheduling conference. 
DATED this >0-6 day of April, 2009. 
_~(i'.~ 
Alan R. Harrison 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
Douglas R. Hookland 
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks. LTD 
Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Teton View 
Mark R. Fuller 
Attorney for DePateo, Inc. 
Karl R. Decker 
Attorney for ZBS, LLC 
Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity 
STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16.2009 - 2 
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney, 
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford. In 
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC. by and through Tony M. 
Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony 
M. Versteeg. In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R. 
Decker; DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney. Mark R. Fuller ; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P.e., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and 
-' 
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16,2009 by Judge Ion J. 
Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants 
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The 
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4, 2009 @11:00a.m. will be used by the Court 
as a scheduling conference. 
DA TED this 30-& day of April, 2009. 
~~(f.~ 
Alan R. Harrison Mark R. FuUer 
Attorney for Plaintiff Attorney for DePatco, Inc. 
1 /~--
Douglas R. Hookland 
Attorney for lID Supply Waterworks, LTD 
Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona. General 
Manager of Teton View 
Karl R. Decker 
Attorney for ZBS, LLC 
Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity 
STIPULATION TO SET ASfDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT mDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16,2009 - 2 
2/2 
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, ID~O DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney, 
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In 
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M. 
Versteeg. In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony 
M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, ICarI R. 
Decker; DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R. Fuller; SCI-llESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney, Jeffi'ey D. Brunson; and HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and 
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16,2009 by Judge Jon J. 
Shindurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants 
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The 
parties agree the current court date of Monday , May 4, 2009 @ It :OOa.m. will be used by the Court 
as a scheduling conference. 
DATED this 30-& day of April, 2009. 
~~.~ . 
.... Alan R. Harrison 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
Douglas R. Hookland 
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD 
Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Teton View 
Mark R. Fuller 
Attorney for DePatco, lnc. 
Karl R. Decker 
Attorney for ZBS, LLC 
Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, Geneml 
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity 
STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16,2009 - 2 r,U (, 
t:"oJ 
IO/COO ~ HOI~~O MV! NOSIHHVH NVlV 9LTTZSS80ZT XVd Ct:ST 600Z/0C/tO 
05/01/09 FRI 08:58 FAX 503 4315 SCOTT HOOKLAND LLP 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, IDA.I{O DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney, 
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In 
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M. 
Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony 
M. Versteeg, In Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attomey, Karl R. 
Decker; DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R. Fuller; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Dougla..:; R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and 
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J. 
Shlndurling be set aside for the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants 
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The 
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4,2009 @ll :OOa.m. will be used by the Court 
as a scheduling conference. 
DATED this 50-& day of April, 2009. 
~vz.~ 
Alan R. Harrison 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
DO~d 
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD 
Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Teton View 
Mark R. Fuller 
Attorney for DePateo, Inc. 
Karl R. Decker 
Attorney for ZBS, LLC 
Tony M. Versteeg - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Rothchild and Western Equity 
STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16,2009 - 2 
141003 
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COMES NOW. the Plaintiff, IDAI10 DEVELOPMENT, LLC, by and through its attorney, 
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In 
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES~ LLC, by and through Tony M. 
Versteeg, In Propria Persona" General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, by and through Tony 
M. Versteeg, ill Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R. 
Decker; DEPATCO, INC., by and through its attorney, Mark R Fuller; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P.C., by and through its attorney> Jeffrey D. Brunson; and I-m SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD, by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and 
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon 1. 
Shindurling be set aside f01" the reason the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants 
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be determined on its merits. The 
" 
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4, 2009 @11 :OOa.m. will be used by the Court 
as a scheduling conference. 
DATED this }D~ day of April, 2009. 
~.R.~ 
Alan. R. Harnson Mark R. Fuller 
Attorney fot Plaintiff Attorney for DePuteo, Inc. 
Jeffrey D. Brunson 
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P .C. 
Douglas R Rookland 
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD 
Lynn C. Spafford - In Propria Persona, General 
Manager of Teton View 
STIPULATION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16,2009 - 2 
I) 8 r::) L ,~ '. 
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COMES NOW, the Plaintiff. IDAIlO DEVELOPMENT. LLC. by and through its attorney. 
Alan R. Harrison; TETON VIEW GOLF EST A TES~ LLC~ by and through Lynn C. Spafford, In 
Propria Persona, General Manager; ROTHCHlLD PROPERTIES, LLC, by and through Tony M. 
Versteeg. In Propria Per~;;ona, General Manager; WESTERN EQUITY, LLC. by and through Tony 
M. Versteeg, fu Propria Persona, General Manager; ZBS, LLC, by and through its attorney, Karl R. 
Decker; DEPATeO, INC., by and through its attomey~ Mark R Fuller; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES. P.C~. by and through its attorney, Jeffrey D. Brunson; and HI) SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD. by and through its attorney Douglas R. Hookland, hereby stipulate and 
agree that the Order of Default and Default Judgment entered on March 16, 2009 by Judge Jon J. 
Shindurling be set aside for the reagan the parties agree the Court would likely grant the Defendants 
Motion to Set Aside the Order for Default and allow the case to be detennined on its merits. The 
parties agree the current court date of Monday, May 4. 2009 @11:00a.m. will beused by the Court 
as a scheduling conference. 
DATED this 50-& day of April, 2009. 
ystdLV(.~ 
Alan R. Hanison 
Attorney for Plaintiff . 
JeffreyD. Brunson 
Attorney for Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
Douglas R. Hookland 
Attorney for HD Supply Waterworks, LTD 
~~~~~Genaru 
Manager of Teton View 
Mark R. Fuller 
Attorney for DePatco, Inc. 
Karl R. Decker 
Attorney for ZBS. LLC 
Tony M. Versteeg - InPropriaPers~ Geneml 
Manager of Rothchild and Westent Equity 
STIP~ATION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16,2009 - 2 
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NOTICE OF SERVICE 
I certifY that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document in 
accordance with Rule 5(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure on the following by the method of 
service indicated: 
LYllil Spafford 
Teton View Golf Estates 
PO Box 711946 
SLC, UT 84171 
Tony Versteeg 
Western Equity, LLC 
Rothchild Properties 
11105 Londonderry Dr. 
Sandy, UT 84092 
Mark R. Fuller for Depatco 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Douglas R. Hookland for 
HD Supply Waterworks, Ltd. 
Scott, Hookland, LLP 
9185 S.W. Burnham Street 
PO Box 23414 
Tigard, Oregon 97281 
Rick Hajek 
for Amerititle 
1650 Elk Creek 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Karl R. Decker for ZBS 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Jeffrey D. Brunson for Schiess 
Beard S1. Clair Gaffney" P A 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Date: 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
("itax number 801-359-2554 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
C.-fFax 801-816-3959 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( -)Fax 208-524-7167 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
(.rjFax 503-620-4315 
( .}Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
(--1Fax 208-523-9518 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
(-rFax 208-529-9732 
A12li 
STIPULA TION TO SET ASIDE ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEF AUL T JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 
16,2009 - 3 
Alan R. Harrison 
ALAN R. HARRISON LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: (208) 552-1165 
Fax: (208) 552-1176 
(ISB#: 6589) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
9 /'lAY-4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; DEPA TCO, INC., an 
Idaho Corporation; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho 
Professional Service Corporation; 
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,; 
DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN 




























Case No. CV-08-4395 
ORDER TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT 
AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
ENTERED ON MARCH 16, 2009 
Based upon the Stipulation signed by the parties, and good cause appearing, the Court Hereby 
f /~ 
Orders the Def:#L-aUlt and Default Judgment Entered on March Jl~, ?009 to be set aside. 
~ . 
Dated:? .! ' 
\./ 
ORDER TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT ENTERED ON MARCH 16,2009 - 1 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
I certifY that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document in accordance 
with Rule 5(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure on the following by the method of service indicated: 
Alan Harrison (Idaho Development) 
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Lynn Spafford (Teton View) 
PO Box 711946 
SLC, UT 84171 
0Q Courthouse Box 
()() Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax number 801-359-2554 
Tony Versteeg (Westem Equity & Rothchild) ('4 Mailing, postage pre-paid 
11105 Londonderry Dr. ( ) Fax 801-816-3959 
Sandy, UT 84092 
Mark R. Fuller (Depatco) 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Douglas R. Hookland (HD Supply) 
9185 S.W. Burnham Street 
PO Box 23414 
Tigard, Oregon 97281 
Rick Hajek (Amerititle) 
1650 Elk Creek 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Karl R. Decker (ZBS) 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Jeffrey D. Brunson (Schiess) 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, P A 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Date: C) /410 (1 
ORDER OF DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT- 2 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax 208-524-7167 
(~ Courthouse Box 
(» Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax 503-620-4315 
(,!Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax 208-523-9518 
(~Courthouse Box 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax 208-529-9732 
(~ Courthouse Box 
Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 











TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, 
et aI, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV -2008-4395 





On May 4, 2009, at 11 :00 AM, a Status Conference came on for hearing before the 
Honorable Jon J. Shindurling, District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Ms. Nancy Marlow, Court Reporter, and Ms. Grace Walters, Deputy Cowi Clerk, were 
present. 
Mr. Alan HalTison appeared on behalf of plaintiff. Mr. Mark Fuller appeared on behalf of 
defendant, Depatco. Mr. Karl Decker appeared on behalf of defendant, ZBS. Mr. Doug Hookland 
appeared telephonically on behalf of defendant, HD Supply Waterworks. Mr. Lynn Spafford 
appeared telephonically on behalf of himself and Teton View Golf Estates. Mr. Tony Versteeg 
appeared telephonically on behalf of himself, Rothchild Properties and Western Estates. Mr. Jeff 
Brunson appeared on behalf of defendant, Schiess & Associates. 
The Motion to Amend Default Judgment was agreed to by stipulation. 
The Court scheduled a court trial for 1:30 p.m., June 7, 2010. A pre-trial conference was 
scheduled for 10:00 a.m., May 25,2010. 
MINUTE ENTRY - 1 290 
The Court ordered mediation with a mediator to be selected before June 25, 2009, and 
mediation to begin 42 days thereafter 
Court was thus adjourned. 
c: Alan Harrison 
Mark Fuller 









IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs.-













Case No. CV -2008-4395 ~; 
\0 i2 ,.". 
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL ~~ -' ,--. 





Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, the following pre-trial 
schedule shall govern all proceedings in this case: 
l. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. Formal pre-trial conference pursuant to Rule 16, LR. c.P., will be held on May 25, 
2010, at 10:00 a.m., at which time witness lists, exhibit lists and any proposed jury 
instructions must be filed. 
2. Court Trial shall commence at 1 :30 p.m., on June 7, 2010. 
No later than ninety (90) days before the date set for trial, counsel shall disclose 
the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of expert witnesses that may be 
called to testifY at trial. 
4. All discovery shall be completed seventy (70) days prior to trial.] 
5. All Motions for Summary Judgment must be filed sixty (60) days prior to trial in 
conformance with Rule 56(a), LR.C.P. 
6. All Motions for Summary Judgment must be heard at least twenty-eight (28) days 
prior to trial. 
1 Discovery requests must be served so that timely responses will be due prior to the discovery cutoff date. 
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II. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall, no later than fourteen (14) 
days before trial: 
1. Submit a list of names to the court of persons who may be called to testify. 
2. Submit a descriptive list of all exhibits proposed to be offered into evidence to the 
court indicating which exhibits counsel have agreed will be received in evidence 
without objection and those to which objections will be made, including the basis 
upon which each objection will be made. 
3. Submit a brief to the court citing legal authorities upon which the patiy relies as to 
each issue of law to be litigated. 
4. If this is a jury trial, counsel shall submit proposed jury instructions to all parties 
to the action and the court. All requested instructions submitted to the court shall 
be in duplicate form as set out in Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 51 (a)(l). 
5. Submit that counsel have in good faith tried to settle this action. 
6. State whether liability is disputed. 
III. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall no later than seven (7) days 
before trial: 
1. Submit any objections to the jury instructions requested by an opponent specifying 
the instruction and the grounds for the objection. 
2. Deposit with the clerk of the court all exhibits to be introduced, except those for 
impeachment. The clerk shall mark plaintiff's exhibits in numerical sequence as 
requested by plaintiff and shall mark all defendant's exhibits in alphabetical 
sequence as requested by defendant. 
3. A duplicate set of all exhibits to be introduced, except those for impeachment, 
shall be placed in binders, indexed, and deposited with the clerk of the comi. 
IV. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
1. Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after the last required disclosure shall 
immediately be disclosed to the court at1d opposing counsel by filing and service 
stating the date upon which the same was discovered. 
2. No exhibits shall be admitted into evidence at trial other than those disclosed, 
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listed and submitted to the clerk of the court in accordance with this order, except 
when offered for impeachment purposes or unless they were discovered after the 
last required disclosure. 
3. This order shall control the course of this action unless modified for good cause 
shown to prevent manifest injustice. 
4. The court may impose appropriate sanctions for violation of this order. 
DATED this 4th day of May, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on this ~ day of May, 2009, I did send a true and correct copy of 
the aforementioned Order upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct postage 










PO Box 23414 
Tigard, OR 97281-3414 
Tony Versteeg 
11105 Londonderry Dr. 
Sandy, UT 84092 
Lynn Spafford 
2858 E. Willow Creek Dr. 
Sandy, UT 84093 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
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2085235069 Beard St Clair 
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney P A 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Phone: (208) 523-5171 
Fax: (208) 529-9732 
Beard Sl. Clair 
Attorneys for Defendant, Schiess & Associates, P.C. 
a.m 05·05·2009 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 




TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY, 
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation; HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, 
LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN POSSESION 
OF REAL PROPERTY DESCRIBED HEREIN. 
Defendants. 




IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company. 
Counterdefendant. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.c., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation, 
Crossclairnant 
Case No.: CV-08-4395 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, 
P.C.'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO, 
INC.'S CROSSCLAIM 
Schiess & Associates, P.c.'s Answer to DePatco, Inc.'s Crossclaim Page 1 
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vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY, 
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation; HD 
SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL 
PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL PROPERTY 
DESCRIBED HEREIN. 
Crossdefendants. 
SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.c., an Idaho Professional 
Service Corporation, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BRAD ZUNDEL, an individual; JIM ZUNDEL, an 
individual. 
Third Party Defendants. 
DEPATCO, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Crossclaimant, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a Utah limited 
liability company; ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; WESTERN EQUITY, 
LLC, a Utah limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho 
Professional Service Corporation; HD SUPPLY 
WATERWORKS, LTD,; DOES 1-3, and ALL 
PERSONS IN POSSESION OF REAL PROPERTY 
DESCRIBED HEREIN. 
Crossdefendants. 
6 a.m 05-05-2009 
DefendantlCounterclaimantlCrossclaimant/Counterdefendant, Schiess & 
Associates, P.c. (Schiess), by and through counsel of record, denies all allegations of 
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DePatco, Inc.'s Answer and Cross Claim not expressly admitted herein and more 
specifically respond as follows: 
t. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 1, 
and therefore denies paragraph 1. 
2. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 2, 
and therefore denies paragraph 2. 
3. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 3, 
and therefore denies paragraph 3. 
4. Schiess denies paragraph 4. 
5. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 5, 
and therefore denies paragraph 5. 
6. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 6, 
and therefore denies paragraph 6. 
7. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 7, 
and therefore denies paragraph 7. 
8. Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 7 to the Cross 
Claim. 
9. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 9, 
and therefore denies paragraph 9. 
10. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 10, 
and therefore denies paragraph 1 0. 
11. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 11, 
and therefore denies paragraph 11. 
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12. Schiess does not have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny paragraph 12, 
and therefore denies the remainder of paragraph 12. 
13. Schiess does not have sufficient infomlation to admit or deny paragraph 13, 
and therefore denies paragraph 13. 
14. Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 13 to the Cross 
Claim. 
15. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 15, 
and therefore denies paragraph 15. 
16. Schiess does not have sufficient infom1ation to admit or deny paragraph 16, 
and therefore denies paragraph 16. 
17. Schiess does not have sufficient infonnation to admit or deny paragraph 17, 
and therefore denies paragraph 17. 
18. Schiess does not have sufficient infom1ation to admit or deny paragraph 18, 
and therefore denies paragraph 18. 
19. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 19, 
and therefore denies paragraph 19. 
20. Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 19 to the Cross 
Claim. 
21. Schiess does not have sufficient infom1ation to admit or deny paragraph 21, 
and therefore denies paragraph 21. 
22. Schiess does not have sufficient infom1ation to admit or deny paragraph 22, 
and therefore denies paragraph 22. 
23. Schiess does not have sufficient infom1ation to admit or deny paragraph 23, 
and therefore denies paragraph 23. 
Schiess & Associates, P.c. 's Answer to DePateo, Inc. 's Crossclaim Page 4 
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24. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 24, 
and therefore denies paragraph 24. 
25. Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 25 to the Cross 
Claim. 
26. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 26, 
and therefore denies paragraph 26. 
27. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 27, 
and therefore denies paragraph 27. 
28. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 28, 
and therefore denies paragraph 28. 
29. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 29, 
and therefore denies paragraph 29. 
30. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 30, 
and therefore denies paragraph 30. 
31. Schiess incorporates its responses to paragraphs 1 through 31 to the Cross 
Claim. 
32. Schiess admits paragraph 32. 
33. Schiess denies paragraph 33. 
34. Schiess denies paragraph 34. 
35. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 35, 
and therefore denies paragraph 35. 
36. Schiess denies paragraph 36. 
37. Schiess does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 37, 
and therefore denies paragraph 37. 
Schiess & Associates, P.C. '5 Answer to DePateo, Inc. '5 Crossclaim 
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
Schiess asserts the following affirmative defenses: 
1. The Cross Claim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
2. Schiess has priority pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 45-506 and 45-512 and 
Ultra wall, Inc. v. Trepagnier, 135 Idaho 832, 25 P.3d 855 (2001); Pacific States Sav., 
Loan, and Bldg. Co. v. Dubois, 11 Idaho 319,83 P. 513 (1905). 
3. Schiess has priority because it commenced performing services on the 
property before Plaintiff recorded its deed of trust and Depatco filed its lien. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Schiess demands judgment: 
1. Dismissing DePatco, Inc.'s Answer and Crossclairn in its entirety; 
2. Determining that Schiess's lien has priority to all other liens and claims on 
the property; 
3. Awarding Schiess' reasonable attorneys' fees, costs and disbursements of 
defending this action pursuant to, Idaho Code §§ 12-120, 12-121,45-513, Rule 54 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and any other rule or provision; and 
4. Granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
Dated: May 5, 2009. 
nef y . runson Of d S1. Clair Gaffney P A Attorneys for Schiess & Associates, P.c. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am a licensed attorney in the State of Idaho and that on May 5, 
2009, I served a true and correct copy of the SCHIESS & ASSOCIATES, P.C.'S 
ANSWER TO DEPATCO, INC.'S CROSS CLAIM upon the following by the method of 
delivery designated: 
Alan Harrison 
Alan R. Harrison Law 
497 N Capital Avenue, Suite 210 




PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: 523-9518 
Mark Fuller 
Fuller & Carr 
PO Box 50935 




PO Box 23414 
Tigard, OR 97281-3414 
Fax: 503·620-4540 
Lynn C. Spafford 
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC 
PO Box 711946 
Salt Lake City, DT 84171 
Tony M. Versteeg 
Western Equity, LLC 
Rothchild Prope11ies 
11105 S. Londonberry Drive 
Draper, UT 84092 
o US Mail 0 Hand delivered ~simile 
o US Mail 0 Hand delivered ~simile 
o US Mail 0 Hand delivered ~imile 
o US Mail 0 Hand delivered ~simile 
~ Mail 0 Hand delivered 0 Facsimile 
~ Mail 0 Hand delivered 0 Facsimile 
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Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: 529-1300 
. Brunson 
d St. Clair Gaffney P A 
Beard St Clair 1 a.m 05-05-2009 
o US Mail 0 Hand delivered ~mile 
I Attorneys for Schiess & Associates, P.e. 
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Alan R. Harrison 
ALAN R. HARRISON LAW, PLLC 
497 N. Capital Ave, Suite 210 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: (208) 552-1165 
Fax: (208) 552-1176 
(ISB#: 6589) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
. ') 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
IDAHO DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TETON VIEW GOLF ESTATES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
ROTHCHILD PROPERTIES, LLC, a 
Utah limited liability company; 
WESTERN EQUITY, LLC, a Utah 
limited liability company; AMERITITLE 
COMPANY; ZBS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; DEPATCO, INC., an 
Idaho Corporation; SCHIESS & 
ASSOCIATES, P.C., an Idaho 
Professional Service Corporation; 
HD SUPPLY WATERWORKS, LTD,; 
DOES 1-3, and ALL PERSONS IN 




























Case No. CV-08-4395 
PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO 
DEPATCO'S CROSS CLAIM 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff, Idaho Development, LLC, answers Defendant DePatco's 
("DePatco") Cross Claim as follows: 
1. PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO'S CROSS CLAIM 
rc U" • .J q 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. DePatco fails to state a cause of action against Plaintiff upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
2. Plaintiff denies any and all allegations of DePatco's Cross Claim unless specifically 
Admitted in this answer. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
3. DePatco' s interest is subordinate to Plaintiff s secured interest in the property because 
Plaintiff had recorded in Bonneville County valid deeds of trust on the propel1y as 
Instrument # 1291905 on February 29,2008 and Instrument # 1292697 on March 10, 
2008, which were prior to DePatco doing any work on the property. Therefore, DePatco 
was on notice of Plaintiffs interest prior to DePatco starting any work on the property. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
4. Plaintiff is not liable to DePatco for any of the amount claimed on the lien because 
Plaintiff had no knowledge and did not consent to the managers of Teton View hiring 
DePatco to begin work before a construction loan was obtained. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
5. Plaintiff is not liable to DePatco because DePatco started work on the property looking to 
be paid from a construction loan and/or lot sales and not from Plaintiff. Plaintiff and 
DePatco have not entered into any oral or written contractural relationships. 
In responding to the allegations of DePatco' s Cross Claim, Plaintiff answers on its own 
behalf and not in behalf of any other party as follows: 
2. PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO'S CRO~~~LAIM 
JU;) 
1. Counts I-IV do not require a response from Plaintiff as they are directed to Teton View, 
however in order to provide Plaintiff s position on these allegations, Plaintiff provides the 
following response to the allegations in paragraphs 1-24. 
2. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 1 and therefore 
denies paragraph 1. 
3. As to the allegations in paragraph 2, Plaintiff admits DePatco has done work on the 
property. Plaintiff is without sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of the 
allegations in paragraph 2 and therefore denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 2. 
Plaintiff asserts it did not contract with DePatco to perfonn this work or agree with 
DePatco to start work on the property prior to a construction loan being obtained. 
4. As to the allegations in paragraph 3, Plaintiff admits DePatco recorded a materialman's 
lien on the property and that this lien should be foreclosed and the property sold. Plaintiff 
asserts in this foreclosure and sale that Plaintiff s recorded deed of trust should be 
declared prior to and have priority over DePatco's recorded lien. Plaintiff is without 
sufficient infonnation to admit or deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 3 
and therefore denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 3. 
5. As to the allegations in paragraph 4, Plaintiff denies the same. 
6. As to the allegations in paragraph 5, Plaintiff states it had not seen this letter prior to it 
being filed with DePatco's answer. Plaintiff admits DePatco has not been paid the full 
amount it claims is owed for work done on the property. Plaintiff is without sufficient 
information to admit or deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 5 and therefore 
denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 5. 
3. PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO'S CROSS CLAIM 
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7. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 6 and therefore 
denies paragraph 6. 
8. As to the allegations in paragraph 7, Plaintiff denies the same. 
9. As to the allegations in paragraph 8, Plaintiffre-alleges each and every admission and 
denial to paragraphs 1-7 as if set for forth fully herein. 
10. As to the allegations in paragraph 9, Plaintiff admits Tony Versteeg signed the bid 
proposal from DePatco on June 18, 2008, Plaintiff is without sufficient infonnation to 
admit or deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 9 and therefore denies the 
remaining allegations in paragraph 9. Plaintiff asserts it did not contract with DePatco to 
perfOlID this work or agree with DePatco to start work on the property prior to a 
construction loan being obtained. 
11. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 10 and 
therefore denies paragraph 1 O. 
12. As to the allegations in paragraph 11, Plaintiff admits DePatco supplied construction 
materials and services to the property, Plaintiff is without sufficient infonnation to admit 
or deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph 11 and therefore denies the 
remaining allegations in paragraph 11. 
13. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 12 and 
therefore denies paragraph 12. 
14. As to the allegations in paragraph 13, Plaintiff denies the same. 
15. As to the allegations in paragraph 14, Plaintiffre-alleges each and every admission and 
denial to paragraphs 1-13 as if set for forth fully herein. 
4. PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO'S CROSS CLAIM 
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16. As to the allegations in paragraph 15, Plaintiff admits DePatco has done work on the 
property. Plaintiff is without sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of the 
allegations in paragraph 15 and therefore denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 
15. Plaintiff asserts it did not contract with DePatco to perform this work or agree with 
DePatco to stmi work on the property prior to a construction loan being obtained. 
17. As to the allegations in paragraph 16, Plaintiff denies the same. 
18. As to the allegations in paragraph 17, Plaintiff denies the same. 
19. As to the allegations in paragraph 18, Plaintiff denies the same. 
20. As to the allegations in paragraph 19, Plaintiff denies the same. 
21. As to the allegations in paragraph 20, Plaintiffre-alleges each and every admission and 
denial to paragraphs 1-19 as if set for forth fully herein. 
22. As to the allegations in paragraph 21, Plaintiff admits DePatco has done work on the 
property. Plaintiff is without sufficient information to admit or deny the remainder of the 
allegations in paragraph 21 and therefore denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 
21. Plaintiff asserts it did not contract with DePatco to perform this work or agree with 
DePatco to start work on the property prior to a construction loan being obtained. 
23. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 22 and therefore 
denies paragraph 22. 
24. Plaintiff does not have sufficient information to admit or deny paragraph 23 and therefore 
denies paragraph 23. 
25. As to the allegations in paragraph 24, Plaintiff denies the same. 
26. As to the allegations in paragraph 25, Plaintiffre-alleges each and every admission and 
denial to paragraphs 1-24 as if set for forth fully herein. 
5. PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO'S CROSS CLAIM 
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27. As to the allegations in paragraph 26, Plaintiff admits it signed a joint venture agreement 
dated February 29, 2008. Plaintiff admits it has a 33% ownership interest in Teton View 
Golf Estates, LLC. Plaintiff admits it gave $1,100,000.00 to Teton View Golf Estates in 
exchange for a promissory note and deed of trust which was recorded in Bonneville 
County as Instrument #1291905 on February 29, 2008 and was amended by Instrument # 
1292697 on March 10, 2008. Plaintiff denies all remaining allegations in paragraph 26. 
28. As to the allegations in paragraph 27, Plaintiff admits that on or about February 29,2008, 
Teton View Golf Estates, LLC signed a promissory note and provided Idaho 
Development, LLC, with a Commercial Loan Deed of Trust in the amount of 
$1,100,00.00 recorded as Bonneville County Instrument No. 1291905. Plaintiff denies 
the remaining allegations in paragraph 27. 
29. As to the allegations in paragraph 28, Plaintiff admits. 
30. As to the allegations in paragraph 29, Plaintiff denies. 
31. As to the allegations in paragraph 30, Plaintiff denies. 
32. As to the allegations in paragraph 31, Plaintiff re-alleges each and every admission and 
denial to paragraphs 1-30 as if set for forth fully herein. 
33. As to the allegations in paragraph 32, Plaintiff denies that its security interest is inferior 
and junior to DePatco' s interest. 
34. As to the allegations in paragraph 33, Plaintiff denies the same. 
35. As to the allegations in paragraph 34, Plaintiff denies the same. 
36. As to the allegations in paragraph 35, Plaintiff admits. 
37. As to the allegations in paragraph 36, Plaintiff admits DePatco may be a purchaser at the 
sale, but denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 36. 
6. PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER TO DEPATCO'S CROSS CLAIM 
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38. As to the allegations in paragraph 37, Plaintiff denies the same. In the event the Comi 
does grant DePatco a deficiency judgment against Teton View, that said judgment is in no 
way against Plaintiff, Plaintiffs secured interest in the property, or money received from 
the foreclosure of Plaintiffs secured interest in the property. 
DATED this 7 .~ day of May, 2009. 
Alan R. Harrison 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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NOTICE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this day I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document in accordance 
with Rule 5(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure on the following by the method of service indicated: 
Lynn Spafford (Teton View) 
PO Box 711946 
SLC, UT 84171 
(....-jMailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax number 801-359-2554 
Tony Versteeg (Western Equity & Rothchild) ( -rMailing, postage pre-paid 
11105 Londonderry Dr. ( ) Fax 801-816-3959 
Sandy, UT 84092 
Mark R. Fuller (Depatco) 
410 Memorial Drive, Suite 201 
PO Box 50935 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0935 
Douglas R. Hookland (HD Supply) 
9185 S.W. Burnham Street 
PO Box 23414 
Tigard, Oregon 97281 
Rick Hajek (Amerititle) 
1650 Elk Creek 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Karl R. Decker (ZBS) 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Jeffrey D. Brunson (Schiess) 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney, P A 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax 208-524-7167 
(~Courthouse Box 
(-jMailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax 503-620-4315 
(-1Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax 208-523-9518 
( .-:yCoUlihouse Box 
( ) Mailing, postage pre-paid 
( ) Fax 208-529-9732 
(-1 Courthouse Box 
Alan R. Harrison 
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